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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Executive Summary 

1.1.1 Overview of Mission and Vision for the Expanded School Network and Model 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School (NSHS) has a mission and vision that has been meeting 
the needs of families for over eleven years.  The school’s mission is to support students in a college 
environment with personal, academic, and social skills to promote college success.  This is done 
through the school’s model of dual-enrollment, distribution of resources, curriculum design and 
system of student supports.   Students are eligible for NSHS in 11th and 12th grade with multiple 
measures of admissions to accept all students without prejudice of handpicking and restricting 
enrollment as long as the students and families are committed to the mission and purpose of 
Nevada State High School.  NSHS has been an exemplary or 5-star school for nine out of the eleven 
years it has been in existence.  Additionally, it has performed just as well or better than Clark 
County School District magnet and selective programs that exclude underrepresented students.  
The school’s vision to ensure every student is college ready targets ALL students, not just high   
performing students.  By establishing and communicating strong expectations, supporting students 
as they take from three to five college classes each semester in a real college environment, and 
giving every motivated student a chance to succeed in college regardless of their history, the 
school’s students have demonstrated a high level of success. 

1.1.2 Target Communities 
NSHS Response: Two years ago, Nevada State High School took steps to expand to a second 
campus so that students from the northwest part of Las Vegas had closer access to NSHS.  Since 
providing neighborhood access, enrollment from the area schools near the second campus 
increased from 20% (average population from area schools between 2004 and 2012) of NSHS’s 
total population to 29% (2013-2015).  The school provides support services, ongoing assessments, 
and college preparation and planning for students and parents as an essential part of its college 
readiness curriculum.  School data shows that students coming from Northeast and East Las Vegas 
schools are not accessing NSHS.  Over the same period tracked as above (2004-2012 and 2013-
2015), students from the Northeast area have decreased in the overall student population at NSHS 
from 20% overall to 14%.  The Northeast and East Las Vegas Schools have some of the highest FRL 
rates and lowest achievement ratings of the Clark County School District high schools.  
Unfortunately, these students who could benefit the most from NSHS’s high quality do not have 
access due to their lack of proximity to a NSHS facility.   By opening a school in East Las Vegas, NSHS 
will be able to accelerate the opportunities for students currently enrolled in these Northeast and 
East side target schools. 

1.1.3 The Outcomes Expected to Achieve Across the Network of Campuses 
NSHS Response: The goal is to provide the local community in the targeted area access to Nevada 
State High School’s quality dual enrollment school and the supports they need to be successful.  The 
network of NSHS schools will continue to use its student scorecard tracking data system for 
targeting interventions and RTI to quickly assess and address students’ needs on a continual basis.  
Instruction for college readiness and preparedness will be constantly reevaluated and updated to fit 
the needs of the changing student and parent populations.  Monitoring systems will continue to 
ensure the integrity of the high quality NSHS standards and mission. Implementation across all 
campuses will include but not be limited to the following: scorecard and student data tracking, 
student interventions, classroom observation logs ensuring standardized implementation of 
curriculum, performance incentives, and accountability for students, parents and staff. 



  

1.1.4 The Values, Approach, and Leadership Accomplishments of your School or Network Leader 
and Leadership Team 

NSHS Response: NSHS’s leadership team has been committed to instilling in its students and staff 
the core values of the institution which are responsibility, integrity and motivation.  These are as 
fundamental the school as the mission. By leadership keeping faithful to the mission and core 
values of the school for nearly twelve years, NSHS has been defined as one of the top performing 
schools’ in the state by the Nevada Department of Education and the SPCSA, and the school has 
received recognition from the Nevada Policy Institute and the Nevada Taxpayers Association.  
Nationally, NSHS has also been recognized repeatedly by US News and World Reports even though 
the school does meet their general standard of giving AP tests.  ACT has conducted a National Study 
on NSHS and spotlighted the school’s accomplishments at its national workforce conference.  The 
National Student Clearinghouse also highlighted Nevada State High Schools excellence.  
Furthermore, NSHS graduates have also attended colleges all over the country at a 90% tracked 
rate and are serving the country in profound ways including; education, the military, God, and 
volunteerism.  These accomplishments were not because of a leader or a leadership team, these 
were because the staff stayed focused on the mission, and students and families believed in it. 

1.1.5 Key Supporters, Partners, or Resources That Will Contribute to the Expanded School’s 
Success 

NSHS Response: NSHS will continue collaboration with stakeholders and develop stronger 
partnerships with others to ensure the successful transition of the underserved population.  The 
school will continue to effectively communicate the dual-enrollment processes for each college by 
using outcomes and measures of meeting with different support organizations serving Northeast 
and East Las Vegas.  Additionally, NSHS will collaborate with stakeholders on program 
development and planning and meet with parents to strengthen the collaborative efforts between 
the school and parents to meet student needs in order to successfully transition students to college.  
NSHS has communicated with the non-profit Leaders in Training program whose mission is to 
improve the lives of underserved youth primarily from the East Las Vegas area.  The 2015 school 
year was the first year NSHS has received one of the Leaders in Training students, which began the 
partnership.  By providing access to a quality support program for the students who have been in 
their program, Leaders in Training can provide extra support to parallel the support at home.  The 
NSHS parent partnership is essential. Nevada State High School has demonstrated it builds 
independent resourceful learners so they can be self-sufficient in college, yet even 19 and 20 year 
old college students need supports such as parents checking in on them.  There is a role for parents 
in the traditional college setting and many think that is “hands off.”  Yet, in most cases, post-high 
school tuition is on the parents’ dime, so it may pay the parent to know if the investment is well 
spent.  NSHS works with families to learn how to track college progress and maintain an 
appropriate level of college involvement.  NSHS will also continue to work with the local colleges on 
its registration and payment processes to dual-enroll students. 
 
  



  

2 MEETING THE NEED 

2.1 Targeted Plan 

1) Identify the community you wish to serve as a result of the expansion and describe your 
interest in serving this specific community. 
NSHS Response: NSHS plans to open its third site in the Northeast area of Las Vegas.  This 
area has some of the most underserved students in Las Vegas.  Nevada Report Card Data for 
2014 showed students from the target neighborhoods had 67% qualifying for Free and 
Reduced Lunch.  Furthermore, 18% of the students are Black and 61% are Hispanic, which 
represent two groups that are underrepresented in college.  The average graduation rate of 
these area schools is just over 62% while the percent proficient in math is 66% and reading 
is 72%.   Less than 11% of these students took the ACT or SAT.  Oddly enough, the average 
daily attendance was almost 92%.  These students are generally going to school, but there is 
not a culture of success or college path being shown to the students and families.   NSHS 
knows this school community culture cannot be changed overnight, but it can be changed 
one student at a time through access to a quality college support program that has systems 
in place to help them achieve.   

2) Explain how your expansion model, and the commitment to serve this population, including 
the grade levels you have chosen, would meet the district and community needs and align 
with the mission of the SPCSA. 
NSHS Response: NSHS only serves 11th and 12th grade per its charter.  As indicated above, 
this is a community at need and fulfills one of the SPCSA’s commitments to serve at risk 
students in the urban core.  The families need educational options in their neighborhoods 
that take their children out of failing schools into great schools with missions that align to 
the educational needs of their children.  It is great to see other charter schools and schools 
of choice move into the East area.  Every one of these schools is providing parents and 
families great educational options.  NSHS is just one school providing a specific mission and 
purpose for students with the motivation to go to college.  Ideally, when great schools of 
choice have forced the traditional schools to change the way they operate by servicing the 
needs of all students, then all students will be better educated, better college students, 
better employees, and better the community as a whole.  NSHS is committed to raising this 
standard now.   

2.2 Growth Rate and Rationale 

1) Describe the school’s six-year growth plan for developing new schools in Nevada and other 
states. Please describe the proposed scope of growth over the next 6 years, including both 
the schools that the campuses the school has already been approved to open, those it is 
currently applying to open and any additional campuses that it anticipates applying to open 
in the next six years (number of campuses, locations, proposed six-year enrollment 
projections, and grade configuration/type of schools). 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School (NSHS) is currently in its second year of 
“expansion” of a second site under the school’s current charter contract.  The school has 
shown success with the expansion of its second site. The NSHS Governing Body feels that 
the time is right to explore replication through a thoughtful plan for scaling the school’s 
early college model to serve more 11th and 12th grade students.  The stakeholders of the 
school are looking to open one new school in the East area of Las Vegas for next school year.  
Then the school is looking for a desired impact that brings to scale its early college model 
and strategic framework to operate a total of five schools while reporting a minimum of 500 



  

college ready graduates in the year 2022. The other target areas for the next six years would 
be the other geographical areas of Clark County that are growing and do not have proximity 
access to a NSHS site.  The other two locations are the Northwest and Southwest areas. 

a. Provide a rationale for the proposed six-year growth plan; for example, how the 
school determined the appropriate pace and scope of the proposed growth and why 
the school is well-positioned to implement the growth plan. If locating in a new 
community within your present county of location or a new county within Nevada, 
please explain the rationale for the geographic expansion. If planning to operate 
new campuses in other states, please explain the rationale for that expansion. 
NSHS Response: The first targeted school location is in an underserved area of the 
Las Vegas Valley.  Schools from the East Las Vegas area have been ranked in the 2-
Star state rating with graduation rates below the state average.  Data were analyzed 
for school years 2005 – 2013 showing feeder school enrollment from the following 
areas of Las Vegas including:  22% from east area, 59% from Henderson (original 
main campus area for 10 years), and 20% from Summerlin area.  After the 
expansion of a Summerlin campus, data for school years 2014 – 2016 show the 
following: 14% from East area, 56% from Henderson, and 29% from Summerlin 
area.  The impact of bringing a school into the community in Summerlin has 
increased the overall percentage of students at the school coming from Summerlin 
feeder schools by 9%.  Nevada State High School has increased the number of 
students coming from these feeder schools in the Summerlin area while at the same 
time maintaining its five star ranking performance ranking from the Nevada 
Department of Education.  Should the school continue to expand or replicate, the 
Reno area would be the next targeted area since the next most populated area of 
Nevada does not have access to Nevada State High School’s quality dual-credit 
school.   

2) Specifically identify the key risks associated with this growth plan and describe the steps 
the school is taking to mitigate these risks. Respondents should demonstrate a sophisticated 
and nuanced understanding of the challenges of replication in general and as they relate 
specifically to their school growth plans based on current and historic experience of charter 
school management organizations and similar types of multi-site social enterprises and 
non-profit and for-profit organizations. The response should detail specific risks and 
explain how the school will minimize the impact of each of these risks, and ideally provide 
contingency plans for them. Examples may include: 

a. Inability to secure facilities/facilities financing;  
NSHS Response: NSHS has applied for several grants in which it has not received to 
be able to expand its facilities or dual-credit program.  The school’s current second 
site was opened because the school saved the funds in order to make this a reality.  
Each of the past three years of operation, the school has shown a downward trend in 
its end of year unreserved fund balance.  This was a direct result of start-up costs 
related to the second site which began registration February 2014 and completed its 
first full year of operation ending fall 2015.  Some of the main costs revolved around 
staffing, $25,000 down payment for school building lease, and associated building 
improvements which were put into the school’s lease and amortized over a two-
year term of the lease.  NSHS has determined that the school can comfortably begin 
operation seven months before school starts with a start-up amount of $250,000.  
Alternatively, if the school was to work on a shoestring budget, the school can begin 
operation of a replication site on $100,000, yet this would likely have a negative 
effect on maximizing the target area enrollment the first year.  Although there is a 
downward trend, the school is financially solvent enough with over a $227,000 fund 



  

balance to expand to a third campus.  Below identifies the balance of $227,000 along 
with the school’s financial positions for the previous three years. 
 

Description  6/30/2013  6/30/2014  6/30/2015 
       

Revenues   $      1,599,964.30    $      1,836,764.96    $      2,084,741.35  
Expenditures   $      1,588,495.42    $      1,866,287.15    $      2,151,306.14  
Variance   $            11,468.88    $         (29,522.19)   $         (66,564.79) 
       

Bal. (Begin Year)   $          344,123.03    $          323,559.91    $         294,037.72  
       

Bal. (End Year)   $        355,591.91    $        294,037.72    $        227,472.93  

 
b. Difficulty raising philanthropic funding;  

NSHS Response: NSHS has not utilized and has never depended on raising 
philanthropic funding.  The school has learned to operate on a tight budget 
maximizing staff talent to serve in multiple roles and hiring consultants when 
necessary for the small school setting.  Staff need to be focused on students rather 
than fundraising, and this is an area that the NSHS board has not taken on with 
several of the members being teachers and parents who do not have philanthropic 
connections.   

c. Insufficient talent pipeline/difficulty recruiting faculty;  
NSHS Response: The school utilizes performance incentives “bonuses” to help 
attract qualified faculty, but the school struggles with finding employees that are a 
proper fit for some of the positions especially the school’s ‘teacher’ position.  In 
short, there is no traditional teacher position at the school because it is a hybrid 
position of a counselor, teacher, and curriculum coordinator.  These positions are 
called Educational Advising Coordinators (EAC) at Nevada State High School.  Many 
of the traditional content area ‘teachers’ are not interested in the positions because 
they do not “teach” students.  What’s more, because there is more expectation to 
develop curriculum and be in the classroom supporting students, traditional high 
school and college counselors tend to shy away from the position.  The school has 
been successful recruiting and retaining people that have worked in the business 
community and may be looking to change careers by instructing or becoming a 
career/life coach.  The school has also succeeded at grooming student workers to 
take positions at the school part-time and even full-time while they attend area 
colleges after graduation from NSHS. 

d. Insufficient leadership pipeline/difficulty recruiting school leaders;  
NSHS Response: In the summer of 2015, NSHS recruited two Directors of Site 
Administration (DSA) to run each of the school’s current sites.  These DSA’s are the 
Chief Academic Officer’s (CAO’s) direct reports and are responsible for site updates 
during biweekly meetings.  The CAO and Chief Operations Officer (COO) have 
strategically engaged in performance incentives with each DSA to clearly define 
expectations and measure progress and quality of work.  As the school replicates, it 
must continue to use performance incentives to identify the right kind of people at 
the organization.  Finally, there is a pool of over 49,000 licensed teachers and 
administrators in the state of Nevada that are not currently employed at a public 
institution.  Knowing this information, the school must consider expanding its 
retiree reach to hire part-time instructors or consultants that want to work and 
facilitate the school curriculum and replication of more schools. 



  

e. Misalignment between the founding school and leader and new campuses and 
leaders; and 
NSHS Response: Ensuring the integrity of the NSHS strategic framework and 
curriculum has been the most daunting concern for the Chief Officers since opening 
a second site became a reality.  To address this, the school has focused on replicating 
the school’s strategic framework, a curriculum suite of transition to college classes, a 
cloud-based college readiness student scorecard, a system of monitoring and 
interventions, and a method for implementing staff performance incentives to 
measure progress and quality of work.  The core values of responsibility, integrity, 
and motivation are embedded in the strategic framework and will run the gamut at 
each replication school preserving the core and stimulating progress.  Through staff 
performance incentives, direct reports from the Directors of Site Administration 
(DSA) and biweekly meetings, these items get addressed.  A difficult change has 
been trying to transition new school leaders who have previously known 
bureaucratic protocol, policy and directives to redefine their decision making and 
understand the broad nature of their new duties.  They are learning to adapt to the 
charter environment and initiate quick, well-thought out decisions that support the 
school’s mission. 

f. Ambiguous student performance outcomes and the need to curtail expansion if 
performance drops. 
NSHS Response: By only serving 11th and 12th graders, the school recognized 
years ago its weakness of not being able to report with relevant data on what a 
student looked like when a student arrived at the school and what that same student 
looked like when they left the school.  In essence, the school had no way of knowing 
its impact on students who attended NSHS outside of the SPCSA’s and State’s 
performance frameworks.  The school turned that weakness into a strength by 
initiating nationally recognized pre and post assessments for college and career 
readiness (ACT® and WorkKeys®), ACT’s® college readiness (Engage®) 
questionnaires, and an overall college readiness scorecard that tracks student 
progress throughout the year.  NSHS uses its own college readiness scorecard 
tracking system that tracks and documents student progress.  This data is then in 
turn presented to the Governing Board four times throughout the year and three 
times each semester to students and parents.  Over the past three years, the 
conversations with staff and students have been around “scorecard” data.  
Scorecards have created a common language for staff, students, and parents and 
allows staff to maximize their time around students who need targeted help and 
interventions.  The scorecard measures college readiness on the school’s three 
college transitional pillars which includes personal, academic, and social.  There is 
nothing ambiguous about the school’s desired result to see at least 90% of its 
students “green” or college ready, and this conversation permeates each staff 
meeting, student meeting and lesson.  Nevada State High School knows it will be 
more challenging to expand into areas where the culture of students attending 
college is rare to non-existent.  This is exasperated by those students taking lower 
level classes that do not prepare them for a college level curriculum.   But NSHS has 
had students from these low performing schools in the past, and they have been 
successful when they are motivated and believe in the school’s mission.  The overall 
outcome will be no less than what is expected for these students.  If any of the NSHS 
schools drop in performance, the scorecard tracking system would quickly identify 
these deficiencies and support and/or staff changes would be implemented by the 
Chief Academic Officer prior to looking at closing schools or curtailing expansion.   



  

3) Discuss lessons learned during the school’s past replication efforts and those of any 
replicated school or organization from another jurisdiction. For example: specifically 
identify each challenges encountered and how the school addressed them, as well as how 
the school would minimize such challenges for the proposed campuses. 
NSHS Response: Several years ago, NSHS attempted to open a site in Reno under its current 
written charter utilizing the permissive language of the law.  After meeting with other 
Northern Nevada charter schools and the Nevada Department of Education Staff, is was 
determined just days prior to signing the location lease that it was not permissible to 
operate under one charter in another county.  This put a stop to that intention.  Since then, 
NSHS has saved up funds over several years to be able to open a second site in Summerlin.  
Nevada State High School has applied and been denied twice for the Federal charter schools 
grant to get the funds to either expand or replicate.  In August of 2015, NSHS applied for and 
was denied the Nevada Dual-Credit grant to expand its program.  Nevada State High School 
has a financial plan that can operate with just a few students to allow a site location to grow, 
but the start-up monies that hinds most charter schools is also one that blocks Nevada’s 
students from a quality education.   

2.3 Parent and Community Involvement 

1) Describe the role to date of any parents, neighborhood, and/or community members 
involved in the proposed expansion of the school. 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School has support from a non-profit organization in 
the target area called Leaders in Training that is mentoring high school students in East Las 
Vegas from 9th grade year and beyond high school to college completion.  A replication 
school in the targeted area would work with Leaders in Training and neighboring schools to 
create a “College going Culture.”  There is no assurance that a replication school will fill to 
its capacity of 300 students its first year of operation.  During its first year of incubation, the 
school will target parental and student leaders in the school and community to help spread 
the word to develop its college going culture. Over the past two months, the planning team 
has added a retired principal who was well connected and respected in the zoned area and 
held a principal’s position at the district’s early college high school.  He was brought on 
board for his experience and access to the community.  NSHS also currently has about 33 
11th graders who attend NSHS from that target area who would likely transfer to the new 
location.  The school also employs former NSHS graduates and current student workers 
who live in the targeted area who are ready to work at the new location bringing with them 
experience with the school, registration processes and knowledge of the community.   Since 
the expansion is not yet in place, there has not been any announcements to the general 
school community at this point.  Once approved, NSHS will begin to rally the support of 
current students and parents from that area and utilize the connections of Leaders in 
Training and the experience of the retired administrator to reach out to families. 

2) Describe how you will engage parents, neighborhood, and community members from the 
time that the application is approved through the opening of the new campus(es) or grade 
levels. What specific strategies will be implemented to establish buy-in and to learn parent 
priorities and concerns during the transition process and post opening? 
NSHS Response: NSHS is utilizing the skills and community connection of a retired 
principal from the target area.  He has been working on establishing visibility at local 
school-choice and college fairs, creating student contact lists, and contacting counselors 
from the target schools.  NSHS has had students from this target area since opening in 2004, 
but the lack of proximity to a Nevada State High School site location has limited substantial 
student population growth from this area.  The same was true for the Summerlin area, yet in 



  

one year, the percent of NSHS’ overall population from Summerlin grew from 20% to 29%.  
To obtain buy-in and obtain parent priorities, NSHS will hold informational meetings where 
parents will have an opportunity to learn about Nevada State High School and ask questions 
and provide feedback.   

3) Describe how you will engage parents in the life of the expanded school (in addition to any 
proposed governance roles). Explain the plan for building family-school partnerships that 
strengthen support for learning and encourage parental involvement. Describe any 
commitments or volunteer activities the school will seek from, offer to, or require of 
parents. 
NSHS Response: During the last October Governing Body Meeting, the board already 
discussed the possibility of changing the make-up of the board to allow for changes in the 
new area community representation if necessary.  As for commitments from the parents, 
each signs a disclaimer when a student registers that outlines key provisions of Nevada 
State High School including supporting the NSHS mission and committing to attend a 
mandatory parent meeting in September.  Parents also have access to review the school 
curriculum and lessons, attend parent workshops including college financial aid and new 
parent orientation, and complete the Parent Performance Reviews where students provide 
mid-semester grades and college readiness topics to their parents and report back to the 
school on progress.  The school also has many parents volunteer to serve as interviewers at 
the school’s annual mock interviews in April and help out at social events. 

4) Discuss the community resources that will be available to students and parents at the 
expanded school. Describe any new strategic partnerships the expanded school will have 
with community organizations, businesses, or other educational institutions that are part of 
the school’s core mission, vision, and program other than dual-credit partners discussed in 
subsequent sections. Specify the nature, purposes, terms, and scope of services of any such 
partnerships, including any fee-based or in-kind commitments from community 
organizations or individuals that will enrich student-learning opportunities. Include, as 
Attachment 11, existing evidence of support from new community partners such as letters 
of intent/commitment, memoranda of understanding, and/or contracts. 
NSHS Response: NSHS has no formal partnerships with any organization.  The school 
works collaboratively with several organizations and has membership with some including 
the Henderson Chamber of Commerce, the Henderson High School Leadership Program, 
Leaders in Training, the Charter School Association of Nevada, and the Public Education 
Foundation. 

5) Describe the school’s ties to and/or knowledge of the target community. How has the school 
learned from and engaged with this community to date? What initiatives and/or strategies 
will you implement to learn from and engage the neighborhood, community, and broader 
city/county? 
NSHS Response: NSHS has had students from this target area since opening in 2004, yet the 
percent of overall students from this area has decreased over the past year since opening 
the Summerlin location.  The school has traditionally been well over 50-60% from 
Henderson due to its Henderson location.  By simply opening the Summerlin location, 
representation from this campus increased nearly 10% in one year.  The school has already 
been using a retired principal from one of the target area schools to reach out to the 
community through visibility and counselor contacts and will extend to mailers and phone 
outreach.  The school intends to outreach through a grassroots campaign to canvas the area 
and distribute flyers at local organizations and supermarkets.  Reviewers seeking more 
specific key activities and responsible parties may wish to visit the student enrollment and 
registration section of the Gantt chart in Attachment 01. 



  

6) Identify any organizations, agencies, or consultants that are partners in planning and 
expanding the school, along with a brief description of their current and planned role and 
any resources they have contributed or plan to contribute to the school’s development. If 
the school is new to this county, describe how your previous work has prepared you to 
establish relationships and supports in this new community. 
NSHS Response: At this time the school is only contracting with a retired administrator.  He 
has been working on establishing visibility at local school-choice and college fairs, creating 
student contact lists, and contacting counselors from the feeder schools.  In February, the 
school will add experienced student workers and part-time college students (former 
students) to assist the planning team to help with registration at the replication site.  These 
staff save time and money as many are fluent in second languages, they are paid standard 
wages without benefits, and they have empirical knowledge of the school and experience 
navigating the college registration processes. 

  



  

3 ACADEMIC PLAN 

3.1 Mission and Vision 

The mission of your school should describe the purpose of your school, including the students and 
community to be served and the values to which you will adhere while achieving that purpose. The 
vision of your school should describe what success looks like for students, for the school as a whole, and 
for any other entities that are critical to your mission. The mission and vision statement should align 
with the purposes of the Nevada charter school law and the mission of the State Public Charter School 
Authority and serves as the foundation for the entire proposal. 

1) Explain whether the proposed mission and vision for the network is different from the 
existing school’s mission and vision and how they differ. Describe the reasoning behind any 
modifications. Explain whether the mission and vision outlined will replace the current 
mission and vision of the charter holder, or if the school proposes to complement a broader 
organizational mission and vision with campus or grade-level specific variants. How will the 
entity as a whole ensure consistency and coherence of its mission and vision? 
NSHS Response: NSHS will not be changing the mission and vision of the school and will 
work to ensure the integrity of the strategic framework.  The school will focus on replicating 
the school’s strategic framework, a curriculum suite of transition to college classes, a cloud-
based college readiness student scorecard, a system of monitoring and interventions, and a 
method for implementing staff performance incentives to measure progress and quality of 
work.  The core values of responsibility, integrity, and motivation are embedded in the 
strategic framework and will run the gamut at each replication school preserving the core 
and stimulating progress.  Through direct reports, administrative meetings, cloud based 
data, and performance incentives, the implementation of the school’s strategic framework 
and expectations are monitored. 

3.2 Curriculum and Instructional Design 

The framework proposed for instructional design must both reflect the needs of the anticipated 
population and ensure all students will meet or exceed the expectations of the Nevada Academic 
Content Standards. 

1) Historical Performance 
a. Performance Data: schools are only eligible to complete the amendment request and 

business plan if the existing schools meet the Authority’s eligibility criteria; these 
criteria reflect a proven academic track record of success with Nevada students and 
our operating expectations or similar performance in another state. However, a 
school is welcome to provide any additional historical academic performance 
metrics that fall outside of the operator’s contractual performance plan (e.g. average 
student growth on an adaptive test such as ACT Aspire, NWEA MAP, SCANTRON, 
Renaissance Learning’s STAR, etc.). If provided, describe student performance on 
these metrics. Please only provide data in vendor-produced score reports and note 
that the Authority may require additional time and resources to review and vet such 
data. 
NSHS Response:  The school submits results from the Nevada Department of 
Education and the State Public Charter School Authority’s Performance Frameworks 
 
 
 
 



  

Table 1: Performance framework scores for nshs school’s authorizer and state. 

School Year 

SPCSA 
Academic 

Performance 
Framework         

Points Earned 

SPCSA 
Academic 

Performance 
Framework 
Designation 

NSPF Points 
Earned 

NSPF Star 
Designation 

2011-2012 91.50 Exceeds 90.79 Five Star 
2012-2013 92.50 Exceeds 93.06 Five Star 
2013-2014 95.50 Exceptional 83.55* Five Star 
2014-2015 Not Ready Not Ready NA* Five Star 

 *Nevada Dept. of Ed. altered its data methodology for reporting and received two-year federal waiver. 
 
Nevada State High School uses its own college readiness scorecard tracking system 
that reports on student progress to the Governing Board four times throughout the 
year and three times each semester to students and parents.  The scorecard 
measures college readiness on the school’s three college transitional pillars which 
include personal, academic, and social.  Each student is coded at the beginning of the 
year based off previous school records and incoming questionnaires and 
assessments.  They are given a one-page scorecard printout of their respective 
designations.  The indicators are designated by the colors of: red, yellow, or green.  
The desired result is to get 90% of all students performing successfully in a college 
environment.  Students who are performing at level that is deemed successful are 
designated as "green." Students who are approaching are designated as "yellow" 
and students who are in need of improvement are designated as "red.” 
 
Table 2: Student scorecard percentages at the start and end of school year 

Year  Start of School Year  End of School Year 
  Red  Yellow  Green  Red  Yellow  Green 
2013-14  49%  37%  13%  43%  14%  43% 
2014-15  60%  19%  21%  41%  7%  52% 
2015-16  74%  9%  17%  NA  NA  NA 

 
Over the past three years, the conversations with staff and students have been 
around “scorecard” data.  Scorecards have created a common language for staff, 
students, and parents.  The scorecards allow staff to maximize their time around 
students who need targeted help and interventions.  The school has taken the 
scorecard concept from its original excel form and scaled it to an online relational 
database warehouse and dashboard reporting system called TrackVia. 
 
The school intends to use the strengths of its current scorecard system and desired 
result at each of the replication sites to monitor academic progress.  On a site-by-site 
basis, each school will use data from the tracking system to establish annual school 
improvement plans.  By only serving 11th and 12th graders, the school recognized 
its weakness of not being able to report with relevant data on what a student looked 
like when he/she arrived at the school and what that same student looked like when 
they left the school.  In essence, Nevada State High School had no way of knowing its 
impact on students who attended.  The school turned that weakness into a strength 
by initiating nationally recognized pre and post assessments for college and career 
readiness through the ACT® (see Figure 1 below) and WorkKeys®, ACT’s® college 
readiness (Engage®) questionnaires, and an overall college readiness scorecard 
that tracks student progress throughout the year.  This data is vast and is managed 
on a cloud based program.  The school is excited and willing to share this data and 



  

process, but the school’s continual NDE and SPCSA ratings already meets the needs 
to qualify for the expansion based program.   
 
Figure 1: Percent of nshs student ready for college-level coursework as reported by 
act® profile report executive summary for 2014-2015 

  
 

b. Interventions: Please explain any past performance that has not met the 
organization’s expectations. How was the underperformance diagnosed, how were 
appropriate intervention(s) determined, and how are they being implemented? 
What are the key areas in which existing schools/campuses need to improve, and 
what are the priorities to drive further success? 
NSHS Response: NSHS has met NDE and SPCSA performance standards each year 
even after taking on the second Summerlin Campus.  What the school has not done 
is met its internal desired result of having 90% of its students performing 
successfully in the college environment which is essentially a ‘green’ designation on 
the scorecards.  Nevada State High School uses its own college readiness scorecard 
tracking system that reports on student progress to the Governing Board four times 
throughout the year and three times each semester to students and parents.  The 
scorecard measures college readiness on the school’s three college transitional 
pillars including personal, academic, and social.  Each student is coded at the 
beginning of the year based off previous school records and incoming 
questionnaires and assessments.  They are given a one-page scorecard printout of 
their respective designation including: red, yellow, or green.  Reviewers seeking 
more specific key activities may wish to visit table 2 above. 
 
Over the past three years, the conversations with staff and students have been 
around “scorecard” data.  Scorecards have created a common language for staff, 
students, and parents.  The scorecards clearly identify strengths and weaknesses of 
students and allows staff to maximize their time around students who need targeted 
help and interventions.   
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2) Academic Vision and Theory of Change 
a. Model Non-Negotiables: What are the key non-negotiables (i.e. the key school design 

components, policies, practices, etc. that underlie school culture and academic 
outcomes) of your school model? Please include details about the critical elements 
that are constant across the organization's schools and those that may vary. Discuss 
any campus-level autonomies in implementing the educational plan. 
NSHS Response:  By opening the second site in Summerlin, the school has already 
had to implement non-negotiables and is still trying to figure out the level of 
autonomy each site will have.  The absolutes for non-negotiables focus on 
implementing and enforcing the school’s strategic framework, ensuring the use and 
structure of a curriculum suite of transition to college classes, collecting and 
reporting student data through a cloud-based college readiness student scorecard, 
utilizing a system of monitoring and interventions and documentation, and 
implementing a method for staff performance incentives to measure progress and 
quality of work.  The core values of responsibility, integrity, and motivation are 
embedded in the strategic framework and will run the gamut at each replication 
school preserving the core and stimulating progress.  Directors of Site 
Administration have had the opportunity and freedom to update the visible looks of 
their campuses and establish themselves as the site leaders with students and 
parents, which is a good start in their new roles.  As they gain experience in their 
roles, learn the NSHS system, and build confidence, their participation will broaden 
to include managing site registration, participating in budget planning, and 
developing and improving instruction and interventions.  

3) Performance Management 
a. Measuring Progress: Describe the school’s approach to performance management 

across the network and with individual campuses, including the systems used to 
measure and evaluate both academic and non-academic performance of each site 
and of the network as a whole. What performance management systems, processes, 
and benchmarks will the school use to formally assess this progress? Explain how 
the school addresses underperformance and describe the corrective action plan 
procedures. 
NSHS Response: The school has developed performance dashboards in the areas of 
operations and academics that are used to update the school’s governing body on 
progress and it is used by site leaders to develop reports on the student progress at 
each site level.  Dashboards that are reported to the board are on a quarterly basis 
and are one-page summary data of student scorecards and one-page summary data 
on performance incentives.  That summary data can be drilled down at each site 
level through the school’s online portal TrackVia.  TrackVia has a dashboard system 
to monitor the two specific applications developed for the school including: student 
registration and student scorecards.  The scorecard measures college readiness on 
the school’s three college transitional pillars including personal, academic, and 
social.  Each student is coded at the beginning of the year based off previous school 
records and assessments for college and career readiness (ACT® and WorkKeys®), 
ACT’s® college readiness (Engage®) questionnaires.  Throughout the semester, 
data is collected and updated on students for academics and for the other two pillars 
linked to the school mission– their social activity and personal responsibility. 
Directors of Site Administration can get a quick view on how students are moving 
through the registration process, or they can drill-down on the scorecard data to the 
activities and interventions being conducted on each student and monitor the 
strengths and weaknesses of each student to customize their college readiness 



  

intentions and path.  At any time staff have the ability to see dashboards on how 
many interventions have been done across the college readiness levels and which 
staff are or are not conducting quality interventions.  Both systems are updated 
constantly and reflected through the online dashboard in real-time.  

b. Closure: Describe the conditions that would cause the school to petition the 
Authority close a consistently low performing campus. Be specific about threshold 
metrics the school would use to inform its decision. 
NSHS Response: Even under one data reporting system as one school under 
expansion, the SPCSA would not be able to segregate the data from one NSHS 
campus to another.  However, Nevada State High School tracks the progress of each 
site individually giving Directors of Site Administration the tools they need to 
monitor performance of the students on their campuses.  Directors use this data for 
their monthly one-on-one staff meetings to ensure staff are meeting the schools’ 
desired result through its documented scorecards and intervention tracking.  
Performance Incentives also set the high standard for staff for moving forward 
showing progress and quality in their work. Progress for each campus is closely 
monitored through direct reports and cloud based dashboards for Directors of Site 
Administration to use to drive progress and success at their sites and for the Chief 
Officers to monitor the performance of the Directors.  If these are not being met, the 
school employs its supervision system of NEAT (notification, explanation, assistance 
and time) to help try to redirect and correct the performance.   If students are not 
showing college readiness progress through scorecards and interventions are not 
being done or are lacking substance, this is an issue and comes through in the data.   
As floaters, the Chief Officers have the opportunity to model techniques or assist 
with deficient areas.  If the school site is struggling academically, and does not 
improve with the system of supports outlined over time, the Chief Academic Officer 
will remove the Director.   If the site cannot stay open because it is lacking in 
numbers and cannot meet the minimum enrollment, the school will meet the terms 
of its lease contract and encourage the remaining students to move to one of the 
other campuses and NSHS will inform the SPCSA that the expanded campus will no 
longer continue. 

c. College Readiness (HS Only): Describe the mechanisms that the school employs to 
accurately, reliably, and consistently track college acceptance, enrollment, and 
persistence rates. If historical data is available on college acceptance, enrollment, 
and/or persistence rates, please include it. Cite the percent of total alumni for which 
the school has data on each metric. If data is not available, please include plans to 
create mechanisms to accurately, reliably, and consistently track student 
acceptance, enrollment, and persistence rates. 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School utilizes a variety of methods to track 
graduates and still cannot track 10% for various reasons.  The first method of 
tracking is the National Student Clearinghouse.  The school has used the National 
Student Clearinghouse for over nine years and has been a highlighted school for 
them.  The school also holds a lottery twice a year for $1000 for graduates to send in 
their college transcripts to be a part of the lottery.  The school also sends its college 
graduates a small gift if they send a college bachelor’s degree announcement.   With 
these methods, NSHS has only been successful in documenting that 90% of its 
students have gone to college at some point after high school.  In working with the 
Clearinghouse directly, NSHS has found that FERPA blockers can change historical 
data and simply not report on students who may be enrolled.  Nevada State High 
School also has students who have gone into the military or on religious missions 



  

after high school that are difficult to track.  Previous Clearinghouse data has been 
difficult to manage too.  Just last year, NSHS learned of a new Clearinghouse report 
that has to be specially requested called the wide-file that is easier to manage.  NSHS 
is in the processes of importing the data into the school's data management system 
to better manage results and provide more accurate reporting.  Preliminary results 
show that 90% may go to college, but they are not consistently finishing.   
Clearinghouse data shows that the majority of NSHS graduates attend Nevada public 
institutions.  According to the U.S. Department of Education’s 
https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/, the six year graduation rates of the three main 
four year institutions in Nevada are 15%, 53%, and 42%.  Reviewers should note, 
that NSHS’s retention rate of NSHS 11th grade students who return for a second year 
averages was 82% for 2014-2015.  It is best to compare NSHS students to 
traditional college students as these students are taking 9 to 18 college credits each 
semester. When comparing NSHS here, it still has room to improve, but students are 
retained as college freshmen in this early college school better than at the national 
average which is 67% according to the federal government’s college scorecard 
report.  What’s more, if these 11th grade students stay a second year at NSHS, only 
8% of these students withdraw before graduation. 

d. Readiness to Replicate: What academic, financial, and operational metrics does the 
school and its Board use to determine readiness for replication? 
NSHS Response: NSHS did not use a “metric” to say when it was ready to expand to 
Summerlin and it does not have one now.  The school has a consistent history of 
performing at the highest level of expectation for academics and operations as seen 
through multiple state and independent audits as well as state and national 
recognitions for student performance.  In no way does the school claim to be free of 
fault or errors.   The school has already conducted a successful expansion and is now 
onboarding two new Directors of Site Administration.  The best metric would be if 
the school had facility funding to make the expansion happen, and it did not have to 
tap into its reserve funds, but it has made due in the past – it just makes it much 
more difficult on already stretched staff.    Essentially, can the school get enough 
students to start with a break even number?  Yes.  Can the school get the money to 
make the expansion happen? Yes (hopefully, without having to go too far into 
reserves).  Can the school get qualified people who are familiar with the target 
community to work with stakeholders and open the campus? Yes.  Does the school 
leadership have the knowledge and experience to open and new campus?  Yes, it’s 
already done.  Does the NSHS Governing Body support the move to open new 
campuses?  Yes, they have been working on this for years.  Does NSHS leadership 
have the capacity to ensure the integrity of the program? Yes, this has been outlined 
in other sections with the scorecards, college readiness curriculum suite, 
Performance Incentives, and strategic framework that reinforces the school mission.   

3.3 Programs of Distance Education 

(Distance Education Expansion Amendments) 
Questions in this section 3.3 are not applicable to Nevada State High School’s request. 
A charter school that wishes to provide distance education (online, virtual, cyber, etc.) courses and/or 
programs (NRS 388.820-388.874 and NAC 388.800-388.860) must submit a distance education 
application to the Nevada Department of Education prior to or in conjunction with its amendment 
request to the SPCSA. 
 



  

For applicants who do not propose to offer a program of distance education or who already have 
approval to operate such a program, please provide a brief statement explaining that the questions in 
this section are not applicable. 

1) Describe the system of course credits that the school will use. 
2) Describe how the school will monitor and verify the participation in and completion of 

courses by pupils. 
3) Describe how the school will ensure students participate in assessments and submit 

coursework. 
4) Describe how the school will conduct parent-teacher conferences. 
5) Describe how the school will administer all tests, examinations or assessments required by 

state or federal law or integral to the performance goals of the charter school in a proctored 
setting. 

3.4 Pre-Kindergarten Programs 

(All Operators Currently Operating or Proposing to Operate Pre-K) 
Questions in this section 3.4 are not applicable to Nevada State High School’s request. 
A charter school that wishes to provide pre-kindergarten services to students who will later enroll in 
its K-12 programs must apply separately to the Nevada Department of Education to offer education 
below the kindergarten level following charter approval. Approval to offer pre-kindergarten cannot be 
guaranteed. Consequently, revenues and expenditures related to pre-kindergarten should not be 
included in the initial charter application budget. Please note that state-funded pre-kindergarten 
programs are not directed through the state Distributive Schools Account for K-12 education. In 
addition to a limited amount of state pre-kindergarten funding available through the Department of 
Education, the SPCSA is also a sub-recipient of a federal grant to expand early childhood services in 
certain high-need communities through programs approved by NDE. Applicants are encouraged to 
review resources available at http://www.doe.nv.gov/Early_Learning_Development/.  For applicants 
who do not propose to offer pre-kindergarten, please provide a brief statement explaining that the 
questions in this section are not applicable. 

1) Identify whether the school plans to offer pre-kindergarten in the first year of operation at 
the new campus or in any subsequent year of the charter term. 

2) Identify whether the school will offer fee-based pre-kindergarten services. If the school 
does plan to offer fee-based pre-kindergarten, explain how the school will ensure that 
parents will be informed both initially and on an ongoing basis that both state and federal 
law preclude a K-12 charter school from giving admissions preference to students to whom 
it has previously charged tuition. 

3) Describe the school’s plans for ensuring that the pre-kindergarten program aligns with the 
mission, vision, and program of the school’s other grades and meets all other state 
requirements. 

4) Explain how the school’s proposed pre-kindergarten program may meet the federal pre-
kindergarten expansion grant criteria. 

3.5 High School Graduation Requirements and Postsecondary Readiness 

Questions in this section 3.5 are not applicable to Nevada State High School’s as it already 
has established requirements in its current format and no changes are being requested. 
High schools approved by the SPCSA will be expected to meet or exceed Nevada graduation 
requirements. For operators who do not propose to operate a high school program during the initial 
charter term or who already have approval to operate a high school, please provide a brief statement 
explaining that the questions in this section are not applicable. 

http://www.doe.nv.gov/Early_Learning_Development/


  

1) Explain how the school will meet state requirements. Describe how students will earn credit 
hours, how grade-point averages will be calculated, what information will be on transcripts, 
and what elective courses will be offered. If graduation requirements for the school will 
exceed those required by the State of Nevada, explain the additional requirements. 

2) Explain how the graduation requirements will ensure student readiness for college or other 
postsecondary opportunities (e.g., trade school, military service, or entering the workforce). 

3) Explain what systems and structures the school will implement for students at risk for 
dropping out and/or not meeting the proposed graduation requirements, including plans to 
address students who are overage for grade, those needing to access credit recovery 
options, and those performing significantly below grade level. 

3.6 Special Populations 

Pursuant to State and federal law, SPCSA schools are required to serve the needs of all students in 
special populations. Beginning in the 2016-17 school year, the State of Nevada will switch to a 
weighted formula for special education. For the first time, this will provide for equitable special 
education funding across all Nevada public schools. Over time, this will necessitate current SPCSA-
sponsored charter schools moving from a defined continuum of service to a broader continuum of 
services. All operators submitting amendment requests to the SPCSA after the conclusion of the 2015 
Legislative Session should plan on offering students a broad continuum of services. 
 
The SPCSA operates under the following principles with regards to special populations of students: 
 
SPCSA schools serve all eligible students. SPCSA schools do not deny the enrollment of any student 
based on needs or disability. 

1) SPCSA schools are to ensure streamlined access for all students requiring special programs. 
2) SPCSA schools develop programs to support the needs of their students. 
3) SPCSA schools do not counsel or kick any students out. 
4) SPCSA schools utilize best practices to expose students to the most inclusive environments 

appropriate. 
5) If needed, an SPCSA school is responsible for developing more restrictive placements to 

meet the needs of the highest needs students, including but not limited to clustered 
placements in consortium with other charter schools. 

6) SPCSA schools are responsible for providing high functioning, trained special education 
teams, which focus on student advocacy and high expectations. IEP teams (including 
school’s leadership) make placement decisions at IEP meetings. Decisions are made based 
on evidence/data to support what is best for the student. 

3.6.1 Special Education 
1) Track Record: Please explain the extent to which the board and leadership team 

(instructional leader, etc.) has experience working to achieve high academic outcomes of 
students with disabilities, including students with mild, moderate, and severe disabilities. 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School has had students with multiple disabilities 
ranging from specific learning disability, health impairment, emotionally disturbed, hearing 
impaired, and autistic.  NSHS students with disabilities have done relatively well at NSHS.  
Besides students who withdrew for personal reasons, NSHS has had only one student on an 
IEP who did not graduate with Nevada State High School which as a huge disappointment.  
The Chief Academic Officer is the special education teacher on staff and wrote her doctorate 
on how school leaders create and inclusive environment at their schools for special 
education.   



  

2) Identification: Describe in detail the school’s Child Find process. How will the school 
identify students in need of additional supports or services? 

NSHS Response: See 3.6.1 (2)b 
a. (Elementary Schools Only) How will the school accurately identify students prior to 

and following enrollment (e.g., those who require pre-school special education and 
related services) and in the early grades (PreK, K, 1, or 2) for appropriate services? 
NSHS Response:  Questions in this section 3.6.1 2a are not applicable to Nevada 
State High School’s request. 

b. (Middle and High Schools) How will the school identify and serve students who 
require special education services and develop transition plans? 
NSHS Response: Upon registration with the school, students and parents are asked 
if the student ever had special education services, then after all students are 
enrolled, NSHS requests any and all special education records from previous 
schools. This has determined that several individuals have lied on the application 
and verification that the information submitted was true and accurate knowing it 
was punishable to lie.  The school also has an intervention tracking system that 
monitors student progress and alerts staff when learning difficulties come up.  It 
takes about a semester for the less noticeable students to start to stand out, but at 
this point, the staff have already engaged in low level interventions, such as time 
management, tutoring sessions, advising, one-on-one meetings, and study habit 
instruction. If necessary, interventions may increase with intensity and monitoring 
prior to contacting the parent for an evaluation.  If the parent or staff bring up 
concerns, the monitoring and higher level of intervention would start sooner. The 
school has a referral process that accounts for previous responses to interventions 
and monitoring.  NSHS entire mission is built on transitioning students, so creating 
individualized plans for IEP students is just one more document in the process.   

c. (All Schools) How will the school handle over-identification of students as having a 
disability that qualifies them for special education services? What will be the 
process to transition a student out of special education who has been incorrectly 
identified as having a disability in the past? 
NSHS Response: NSHS is not in a position to automatically state that the student’s 
placement decision from his previous team who knew him better was wrong.   
However, the school closely monitors and tracks all students when they enroll in the 
school and if the data starts to point to an inaccurate placement, the school conducts 
conversations with the student and parents regarding options and what it may 
mean for the student as many are used to the invisible safety net of special 
education services.  In some cases, parent and students have requested to be taken 
out of services because they were no longer needed while in other cases, evaluations 
were conducted to help make the determination.       

3) Continuum of Services: How will the school provide a broad continuum of instructional 
options and behavioral supports and interventions for students with a range of disabilities? 
Specifically describe how students with severe intellectual, learning, and/or emotional 
disabilities will be served. Provide a chart which graphically illustrates the continuum of 
services which identifies, by disability and level of severity, the means by which students 
with disabilities will be able to receive an appropriate public education in the least 
restrictive environment (note—this graphic may be created using a commercial program 
like Microsoft Visio or a free or low-cost internet based solution such as Lucidchart). 
Identify the resources, personnel (including administrative responsibilities), and direct and 
related services the school is likely to provide both within general education classrooms 
and in other settings (e.g., collaborative team teaching (CTT), Special Education Teacher 



  

Support Services (SETSS), speech therapy, physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
counseling, etc.) as well as the services or settings that will be provided through a 
consortium or other collaborative initiative with other charter schools or through a third 
party contract.   
NSHS Response: NSHS will provide a continuum of services for special education students 
starting with the student’s least restrictive environment. This includes the students being 
fully integrated into the general education setting with non-disabled peers, utilizing 
accommodations, monitoring, and assistance to support their education. Per the IEP teams’ 
decisions, moving the students into a more restrictive setting will be done by looking at 
incremental restrictions on an as needed basis. If a more restrictive setting is required, the 
IEP team will utilize a combined approach for restricting the environment based on 
students’ needs rather than an all-or-nothing movement to another setting.  If related 
services are necessary to provide students such as meetings and support with Special 
Education Teacher, School Psychologist, Speech, Operational or Physical Therapy, or 
Counseling etc., these services are most likely scheduled and provided outside the general 
education setting due to the nature of the NSHS college format scheduling.  Other than the 
Special Education Teacher, these roles are contracted through licenses, qualified 3rd party 
individuals.  Reviewers may wish to view the schools current continuum of services chart 
for school year 2015 – 2016 by visiting Attachment 02. 

4) Enrollment: Describe the school’s strategy and plan to recruit, enroll, and retain students 
with disabilities. How will the school proactively address parent and community 
perceptions around the availability and appropriateness of the charter school to the needs 
of students with disabilities? 
NSHS Response: NSHS sends out post cards to the names of 10th and 11th graders it 
receives from the school district.  It does not segregate this information into categories of 
disability, ethnicity, financial, etc. to communicate to families about NSHS.  NSHS has 
attempted other methods of outreach including fairs, magazine and newspaper ads and 
Facebook campaigns, but the student word of mouth has had the biggest impact on students 
coming.  NSHS is not going to specifically target special education students, but provide 
them access to NSHS just as their non-disabled peers.  In an effort to increase in the target 
area, specific recruitment efforts will take place in the new area which is outlined in another 
area of this application.  As for community perceptions, NSHS already gets the 
misperception that it only serves the best students.  NSHS developed the scorecard system 
to document student levels as they come into the school, and NSHS has tried to defend the 
diverse levels of students.  After time, this method has been troubling, Nevada State High 
School does not need to downgrade its students or their accomplishments – We simply tell 
people that it is an open admission program and that all of our students are top students.  
Being supporters of inclusion, there is a certain level of satisfaction when other students, 
parents and the community find out that NSHS serves students with disabilities.  That 
means the school is doing its job as NSHS’s students with disabilities do not stand out and 
nobody, even their own peers do not know who they are.   Special education services are on 
every course syllabus, in the student handbook and documented and discussed in the 
registration process.  The school is open about it and not only encourages students to utilize 
their afforded college accommodations, but teaches them how to set them up and utilize 
them in each classroom for their own benefit.   

5) General Education Collaboration/Access: How will special education and related service 
personnel collaborate with general education teachers (e.g., team teaching, team planning, 
etc.) to ensure that all students are able to access a rigorous general academic curriculum? 
NSHS Response: Per NSHS’s charter, the school does have its own core curriculum courses.  
The only high school courses the school offers is the Introduction to College course, Study 



  

Skills course, and Transitions course.  The school will sometimes supplement a high school 
BYU course for a student missing a high school class that cannot be replaced by a college 
course, but NSHS has no other approved high school courses itself, nor does it have content 
area teachers.  The school also has no authority to work directly with the colleges in the 
classrooms.  The IEP students who have attended NSHS have been able to take college 
classes with college approved accommodations so they can earn dual-credit for their 
coursework.  Students could request modification for college classes, but a grade would not 
be issued for these and NSHS would not be able to grant high school credit, so the student 
would not graduate or progress academically.  For students on IEP’s at the school, programs 
of study have been customized for each of their unique needs based off team decisions that 
included limited college course workload, shortened schedules, and consultation between 
Special Education Teacher and General Education Teacher for high school courses, and 
individual meetings with the Special Education Teacher to support objectives.  Since 
students are on a college schedule, students are traditionally never taken out of their 
general education courses for special education interventions. 

6) Staffing: How will you ensure qualified staffing to meet the needs of students with 
disabilities across a broad continuum? Note: Federal and Nevada law requires licensure for 
the special education teachers, related service personnel, and psychologists at all charter 
schools, including those which are permitted to waive other licensure requirements due to 
their academic track record. 
NSHS Response: NSHS has a licensed Special Education teacher on staff and completes the 
state report indicating this each year.  NSHS contracts with Nevada Licensed related 
services providers as needed and does not utilize a waiver for such needs. 

7) Staff Development: How does the school plan to train general education teachers to modify 
the curriculum and instruction to address the unique needs of students with disabilities 
across a broad continuum? 
NSHS Response: NSHS does not conduct formal staff development regarding modifying 
curriculum or instruction.  If a student’s needs indicated that modification was necessary, 
NSHS staff would meet with the student and parent to discuss reasonable options if they 
were not already clearly outlined in the IEP.  NSHS staff have a process through the Student 
Situation Report (SSR) to do this with the guidance and support of administration and 
special education staff.  College classes do not allow for modifying the curriculum for credit. 
Other development to meet the needs of special education students is done through 
modeling, examples and supervision. 

8) Discipline: Explain how the school will protect the rights of students with disabilities in 
disciplinary actions and proceedings and exhaust all options in order to promote the 
continuation of educational services in the home school. 
NSHS Response: NSHS follows the special education law in regard to disciplining students 
with disabilities.  To summarize, if a student has a behavior issue, it is addressed in his IEP.  
If an incident occurs with or without the behavior being addressed in the IEP, the IEP team 
will conduct a Manifestation Determination.  The student is limited to the number of days 
suspended and the behavior may or may not be related to his disability.  If it is related or if 
the school was at fault for not following the plan, the IEP is revised to address the needs.  If 
it is not related, the school will progress with disciplinary action based on law.   

9) Monitoring: What are your plans for monitoring and evaluating both the progress and 
success of students who qualify for special education and related services across a broad 
continuum, and the extent to which your special education program complies with relevant 
federal and state laws? How will curriculum and instructional decisions be tracked and 
monitored by IEP teams and school personnel? 



  

NSHS Response: NSHS monitors and supports its students in a college environment that 
ties more directly to the school’s mission and strategic plan. The school uses a tracking 
system called Student Scorecards to monitor and track student progress. Evaluation of 
student success is conducted in the three main areas, academic, personal responsibility, and 
social connection which is based on the school’s charter mission.  The three tiers are coded 
as Green, Yellow, and Red. Data is collected on all students throughout their time at the 
school and compiled into a spreadsheet format three times a semester for staff, students 
and parents to review and monitor progress.   Furthermore, student interventions and 
attempted strategies are documented and tracked too.  Each reporting session, students, 
staff and parents have the opportunity to evaluate student progress, identify specific areas 
and strengths and weaknesses and determine a plan of action to remediate any low score 
areas and improve their score.  IEP folders are viewed at the beginning of the year and 
when the new student folders arrive.  These are checked for compliance from the previous 
NDE or SPCSA audit recommendations and a scheduled plan to meet annual reviews and re-
evaluations are scheduled along with needed updated.  Progress checks toward meeting the 
IEP are also conducted.    

NSHS Response continued (specifically curriculum decisions): The student 
scorecards mentioned above are one of the most important ways the school tracks 
and documents the impact of curriculum and instruction for NSHS as the Scorecards 
collect data from the school’s three high school courses.  All three high school 
courses support the school’s mission to support students in a college environment 
with personal, academic and social skills.  Data points are collected through various 
methods are summarized onto the Scorecard to evaluate student progress.  When 
students are not progressing, the school is continually exploring ways to improve 
the focus of the courses and the instruction and most importantly, the supports the 
school is providing to students.  All of this is tracked through the Scorecards and an 
embedded part of the school’s culture of continuous improvements.   

10) Parental Involvement: What appropriate programs, activities, and procedures will be 
implemented for the participation of parents of students with a broad range of disabilities? 
NSHS Response: All parents and students sign an assurances page when registering that 
they clearly understand and commit to following NSHS’s mission and curriculum 
expectations.  New parents to NSHS are strongly encouraged to attend the new parent 
orientation and all parents sign a contract upon registration that they are committed to 
attending the mandatory parent night in September where Nevada State High School 
expectations and supports are discussed.  The parent’s changed roll in also discussed her as 
their position with their child in college has changed.  The school works with parents to 
learn how to still monitor their students in their college classes and once a semester, 
parents formally check their grades with the students and report progress back to the 
school.  Parents are also provided with a checklist of items the students have been working 
on for their college readiness. It serves as conversation piece for career choices, future 
plans, college choice and funding.  Parents also come in each semester to pick up student 
grades and have the opportunity to talk with staff and administration.  Parents are also 
welcomed and asked to volunteer and set up meetings with staff and administration at any 
time.  The school also has events specifically for parents to help support them with the 
differences between NSHS and other schools and for college readiness.  Parents with 
disabled students are encouraged to participate along with the general education parents. 
 

11) For Distance Education Schools: Describe how the school will provide appropriate services 
in the distance education learning environment to students with disabilities across a broad 



  

continuum. If you are not proposing to operate a distance education or virtual school, please 
explain that this is not applicable. 
NSHS Response:  Questions in this section 3.6.1 11 are not applicable to Nevada State High 
School’s request. 

  



  

4 OPERATIONS PLAN 

4.1 Organization and Governance Structure 

1) Organization Governance Structure & Board Development: 
a. Describe how the organization’s governance structure will adapt to oversee and 

support the 6-year growth plan and addition of new school(s). Include any impact 
on: (1) the composition of the Board, the Board’s roles and responsibilities, and the 
Board’s development priorities and (2) the Board’s relationship to individual 
campuses. 
NSHS Response: In general, the role of the governing body should be to carry out its 
functions with the aim of taking a broad strategic role in the running of the school 
by adopting a strategic framework. The governing body and its respective members 
have a duty to regularly attend board meetings, participate on board committees, 
prepare for board meetings by reading and studying back-up materials on key 
action items, evaluate the school’s progress and school administration performance, 
protect the public interest in the school, act as a reasonable person would in a 
similar situation on the board and uphold the law and regulations set forth by the 
State of Nevada. The Governing Body has powers that include, but are not limited to 
the following: adopting school policies and regulations that support State law and 
code, hiring, evaluating, and/or firing the school administration, appealing 
administrative decisions to protect the due process of parents or students, and 
proposing amendments to the school’s charter through their sponsor.  Expansion 
should have a limited impact on the board with the exception of ensuring access to 
the community it serves and the addition of new members that is representative of 
the school’s demographics.   

b. Describe the diverse skillsets that currently exist on the Board and note any 
additional type of expertise that the Board may seek to help support the growth 
plan. 
NSHS Response: The current governing body is extremely qualified with a deep 
understanding of educational issues and the importance of maintaining the intent of 
the original flagship school.  Over the course of the next six years, the school will 
need to focus on recruiting more experience in the way of business management, 
law, accounting, and public advocacy.  The governing body may consider revising its 
bylaws to expand the number of trustees allowing representation in the next two to 
three years along with current membership term limits.  

c. Identify any Board development requirements relative to the organization’s 
governance needs at each stage of growth. 
NSHS Response: The school will need to develop and build capacity by recruiting 
more experience in the way of business management, law, accounting, and public 
advocacy.  It would benefit the board to formally require adopting specific goals 
around capacity, diversity, access, and engagement that address stages of growth in 
its relative expansion.  The table below elaborates on these goals.  

 
Goal Purpose Outcome Measure 

Active recruitment Build board capacity 2 – 3 viable candidates 
Demographic representation Build board diversity one member from each site 

Rotate board meetings Build board access meeting at each site per year 
Regular attendance Build school engagement < two absences per year 



  

 
d. Describe how the Board identifies and addresses conflicts of interest. Attach a code 

of ethics that includes a formal conflict of interest policy and specifies the 
procedures for implementing the policy. 
NSHS Response: The school and its members address conflicts of interest under its 
current policy.  In response to SB 509, the Governing Body will be drafting a code of 
ethics during its January 2016 meeting and annual board training/retreat to 
support its current conflict of interest policy.  This current policy has a procedures 
article which requires among other things: a duty to disclose, address conflicts, 
violations, of conflicts, and investigation processes for timely resolution.  Reviewers 
seeking more specific information and a copy of the actual policy may wish to visit 
Attachment 03. 

2) Organization Charts and Decision-Making Authority: 
a. Provide the following organizational charts: 

i. Current 
NSHS Response: Reviewers may view the schools current organizational 
chart for school year 2015 – 2016 by visiting Attachment 04  

ii. Vision for school in three years (clearly identify both campuses requested in 
this amendment request as well as any additional campuses that the 
operator anticipates applying to open within three years) 
NSHS Response: Under expansion, reviewers may view the schools 
organizational chart as it currently envisions for school years 2016 – 2019 
by visiting Attachment 05 

iii. Vision for school in six years (clearly identify both campuses requested in 
this amendment request as well as any additional campuses that the 
operator anticipates applying to open within six years) 
NSHS Response: Under expansion, reviewers may view the schools 
organizational chart as it currently envisions for school years 2016 – 2022 
by visiting Attachment 06 

 
The organization charts should represent the all national and state operations and clearly delineate 
the roles and responsibilities of – and lines of authority and reporting among – the governing board, 
staff, any related bodies (e.g., advisory bodies or parent/teacher councils), and any external 
organizations that will play a role in managing the schools. If the school intends to contract with an 
education management organization or other management provider, clearly show the provider's role 
in the organizational structure of the school, explaining how the relationship between the governing 
board and school administration will be managed. Please include all shared/central office positions 
and positions provided by the Management Organization (CMO or EMO) in the organizational chart, if 
applicable. 
 

3) Describe the proposed organizational model; include the following information: 
a. Job descriptions for each leadership or shared/central office role identified in the 

organizational chart (provide as Attachment) 
NSHS Response: Reviewers may view the schools current job descriptions for the 
Chief Academic Officer and Chief Operations Officer which are the key central office 
roles identified and located in Attachment 07. 

b. Resumes of all current leadership (provide as Attachment). 
NSHS Response: Reviewers may view the schools current resumes for the Chief 
Academic Officer, Chief Operations Officer, and Directors of Site Administration 
which are the schools current leadership identified and located in Attachment 08. 



  

c. Previous student achievement data for the proposed instructional leaders at each 
proposed campus (if available) (provide as part of Attachment) 
NSHS Response: NSHS has not identified the instructional leader at this proposed 
campus so this information is not available. 

4) Describe the leadership team’s individual and collective qualifications for implementing the 
multi-site school design and business and operating plan successfully, including capacity in 
areas such as: 

a. School leadership; 
NSHS Response:  NSHS leaders maintain institutional knowledge of the school and 
broad range of knowledge nationally and in the state of Nevada regarding charter 
schools and dual-credit curriculum. The COO and CAO (Chief Operators) were 
founding members of the school 12 years ago and both served for four years 
collectively as Nevada’s liaison to National Alliance for Public Charter School master 
class series.  This year, the school has brought on two Directors of Site 
Administration to help with succession planning and build more capacity in the 
school leadership.  This provides some opportunity to allow the CAO and COO more 
time to explore the replication of a new site.  The Chief Operators also increased 
capacity by hiring a recently retired administrator from the target area and who 
served as interim principal a similar program at the Clark County School District.  
For the past 1 ½ years, the Chief Operators have learned many lessons in the areas 
of operations, academics, and leadership from having experience of operating a 
second expansion site. 

b. School business operations and finance; 
NSHS Response: NSHS will continue to rely heavily on the contracted professional 
accountants, lawyers, and advisors to help manage school business, operations, and 
finances.  The COO has 12 years of experience in dealing with contracts, leases, 
vendor management, human resources, etc.   Starting November 1, 2015, the school 
has increased its capacity by rehiring a former operations assistant to offset some of 
the time needed by the COO to dedicate to opening a new campus. 

c. Governance management and support to the Board; 
NSHS Response: NSHS has an experienced board that is committed to expanding 
the program to serve more students in the target area.  School leaders will be 
working closely with the Governing Body to implement best practice strategies 
learned from participation at the Replicating Quality Schools Program Cohort in 
Tennessee (November 2015 to January 2016) to increase capacity and meet the 
board goals of active recruitment, demographic representation, rotate board 
meetings, and regular attendance. 

d. Curriculum, instruction, and assessment; 
NSHS Response: The CAO has 12 years of experience of serving Nevada State High 
School in the area of curriculum, instruction, and assessment with an additional four 
years working in administration in these areas for the Clark County School District.  
The school records over 60 years of additional experience in curriculum, 
instruction, and assessment among the two site DSA’s and part-time consultant who 
is assisting in the expansion of a third site. 

e. At-risk students and students with special needs; 
NSHS Response:  The CAO is a former special education teacher and facilitator who 
completed a doctoral dissertation titled “The Practices of Principals in 
Implementing Inclusion in Their Schools.”  The capacity to serve at-risk students 
was also increased with the hire of a DSA that reflects eight years working for the 
Clark County School Districts Education Services Division to ensure appropriate due 



  

process hearings, expulsion hearings, truancies, etc.  The part-time consultant has 
experience as school principal in an at-risk school in the target area.  

f. Performance management; and 
NSHS Response: The CAO and COO update the Governing Body at each quarterly 
meeting on the performance of the school academically and operationally.  The main 
areas of update from school operations are quarterly financial reports and progress 
of employees on completing performance incentives.  Academically, the school 
updates the Governing Body on the progress of students by reporting on student 
scorecards, progress toward goals and school improvement plan.  Annually, the 
Governing Body is able to validate the information shared by the CAO and COO by 
receiving performance reports through the school annual financials along with the 
state and sponsor’s performance framework ratings. 

g. Parent and community engagement. 
NSHS Response:  The school’s strongest and most important partnership are the 
students’ parents.  NSHS can boast a 98% parental involvement rate with parents 
attending the mandatory parent meeting, new parent orientations, and meetings 
with staff.  Each semester, students collect their grades for their parents and report 
progress on a Parent Performance Review that guides parents and students through 
a structured conversation on student progress and college plans and progress.  
Parents come into the school to pick up student transcripts each semester and have 
access to other resources including, but not limited to presentations on tracking 
student progress in college classes and financing college post-NSHS.  Parents also 
volunteer to interview students at the school mock interviews and help at events.   A 
center piece to the target areas outreach is the support from a community 
organization in the area called Leaders in Training whose main purpose is to 
empower East Las Vegas student to become first-generation college graduates and 
future Nevada leaders.  Reviewers seeking to view a letter of support may wish to 
visit Attachment 09.  

5) Explain who is responsible for school leader coaching and training and what those 
processes will look like in action. Please include any existing competencies used for school 
leader selection and evaluation, if available (provide as Attachment). 
NSHS Response: The school will hire a Director of Site Administration (DSA) that will serve 
many roles at the school that include, but are not limited to the following: recruiter, 
registrar, test facilitator, advisor, counselor, principal, etc. The DSA will be held accountable 
through performance incentives and respective evaluations for both themselves and those 
that they supervise.  These performances incentives are used with specific targets around 
academics and operations to coach and train these individuals through the first 90 days of 
transition to their new position along with report updates during biweekly administrative 
meetings with COO, CAO, and other DSA’s. Reviewers seeking more specific information 
may wish to visit Attachment 10 which gives the job description for the Director of Site 
Administration. 

6) Explain your school leader’s role in the successful recruitment, hiring, development and 
retention of a highly effective staff. 
NSHS Response: The Director of Site Administration (DSA) will be actively involved at the 
school in those things that include, but are not limited to the following: student enrollment 
& registration, human resources, program training and development, finances, and 
governances. The DSA at each site will be intimately involved with the training and 
development of their staff using performance incentives to measure progress and quality of 
work.  The school believes that these performance incentives will allow for the development 
of clear expectations with timely feedback and follow-up.  These incentives and the 



  

evaluation write-ups allow for what has become a best practice at NSHS for developing and 
getting the right people in the right positions at the school. Reviewers seeking more specific 
information on the performance matrix may wish to visit Attachment 11. 

7) Explain your campus instructional leader’s role in providing instructional guidance and 
school culture guidance. How will the leadership team work in support of the campus 
instructional leader’s guidance? 
NSHS Response:  The school’s DSA will be actively involved at reviewing dashboards on 
student interventions through the school’s online TrackVia portal.  The TrackVia portal 
allows for tracking activities of student support and intervention that are logged through 
Student Situation Reports (SSR’s). These dashboards and interventions allow for a common 
language at the school and provide for instructional guidance on how to increase 
appropriate and necessary interventions to support instruction.  The instructional guidance 
provided through a common language, student interventions, performance incentives, and a 
scorecard will allow for the instructional leader to support the school’s strategic framework 
and embed the overall school culture with each employee to increase student achievement. 
The COO and CAO will request progress and updates on student achievement during 
biweekly meetings.  The intent of these meetings are to strategize on best practice and 
enhance previous successful techniques used by NSHS to increase student achievement and 
support staff. 

8) What systems are in place in your leadership team structure to ensure redundancies in 
knowledge and skill? 
NSHS Response: The school has regular biweekly meetings as a group with the CAO, COO, 
and all of the respective DSA’s.  These group meetings, along with common performance 
incentives, will allow for a successful transition of new leadership, emphasis on common 
language, sharing of best practices, validation of the school’s strategic framework, and 
ensure redundancies in knowledge and skill.  Individual meetings are also conducted each 
month with DSAs to discuss individual progress, areas of needed support, and areas of 
strength.  Through this monitoring process and data, the CAO and COO will have an ability 
to stress the non-negotiables and protect the academic and operational integrity of the 
school and its expansion.  Finally, DSA’s will utilize these meetings to branch out and 
recommend and innovate on local decisions.  

4.2 Leadership for Expansion 

1) Describe the operator’s current or planned process for recruiting and training potential 
network leaders. Explain how you have developed or plan to establish a pipeline of 
potential leaders for the network as a whole. If known, identify candidates already in the 
pipeline for future positions. 
NSHS Response:  Nevada State High School operates a small school model where each 
employee holds a certain title, but serves many roles at the school.  This kind of model 
allows for employees to display hidden talents and add value to the organization.  Each 
school and central office position allows employees to engage in performance incentives 
that are in and outside their job description.  This establishes a pipeline of individuals able 
to maximize their potential in the organization and assume possible leadership positions by 
not holding a title, but functioning in certain leadership roles as the needs becomes 
available.  Equally as important is the school pipeline of student workers.  Student workers 
assume multiple roles in the organization such as student aide, student success advocate, 
and registration advocate.  As these individuals show talent, they may continue after 
graduation to assume the title of assistant as the needs of the organization grow. 



  

2) Identify the proposed regional director candidate, if applicable, and explain why this 
individual is qualified to lead the expansion of the organization (provide a resume as 
Attachment 15). Summarize the proposed leader’s academic and organizational leadership 
record. Provide specific evidence that demonstrates capacity to design, launch, and manage 
a high-performing charter school network. 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School interprets this question as the central office of 
the school and its respective network of schools.  This “regional director role” will be split 
between the CAO and COO of the school under its shared leadership model which 
respectively divides the leadership responsibilities of academics and operations.  Reviewers 
seeking more specific information regarding the resumes of these individuals may wish to 
visit Attachment 12 for the COO and Attachment 13 for the CAO.  The CAO and COO have 
been using this model of leadership for eleven years school operation and 1 ½ years 
operating two campuses.  The school will be looking to increase its capacity in designing, 
launching, and managing a network of schools by being accepted to participate in the 2015 
cohort for Replicating Quality Schools Program.  This program was developed by national 
experts in the field of scaling charter schools and ran by the Tennessee Charter School 
Center.  Reviewers seeking a description of this program may wish to visit Attachment 14.  

a. If a regional director candidate has not yet been identified, provide the job 
description (as Attachment) or qualifications and discuss the timeline, criteria, and 
recruiting and selection process for hiring the regional director. Note: It is strongly 
encouraged that schools proposing to open new campuses in the 2016-17 school 
year, identify the regional leader (Regional Director, Executive Director, etc.) in the 
proposal. The SPCSA reserves the right to require schools which do not have 
network leadership and support position candidates identified to defer opening new 
campuses until the 2017-18 school year and to add additional criteria to the pre-
opening requirements for such campuses. 
NSHS Response:  Questions in this section 4.2 2a are not applicable to Nevada State 
High School.  The school has defined its human capital to serve the “regional 
director role” and its shared leadership model section 4.2 2 above. 

4.3 Staffing 

1) Complete the following table indicating projected staffing needs for the proposed campuses 
over the next six years. Schools should also complete the second table outlining projected 
staffing needs for the entire network over the next six years. Include full-time staff and 
contract support that serve the network 50% or more. Change or add functions and titles 
and add or delete rows as needed to reflect organizational plans. 

4.3.1 Proposed New Campus 
Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Management Organization or Central Office Positions 
Chief Academic Officer 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Specialized Contractors 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 
     Data Coordinator 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Registration Clerk 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Chief Operations Officer 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Specialized Contractors 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
     Operations Assistant 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Business Coordinator   1 1 1 1 
          Operations Aide  1 1 1 1 1 



  

Total Back-Office FTEs 6 7 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 
School Staff 
Directors of Site Administration 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Education Advising Coordinator 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Office Assistant 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 
     Student Workers (Advocates) 0.5 1 1 2 2 2 
     Specialized Contractors (Tutors, etc.) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Total FTEs at School 3.5 4.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

4.3.2 Network 
Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Schools in the network 
Number of elementary schools NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Number of middle schools NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Number of high schools 3 3 4 4 5 5 
Total schools 3 3 4 4 5 5 
Student enrollment 500 550 750 850 1050 1100 
Management Organization or Central Office Positions 
Chief Academic Officer 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Specialized Contractors 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 
     Data Coordinator 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Registration Clerk 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Chief Operations Officer 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Specialized Contractors 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
     Operations Assistant 1 1 1 1 1 1 
     Business Coordinator   1 1 1 1 
          Operations Aide  1 1 1 1 1 
Total Back-Office FTEs 6 7 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 
Elementary School Staff 
Information in this section “Elementary School Staff” are not applicable 
Total FTEs at Elementary School NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Middle School Staff 
Information in this section “Middle School Staff” are not applicable 
Total FTEs at Middle School NA NA NA NA NA NA 
High School Staff (all high school staff at schools current and proposed in the “Network”) 
Directors of Site Administration 3 3 4 4 5 5 
     Education Advising Coordinator 3 3 4 4 5 5 
     Office Assistant 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
     Student Workers (Advocates) 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
     Specialized Contractors (Tutors, etc.) 1.5 1.5 2 2 2.5 2.5 
Total FTEs at High School 10.5 13.5 17 21 24.5 26.5 
Total Network FTEs 18.5 20.5 25.5 2.65 30 31 

4.3.3 Human Capital Strategy 
Describe your strategy, plans, and timeline for recruiting and hiring teachers for a multi-site charter 
school. Explain key selection criteria and any special considerations relevant to your school design. 
Note: schools with strong track records of academic success, as determined by the Department of 
Education, are eligible to waive teacher licensure requirements for all teachers except for special 
education and ELL professionals as long as they meet all other federal and state requirements. 



  

Maintaining such a waiver is contingent on the school continuing to achieve at the 3 Star level or 
higher (or equivalent) on the statewide system of accountability. Please refer to Section 46 of SB509 
(2015 session) for additional information. 

1) Recruitment: Identify whether recruitment will be managed at the campus or network level. 
Identify key partnerships and/or sources the operator will rely upon of teachers and 
leaders. Identify the process the operator will rely upon to identify and develop high-quality 
leaders and high-quality teachers. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS does not request a waiver of the highly qualified status and 
understands the requirements of Section 46 of SB 509 of the 2015 Nevada Legislature 
where no less than 50 percent of the teachers who provide instruction at the school may be 
unlicensed.  The school’s unique design focuses around the three main courses including: 
Introduction to College, Study Skills, and Transition Course.  These courses are specifically 
designed to attract educational professionals looking to coach, mentor, and support 
students in their real college experience.  Recruiting these individuals is managed by the 
school’s central services specifically the office of the Chief Operations Officer.  However, 
talent is identified by a combination of a committee of individuals from the school and the 
central service administrators COO and CAO through a process of application, previous 
educational background, submission of previous work (artifacts), and interviews of 
candidates for best fit.  NSHS will go through a variety of strategies to identify potential 
candidates that include, but are not limited to: newspaper advertisements, posting on local 
college career sites, reaching out to candidates through national teacher recruitment portals 
(www.teachers-teachers.com), etc. The school continues to submit its commitment to 
develop a pipeline of individuals from assistants and coordinators through directors and 
chiefs of the organization with individualized performance incentives that measure 
progress and quality of work may be specific to the duties of each position, but allows for 
the individual to show value-add by serving other roles in the organization. 

2) Leadership Pipeline: Discuss the specific measures and timelines the organization will 
employ to identify and develop organizational and school leaders. For example, explain: 

a. How the school plans to identify leadership internally and externally; 
NSHS Response:  NSHS requires each position to serve many roles in the 
organization.  Potential leaders in the organization will have the opportunity to 
serve in leadership roles by writing performance incentives and showing progress 
and quality of work.  Externally, the school has made a commitment to involve itself 
in work from the Charter School Association of Nevada, the Public Education 
Foundation, and the Chamber of Commerce to share specifics about the schools at 
Nevada State High School and potential openings.  Word of mouth and 
conversations with other professionals on best practice for finding talent have 
proven to be the most successful tool for recruitment at NSHS.  

b. Who will be responsible for hiring leaders; 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will use the central services of the CAO and COO along with 
leaders and staff from each of the respective school sites to the vet candidates.  
Ultimately, the final decision for hiring school leaders, specifically the Director of 
Site Administration, will rest with the Chief Academic Officer (CAO).  The decision 
for hiring the CAO and the COO will rest with the charter school’s governing body. 

c. Formal and informal systems that will prepare leaders for their responsibilities; 
NSHS Reponses:  NSHS formally uses its performance incentives as a way to train, 
measure, and provide feedback and evaluate the progress and quality of work for 
each employee.  NSHS uses an informal system to onboard its employees though 
one-one training and assistance as needed.  Online short courses is another informal 
system used to train staff on their responsibilities using specific assigned courses 

http://www.teachers-teachers.com/


  

through training provided through an online portal at www.safeschools.com.  Other 
training is available through staff development days, monthly meetings, biweekly 
administrative huddles, conferences, workshops, help videos, and online learning 
portals to facilitate success employment transitioning.  

d. The school’s philosophy regarding internal promotions; 
NSHS Response: NSHS has had limited opportunity for vertical movement at the 
organization.  The small school approach limits this kind of traditional promotional 
movement; however, the school has seen under several circumstances that some 
student workers have continued to work at the school as part-time or full-time 
employees taking on larger roles.  Furthermore, the school has given employees the 
opportunity see promotions through the school performance incentives.  Staff can 
explore growth in the organization through a series of incentives and monetary 
promotions.  As the school expands, this type of approach will lend itself to an 
organic philosophy of identifying school leaders, coordinators, and assistants that 
embrace and understand the culture of the school.  While internally promoting 
individuals can be seen as a positive, the school also believes that it could provide 
too much of a homogenous composition of staff ideas and limit outside influence 
that may bring new, creative, and innovative ways to operate in effective and 
efficient ways. 

e. The timing for identifying leaders in relation to the launch of a new campus; and, 
NSHS Response:  NSHS has currently identified a retired school principal from the 
target area to learn about the current school culture between the months of 
September 2015 through August 2016.  The school is planning that this individual 
will serve as transitional leadership and provide development to the new 
leadership.  The timing for final identification will occur in late spring/early summer 
2016 to allow for maximum exposure to applicants that may be ending their current 
contracts at traditional schools models and to give the transitional period from late 
June to middle of August for training, development, and support.   

f. Internal or external leadership training programs. 
NSHS Response: NSHS has used external leadership training programs through 
cohorts, workshops, and conferences to broaden their approach to leadership 
development, supervision, evaluation, and improving the overall culture of the 
school.  Specifically, the CAO (class of 2011) and COO (class of 2010) have both 
participated in the Leadership Henderson program1.  The COO (class of 2015) also 
participated in the Public Education Foundations Leadership Institute2 and (class of 
2016) was recently accepted to participate in the Tennessee Charter School Center 
Replicating Quality Schools Program.  Internally, leadership development consists of 
clearly defined metrics on staff performance incentives.  The performance 
incentives allow for staff members to show progress and quality of work on projects 
in and outside the course and scope of their regularly assigned.  This type of training 
allows staff to experience project development from planning, building-up, 
implementing, and closing out of a project.  Along the way, supervisors that are tied 
monetarily to the staff member’s performance incentive and are working together in 
a collaborative effort and engaging in elements of effective and timely feedback 
including: descriptive, immediate, use of data, and building trust and honesty 
around the project and the overall school’s strategic framework. 

                                                             

1 See Henderson Chamber of Commerce, Leadership Henderson http://www.hendersonchamber.com/programs/chamber-foundation/leadership-henderson/  

2 See The Public Education Foundation, Leadership Institute http://www.ccpef.org/programs_leadership.html  

http://www.safeschools.com/
http://www.hendersonchamber.com/programs/chamber-foundation/leadership-henderson/
http://www.ccpef.org/programs_leadership.html


  

3) Professional Development: Identify the school’s plan to meet professional development 
needs. Include whether professional development will be managed at the school or network 
level and how new campuses will be added to existing professional development. Also 
identify the method the school will use to determine the effectiveness of professional 
development. 
NSHS Responses: NSHS will management the majority of its professional development at 
the school sites to allow for innovative and creative ways to meet each of the respective 
school demographics and improvement plans.  These professional development 
opportunities will consist of school professional development days and identifying 
individual professional training plans for each employee.  These individual training 
programs are monitored twice throughout the year for completeness and span three 
learning and growth indicators including: participating in two professional development 
experiences throughout the year, participating in one conference per year, and researching 
and sharing two professional articles per semester relevant to the school’s strategic 
framework.  The central services CAO and COO will provide training on the programs non-
negotiables and strategic framework to ensure and protect the academic and operational 
integrity of the school and network of schools.  The school will continue to use performance 
incentives to measure the overall effectiveness of employees and training programs. 

4) Performance Evaluations and Retention: Identify the school’s approach to staff performance 
evaluations. Identify how frequently the organization plans to: evaluate teachers, campus 
administrators, and network leaders and staff, who will evaluate whom, and how the 
organization plans to retain high-performing teachers and administrators? 
NSHS Reponses:  NSHS plans to retain all full-time staff through performance incentives.  
Individual performance incentives allow for staff to go down and over on the performance 
matrix and earn more money; however, more importantly these performance incentives 
allow the school to have an authentic way to engage in elements of identifying and retaining 
high performers with potential in the organization including: aligning development to 
strategy, communicating clearly, developing thoughtfully, allowing for job rotations in 
different roles, and rewarding with incentives3.  The performance incentives are conducted 
throughout the fiscal year depending on the step, or number of incentives, of the staff.  Each 
year a formal evaluation summary of the staff performance, including administration is 
provided.  Annually, the COO and CAO are evaluated by the Governing Body based on school 
progress, directives and staff performance incentives.  The other supervision expectations 
are outlined in the organization charts provided in 4.1 2a. 

5) Compensation: Explain the board’s compensation strategy and salary ranges for network 
and school level staff. Discuss how the compensation structure enables the organization to 
attract and retain high quality staff and describe any incentive structures such as bonuses 
or merit pay. Compare the proposed salary ranges to those in other organizations, charter 
schools and local districts, as applicable. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS negotiates individual one-year at will contracts with all staff 
members (Chiefs, Directors, Coordinators, and Assistants) based on experience, education, 
certifications, licenses, etc.  Individual negotiations allow for the school to stay competitive 
with the local school districts and charter schools in the area.  All employees at NSHS are on 
a 12-month contract which provides for justification for employees to negotiate a higher 
salary than their traditional counterparts.  The school weighs overall final salary with 
offering each new employee to earn an additional $3000 by performing at most four 
performance incentives valued at $750 each.  These performance incentives are optional, 

                                                             

3 See https://hbr.org/2011/10/how-to-hang-on-to-your-high-potentials How to Hang On to Your High Potentials by Claudio Fernández-AráozBoris Groysberg 
Nitin Nohria from Harvard Business Review (October 2011)  

https://hbr.org/2011/10/how-to-hang-on-to-your-high-potentials


  

but allow for staff to show their commitment to the core values of the school including: 
responsibility, integrity, and motivation.  The school’s performance incentive matrix is built 
on a down and over or up and out philosophy.  Each employee is given two-years to move 
down and over on the salary matrix or they will be moved up and out of the organization. In 
order to move down and over, employees must earn a minimum annual incentive as defined 
by the subsequent column on the matrix.  After earning a minimum annual incentive, the 
employee’s annual base salary will increase respectively.  Reviewers seeking more specific 
information and a view of the performance matrix may wish to visit Attachment 11.    

4.4 Scale Strategy 

1) Describe the steps that you will take to scale your model to new sites, including the people 
involved and the resources contributed both by the founding campus and the new 
campuses. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will evaluate previous scale-up attempts by the network to 
determine strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and potential threats.  Talent of individuals 
from current schools in the network and recruitment of outside talent with special areas of 
expertise will be a priority.  The school will use this information to identify a target area 
that will benefit from a new site, continue to develop capacity of current, governing body 
members, staff and recruited individuals similar to the work of the retired principal that is 
assisting the school on this replication effort, and consistently maximize resources schools 
can share throughout the entire organization to minimize cost and redundancies.  

2) If the school is affiliated with a CMO or EMO that operates schools in other states, compare 
your efforts to scale operations to Nevada to past scale efforts in other states. 
NSHS Response:  This is not applicable as NSHS is not affiliated with a CMO or EMO. 

3) Describe your plan for embedding the fundamental features of the model that you described 
in the transformational change section in each new campus that you plan to open. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS focuses on leadership development for successful transformational 
change with the Directors of Site Administration (DSA) during biweekly meetings for the 
first 90 days4.  The plan revolves around the CAO and COO clearly defining deliverables in 
the form of a performance incentive with the DSA validating metrics with check points 
along the way.  The CAO and COO use the deliverables to evaluate performance and provide 
valuable feedback regarding non-negotiables of the program and gives an ability for 
conversation and input about preserving the school’s core while at the same time 
stimulating progress5.  The CAO and COO are guided by strategies and a framework of best 
practices from the two resources identified above (see footnotes) that assist in producing a 
thoughtful plan for new campus leadership transition.    

4) Explain any shared or centralized support services the management organization will 
provide to campuses in Nevada. 
NSHS Response: NSHS plans to share those services that include, but are not limited to the 
following: student data warehouse for interventions and dashboard/scorecard reporting, 
student information system, accounting software system for payroll, vendor management, 
budgeting, accounts payable, human resources, recruitment collateral, website hosting and 
maintenance, help ticket system, hosting of student information portal, staff recruitment 
announcements, rental of outside facilities for Two-Week course, Transition course, and 
graduation ceremony.  

                                                             

4 See The First 90 Days, Updated and Expanded: Proven Strategies for Getting Up to Speed Faster and Smarter by Michael D. Watkins 
https://hbr.org/product/the-first-90-days-updated-and-expanded-proven-strategies-for-getting-up-to-speed-faster-and-smarter/11323E-KND-ENG  

5 See Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap…and Others Don’t by Jim Collins http://www.jimcollins.com/books.html  

https://hbr.org/product/the-first-90-days-updated-and-expanded-proven-strategies-for-getting-up-to-speed-faster-and-smarter/11323E-KND-ENG
http://www.jimcollins.com/books.html


  

5) Describe the structure, specific services to be provided, the cost of those services, how costs 
will be allocated among campuses, and specific service goals of the network. Please also 
include how the school will measure successful delivery of these services. In the case of a 
charter management organization proposing to contract with an education management 
organization, service goals should be outlined in the term sheet and draft contract provided 
later in Attachment 19. Note that Nevada law allows charter schools to contract for the 
management or operation of the school with either a for-profit or non-profit education 
management organization. 
NSHS Response: NSHS will be operating with centralized structure to maximize efficiencies 
of state compliance, operational functions, business management, legal issues, program 
integrity, etc.  The centralized structure will provide advantages of program experience, 
support, and development and allow DSA’s to focus on local school improvement and 
student achievement.  The cost of these services will be human capital and to the extent 
possible will divide evenly among campuses.  The specific service goals of the network will 
be the following: developing school leadership, maintaining the finances of the schools, 
protecting the integrity of the program, and complying with state and federal reporting.  
Each school measure services provided by the centralized structure by reviewing those 
things that include, but are not limited to: performance incentives with each DSA, monthly 
bank reconciliations, payroll, and necessary state and federal reporting requirements, 
deliverables of student scorecards six times a year to review student performance and 
program integrity, and completing compliance reports with the sponsor.  

6) Using the table below, summarize the division school- and organization-level decision-
making responsibilities as they relate to key functions, including curriculum, professional 
development, culture, staffing, etc. This division of responsibilities will be evaluated both in 
the context of Nevada law and regulation and best organizational and authorizing practices 
nationally. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS recognizes the need for input and that final decision making 
authority, school plans and procedural requirements are ultimately the Governing Body on 
all decisions.   To provide more clarity to the decision making process, the school is 
suggesting the use of an input versus approval approach when reviewing the table below. 
The table includes: input, which is the ability to make recommendations to the final decision 
making authority and approval, which is the authority to make the final decision on an item. 
Decision making authority for items on this graph become convoluted.  For example, the 
Governing Body gives the Network Leaders the ability to operate the schools. The Boards 
role in the decision making process is better explained in Section 4.6 1.  The decision to hire 
contractors and manage the facilities is done at the Network Leader’s level, yet approval is 
made by the Board.  Because the contractors are found, contracted, and managed by the 
Network Leaders, the final approval is being counted toward the Network Leader for the 
purposes of this graph.   

 

Function 

Decision Making Authority (Input versus Approval) 

Management 
Organization 

Network 
Leader 

CAO/COO 

Governing 
Body 

Campus 
Leader 
DSA 

Performance Goals NA Input Approval Input 
Curriculum NA Input Approval Input 
Professional Development NA Input Input Approval 
Data Mgmt & Interim Assessments NA Approval Input Input 
Promotion Criteria NA Input Approval Input 
Culture NA Input Approval Input 



  

Budgeting, Finance, and Accounting NA Input Approval Input 
Student Recruitment NA Approval Input Input 
School Staff Recruitment & Hiring NA Input Approval Input 
HR Services (payroll, benefits, etc.) NA Input Approval  
Development/ Fundraising NA Input Input Approval 
Community Relations  NA Approval Input Input 
IT  NA Approval  Input 
Facilities Management NA Approval  Input 
Vendor Management / Procurement  NA Approval  Input 
Student Support Services  NA Input Approval Input 
Vendor Selection  NA Approval  Input 
Campus Safety/Training  NA Input Approval Input 

4.5 Student Recruitment and Enrollment Strategy 

Like all public schools, public charter schools must be open to any such child, regardless of that child’s 
race, gender, citizenship, or need for accommodations or special education services. Thus, recruitment 
and enrollment practices should demonstrate a commitment to providing all students equal 
opportunity to attend the school, and help schools avoid even the appearance of creating barriers to 
entry for eligible students. 

1) Explain the plan for student recruitment and marketing for the new campuses that will 
provide equal access to interested students and families, including how the school will 
comply with the requirements of SB208 (2015 session). Specifically, describe the plan for 
outreach to: families in poverty; academically low-achieving students; students with 
disabilities; and other youth at risk of academic failure. For schools which are giving one or 
more statutorily permissible admissions preferences pursuant to NRS 386.580 or SB390 
(2015 session), please indicate if you plan to focus your student recruitment efforts in 
specific communities or selected attendance areas. 
NSHS Response: NSHS does not plan on giving admission preferences.  The student 
enrollment and registration does plan to exceed the minimum requirements set forth in SB 
208 by conducting a grassroots campaign 45 days before school in neighborhoods within 2 
miles of the address chosen for the school and provide collateral in a language primarily 
spoken by the household to the extent practicable.  The recruitment campaign will begin 
with sending a mailer to all addresses of current 10th and 11th grade students in the 
traditional public school system inviting families to learn more about the school by visiting 
the school’s website, calling the school to speak to a representatives, or attending an 
upcoming informational meeting.  The grassroots portion of the campaign will result in 
presentations at churches, child care centers, handing out flyers at supermarkets, and 
canvasing neighborhoods with a 2 mile proximity of the chosen facility address.  Reviewers 
seeking more specific key activities and responsible parties regarding recruitment may 
wish to visit Attachment 01.   
 
NOTE: In evaluating expansion requests, the Authority will consider the likelihood of the 
new charter school campuses significantly increasing the ethnic, socio-economic, linguistic, 
and special needs diversity of the charter school to at least the level reflected by the 
attendance zones where the charter school will operate facilities before approving the 
proposal. To do so, the Authority will consider the school’s past performance in recruiting 
and retaining such populations. Schools are expected to provide a detailed discussion of 
their track record in this area for all years since the inception of the school broken out by 



  

race, ethnicity, language other than English, disability and 504 status, and eligibility for free 
and reduced priced lunch. Schools which do not represent their communities and are not 
serving an at-risk population are expected to add several of the following programmatic, 
recruitment, and enrollment strategies to merit approval: (1) participation in state-funded 
pre-K programs (including federal pre-K) for low-income students; (2) substituting online 
and social media marketing which advantages affluent and well-connected populations with 
a community-based, grassroots campaign which targets high need populations in the 
community, including aggressive door-to-door outreach and publishing marketing 
materials in each language which is spoken by more than 5 percent of families within each 
attendance zone; (3) an explicit commitment to serving a broad continuum of students with 
disabilities and the expansion of programs, including cluster programs or consortia, to meet 
the needs of a broad spectrum of student needs; (4) a weighted lottery which provides 
additional opportunities for specific target populations to be admitted to the school in a 
manner consistent with state and federal law; and (5) other enrollment policies and 
strategies which have had a demonstrated track record of success in dramatically 
increasing the diversity of student populations in a high achieving charter school to at least 
the poverty, disability, and ELL profile of the zoned school. 

a. What is the enrollment calendar for both the first year of operation and subsequent 
years of operation? Please specify the dates on which the school will begin accepting 
applications and how long the enrollment window will last prior to conducting a 
lottery. 
NSHS Response: NSHS will have two registration periods for this coming opening 
and all subsequent openings to successfully enroll students into college classes.  The 
first period for fall semester enrollment will be from February 1st to July 31st and the 
second period for spring semester will be from November 1st to January 15th.  

b. What enrollment targets will you set and who will be responsible for monitoring 
progress towards these targets? What is your target re-enrollment rate for each 
year? How did you come to this determination? What are the minimum, planned, 
and maximum projected enrollment at each grade level? Outline specific targets in 
the table below. 
NSHS Reponses:  The Registration Clerk (RC) will use the school’s TrackVia 
program to monitor the outcomes, measures, and targets for the school including: 
increasing by 20% applications coming from schools in the East area of Las Vegas, 
increase by 25% student applications from Hispanics, Blacks, and Native Americans 
collectively,  and increasing the reenrollment of 11th graders to over 85%.  Over the 
past twelve years, the school has seen a low of 72% reenrollment and a high of 88%.  
By increasing the capacity at the school with student success advocates, assistants, 
coordinators, and directors, the school has seen an upward reenrollment trend over 
the previous three years and reports 82% for fall 2015.  

c. What systems will you put in place to ensure that staff members are knowledgeable 
about all legal enrollment requirements pertaining to special populations and the 
servicing of particular populations of students and can answer parent inquiries in a 
manner consistent with the letter and spirit of state and federal law? 
NSHS Response: NSHS front office staff direct registration questions to the school’s 
Registration Clerk (RC) to maintain a clear and consistent message regarding the 
school’s registration process for all students.  In the event that the RC is not 
available, the front office staff is trained to answer general registration questions 
and collect information from individuals so that a more appropriate staff can contact 
them.  During registration periods, the RC holds weekly meetings for training and 
development and addressing questions pertaining to students of special populations 



  

and/or circumstances.  If questions or student circumstances go beyond the scope of 
understanding, then the RC is trained to schedule a meeting with a more 
appropriate staff member (counselor, school facilitator, Director of Site 
Administration, etc.).  

2) Describe the student recruitment plan once your school has opened. In what ways will it be 
different than your pre-opening year, in terms of the strategies, activities, events, persons 
responsible and milestones? How will the school backfill vacancies in existing grades? 
NSHS Response:  NSHS serves only two grade levels which leaves the school backfilling 
with reenrollment for 12th graders (previous 11th graders with NSHS) and a brand new 
cohort of 11th and new 12th grade students each year.  The school has found that word of 
mouth is the most effective method of student recruitment.  After attending the school for 
even a semester, students and parents are much more adept at spreading the word about 
the school to others because they have experienced the program and the culture of the 
school first hand.  These students are truly ambassadors to the school are encouraged to 
bring potential students to the schools “Bowlie Hawkins” or other school events to come 
and meet other students and get to know more about the school in an informal setting.  
Provided there are openings available, the school will engage in a mid-year recruitment 
plan to attempt reaching out to students that elected not to complete the registration 
process or were placed on a waitlist at Nevada State High School.  

3) Complete the following tables for the proposed school to open in 2016-17. Schools applying 
for multiple campuses must complete enrollment summary tables for each school campus 
opening in fall 2016 and fall 2017. 

a. Minimum Enrollment (Must Correspond to Break Even Budget Scenario 
Assumptions discussed in budget narrative) 

 

Grade Level 
Number of Students by School Year 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Grade 11 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Grade 12 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Total 70 90 110 130 150 170 

 
b. Planned Enrollment (Must Correspond to Budget Worksheet Assumptions) 

 

Grade Level 
Number of Students by School Year 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Grade 11 70 80 90 100 110 120 
Grade 12 80 90 100 110 120 130 
Total 150 170 190 210 230 250 

 
c. Maximum Enrollment (Note: Enrolling more than 10 percent of the planned 

enrollment described in subsection b will necessitate a charter amendment) 
 

Grade Level 
Number of Students by School Year 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 

Grade 11 80 90 100 110 120 135 
Grade 12 85 95 110 120 130 140 
Total 165 185 210 230 250 275 

 



  

4) Describe the rationale for the number of students and grade levels served in year one and 
the basis for the growth plan illustrated above. Note: particular weight will be given to 
rationales which prioritize academic achievement over financial returns. 
NSHS Response: NSHS is planning to serve 150 students at the East Site in year one of 
operation.  Planning to enroll 150 students will allow the school to open with a full-time 
Director of Site Administration along with an Educational Advising Coordinator.  This will 
give students the opportunity to have a team of support, guidance, and assistance beyond 
the classroom and increase the overall capacity of the school.  Increasing the capacity to 
serve students with a team of support to assist students and families will promote a more 
successful college ready 12th grader for graduation and engage 11th graders who might 
otherwise withdraw without having the engagement from a full team of support.  Rather, 
the alternative is opening with a minimum number of 70 students to operate which may 
result in having to hire part-time instructors to cover the classroom experience and may not 
be as readily available to provide assistance, guidance, and support to students.  The school 
has previously tried this approach during the first four years of operation and although it is 
possible to operate the school with part-time instructors it is not ideal.  What’s more, the 
school has increased its support capacity by having multiple sites may mitigate the overall 
impact on having part-time instructors.  Financially, the school needs 70 students to operate 
its first year.  Reviewers seeking more specific information on revenue and expenditures 
may wish to visit the school’s breakeven analysis chart Attachment 15. 

a. Schools proposing to open new elementary facilities with more than 400 students or 
more than 3 grade levels should identify and discuss the specific elements of the 
school model and organizational track record detailed throughout the request that 
demonstrate that the proposed expansion model is designed to compensate for the 
known organizational and academic challenges which accompany serving larger 
student bodies and multiple grade levels in a start-up environment. 

b. Schools proposing to add a new middle or high school facility with more than 200 
newly enrolled students in sixth grade or above or more than 2 grades above fifth 
grade should identify and discuss the specific elements of the school model and 
organizational track record detailed throughout the request that demonstrate that 
the proposed expansion model is designed to compensate for the known 
organizational and academic challenges which accompany serving larger student 
bodies and multiple grade levels in a start-up environment. 
NSHS Response:  This question is not applicable, NSHS plans to enroll 150 students. 

4.6 Board Governance 

1) Explain the governance philosophy that will guide the board, including the nature and 
extent of involvement of key stakeholder groups. 
NSHS Response: Nevada State High School’s board and management follow a philosophy 
set forth by Dr. Brian Carpenter of “how will” versus “how well.”6  Compliance, performance 
management, project planning and requests determine what needs to get done.  
Management and organizational staff determines “how will” it get done and the Governing 
Body spends its time on “how well” it got done. 

2) Describe the governance structure of the expanded school when the board is fully 
composed, including the primary roles of the governing board and how it will interact with 
the principal/head of school and any advisory bodies. Explain how this governance 

                                                             

6 See http://www.charterschooltools.org/tools/Why_Most_Boards_are_Ineffective.pdf “Five Reasons Why MOST Charter School Boards are Ineffective--And What 
to Do About It by Brian L. Carpenter, PhD 

http://www.charterschooltools.org/tools/Why_Most_Boards_are_Ineffective.pdf


  

structure and composition will help ensure that a) the school will be an educational and 
operational success; b) the board will evaluate the success of the school and school leader; 
and c) there will be active and effective representation of key stakeholders, including 
parents. 
NSHS Response:  The composition, primary powers, duties7, and responsibilities of the 
Governing Body will not change before the operation of the proposed third site.  The board 
has a standing public agenda item for updates on the statutory and regulatory requirements 
for members that make-up the Governing Body.  The board engages in a structure of 
governance that uses the Chief Operations Officer (COO) and Chief Academic Officer (CAO) 
as their direct reports for quarterly updates during public meeting regarding operational/ 
financial health and academic performance of the school.  This type of structure allows for 
staff to shoulder the responsibility to make progress and is effective for holding individuals 
accountable.  The board has an annual written evaluation of the CAO and COO whereas it 
determines how well these individuals are performing by evidence of leadership by making 
progress through people and by reviewing performance indicators including: quality of 
work, timeliness of service, effective management, supporting school goals, and compliance 
with contract and agreement.  The board validates the success of the school through state 
and authorizer performance frameworks.  In the future, as members of the Governing Body 
term out, the school will be making it a priority to recruit new members from the 
geographic region of all three sites to ensure strength in the demographic representation of 
the board. 

3) Please submit board member information for current and proposed new board members in 
the provided Board Member Template (provide as part of Attachment 17). Please note that 
at least 75% of new board members for SY 2016-2017 must be identified at the time of the 
submission of the expansion request. 
NSHS Response: To ensure consistency during opening of a third site.  The Governing Body 
of Nevada State High School will remain the same. 

4) Provide, as part of Attachment 17, a completed and signed Board Member Information 
Sheet for each proposed new Board member as well as the board member’s resume and a 
thoughtful biographical summary outlining the particular qualifications of each board 
member as relates to both service on a public charter school board and to the specific needs 
of this particular charter school. 
NSHS Response: The current make-up of Nevada State High School is listed below for 
reference and necessary resumes, qualifications, information sheets are located at the State 
Public Charter School Authorities portal Epicenter. 

i. Luke Adamo, Vice-chair serving in financial position 
ii. Dianna Burns, member serving in teacher position 
iii. Vicki Brumberg, member serving in parent position 
iv. Laurie Nanni, Clerk serving in teacher position 
v. Shane Zeller, Chair serving in legal position 

5) Describe the board’s ethical standards and procedures for identifying and addressing 
conflicts of interest. Will the board be making any changes to its Bylaws, Code of Ethics, and 
Conflict of Interest policy in light of the expansion or new statutory or regulatory 
requirements, including SB509? 
NSHS Response:  During the annual January quarterly meeting of the Governing Body, 
members review and sign the school’s conflict of interest policy8 and Nevada 

                                                             

7 See http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf NSHS School Policy PLCY_03.001 (page 52 of 145) 

8 See http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf  Conflict of Interest PLCY_03.002 (page 65 of 145) 

http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf
http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf


  

Acknowledgement of Ethical Standards for Public Officials produced by the Nevada 
Commission on Ethics.  As a result of SB 509, the Governing Body will be looking to 
strengthen its conflict of interest policy with an annual code of ethics policy.  Additionally, 
members of the board will be consulting with legal counsel and its accountants to explore 
the possibility of becoming a charter management organization. 

6) Identify any existing, proposed, or contemplated relationships that could pose actual or 
perceived conflicts if the expansion request is approved, including but not limited to any 
connections with landlords, developers, vendors, or others which will receive compensation 
or other consideration directly or indirectly from the school; discuss specific steps that the 
board will take to avoid any actual conflicts and to mitigate perceived conflicts, including 
the new requirements of a Code of Ethics in SB509 and the nepotism regulations applicable 
to charter schools. 
NSHS Response:  At this time, there are no perceived conflicts of interest that exists with 
the proposed expansion.  The school intends to mitigate any potential conflicts of interest of 
members of the board and the school through annual training and proposed language of a 
code of ethics policy. 

7) Describe the board’s history since inception, including a discussion of turnover. How does 
the board proactively manage governance and succession? How does the board propose to 
significantly exceed the statutory minimum criteria for board qualifications in light of the 
complexity and risk associated with governing a large, multi-site charter school network? 
What elements, characteristics, and behaviors of specific, analogous high performing multi-
site charter school networks, non-profit social enterprises, and for-profit organizations with 
similar levels of revenues or complexity has the governing body elected to emulate in its 
governance and in the operation of the school? Describe concrete and specific plans for 
increasing the capacity of the governing board. How will the board continue expand and 
develop over time? 
NSHS Response:  Over the past twelve years of operation, Nevada State High School has 
only reported three members not completing their full term on the board.  Two of the 
members chose to resign from their position because they were moving out of state.  
Staggered terms allow for capacity building and the transition of new members to the 
board.  In addition, members are greeted to the board with new board training resources 
and development.  Staff is sensitive to new members and their understanding of reading the 
school budget and present budget information in a variety of formats that roll-up and drill-
down to show respective revenue, expenses, and balances.  Finally, each year, funds are 
reserved and members target workshops, training, and conferences for individuals of the 
governing body to attend including, but not limited to: Charter School Association of 
Nevada, Nevada Association of School Boards, and National Alliance for Public Charter 
Schools. 

8) Describe the kinds of orientation or training new board members will receive and what 
kinds of ongoing development existing board members will receive. The plan for training 
and development should include a timetable, specific topics to be addressed, and 
requirements for participation. 
NSHS Response:  All new members will receive training at their first meeting to orientate 
them to material that includes, but is not limited to the following:  school bylaws, strategic 
framework, duties/powers/responsibilities of the governing body, parliamentary 
procedure, open meeting law, and related law, regulation, and policies.  Annually, board 
members will be required to complete a member feedback evaluation at their annual board 
retreat.  During the annual retreat, board members will identify development training that 
they will attend.  The training generally is focused around strands related to board 
governance, fiscal oversight, or academic accountability.  



  

9) Describe the working relationship between the board and staff (academic, operations, and 
financial) and the working relationship between the board, staff, and any education 
management organization. Outline the regular reports that will be provided to the board, 
their frequency, and who will provide them. This may include financial, operational, and/or 
academic reports. 
NSHS Response: At each regular quarterly meeting, the COO and CAO give performance 
updates of the school.  The COO reports on the performance of operations at the school as it 
relates to making progress through staff on individual performance incentives.  The CAO 
reports on academic progress using the school’s student scorecards as they relate to 
meeting the school’s desired result for 90% of students performing successfully in a college 
environment.    

10) Describe any advisory bodies or councils to be formed, including the roles and duties of 
those bodies. Describe the planned composition; the strategy for achieving that 
composition; the role of parents, students, and teachers (if applicable); and the reporting 
structure as it relates to the school’s governing body and leadership. 
NSHS Response: The school allows for a parent organization at the school.  Currently, this 
organization is called Parents in Partnership (PIP) and has the right to choose a parent 
member to serve on the Governing Body.  At this time, there are no other advisory bodies or 
councils at the school. 

11) Explain the process that the school will follow should a parent or student have an objection 
to a governing board policy or decision, administrative procedure, or practice at the school. 
NSHS Response: Student and/or parents shall follow the school’s complaint process9.  In 
general the complaint process begins with the schools site administration, an investigation 
is conducted and results in a timely decision.  If the complainant is not satisfied with the site 
administrator’s decision, then through the process, the complainant may appeal the 
decision to the chair of the governing body who may request the school’s legal counsel 
attempt resolution or bring before the next regularly scheduled meeting. 

12) What goals will be established for the board and how will board members be held 
accountable? Outline the key expectations for board members in the table below. What 
actions would trigger removal from the board and under what process? 
NSHS Response: Any member of the Board may be removed by the affirmative vote of two 
thirds (2/3) of the Directors in office, excluding the member at issue whenever in their 
judgment such removal would serve the best interests of School.  It is expected that 
members will meet the minimum qualifications of their position on the board per NRS 
386.549, follow the law, regulation, policy, support the school’s strategic framework, 
disclose and/or recuse themselves of any potential ethical and/or conflicts of interest, and 
stay clear of inefficiencies, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in their position.  The board 
supports the following goals. 

 
Goal Purpose Outcome Measure 

Active recruitment Build board capacity 2 – 3 viable candidates 
Demographic representation Build board diversity one member from each site 

Rotate board meetings Build board access meeting at each site per year 
Regular attendance Build school engagement < two absences per year 

                                                             

9 See http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf NSHS Complaint Process (page 30 of 145) 

http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf


  

4.7 Incubation Year Development 

1) Provide a detailed start-up plan as well as specific organizational goals for the planning year 
(SY 2015-2016) to ensure that the school is ready for a successful launch in fall 2016. Using 
the template provided, outline key activities, responsible parties, and milestones and 
submit as Attachment. 
NSHS Response:  The school uses a Gantt chart to display its successful start-up plan for fall 
2016 in the areas of student enrollment and registration, human resources, program 
development, finances, procurement of supplies, securing facilities, and governance.  
Reviewers seeking more specific key activities and responsible parties may wish to visit 
Attachment 01.  The school establishes to following milestones including: receiving 
approval to expand from authorizer, finalizing negotiations on facility, receiving approval 
on any necessary city use permits, receiving certificate of occupancy, configuring technology 
for online access, open online registration, commencing the process to send payment 
vouchers to colleges, starting the first day of the two week course.  Reviewers seeking more 
specific key activities and responsible parties may wish to visit Attachment 16. 

2) Please describe the plans for leadership training and development of the selected school 
leader during the incubation year prior to school opening and how these plans support your 
year 0 goals. If partnering with an organization, please briefly describe the main 
components of the training program. 
NSHS Response:  The school’s planning team currently consists of the school’s Chief 
Academic Officer (CAO) and Chief Operations Officer (COO).  These two individuals were 
founding members of the school and have been operating the school since its inception.  
They also facilitated the successful expansion of the Summerlin Campus site.  Over the past 
two months, the planning team has added a retired principal who was at one of the feeder 
schools in the zoned area and held a principal’s position at the district’s early college high 
school.   

3) Explain who will work on a full-time or nearly full-time basis immediately following 
assignment of a location to lead development of the school(s) and the plan to compensate 
these individuals. 
NSHS Response: The retired principal is currently working as a paid consultant for Nevada 
State High School to support the school in its expansion and has brought several resources 
to recruit students in the area including: contacts to counselors from the feeder schools, and 
unlimited amount of time to devote to the opening of the replication site.  The CAO and COO 
are able to maximize their time by delegating several items related to the school opening to 
the consultant and/or to the current staff at each of the other sites.  During the months of 
January to August, it is anticipated that the CAO and the COO will devote 20 – 25 hours per 
week on opening the new site.  This retired principal will stay with the school as long as 
necessary and to learn more about the school and its operations so as to successfully 
transition new leadership at the site and/or be able to transition leadership at one of the 
two other sites at Nevada State High School.  This will allow the school to cross-fertilize 
current leadership experience at the new location. 

4.8 School Management Contracts 

Questions in this section 4.8 are not applicable to Nevada State High School’s request. 
If the school does not intend to amend an existing management contract or enter into a new 
management contract with a for-profit or non-profit education management organization (EMO), 
please explain that this sub-section is “Not Applicable” and skip to the next sub-section. 

1) How and why was the EMO selected? 



  

2) Explain whether the management organization will provide services to the charter school as 
a whole or will it be assigned to provide specific services at an individual campus or 
campuses or a particular program (e.g. a portfolio management governance model). 

3) Describe the relationship between the school governing board and the service provider, 
specifying how the governing board will monitor and evaluate the performance of the 
service provider, the internal controls that will guide the relationship, and how the 
governing board will ensure fulfillment of performance expectations. 

4) Disclose fully and provide an explanation of any existing or potential conflicts of interest 
between the school governing board and proposed service provider or any affiliated 
business entities, including, without limitation, any past or current employment, business or 
familial relationship between any officer, employee, or agent of the proposed service 
provider and any prospective employee of the charter school, a member of the committee to 
form a charter school or the board of directors of the charter management organization, as 
applicable. 

5) Please provide the following in Attachment 19: 
a. A term sheet setting forth the proposed duration of the contract; roles and 

responsibilities of the governing board, the school staff, and the service provider; 
scope of services and resources to be provided by the EMO; performance evaluation 
measures and mechanisms; detailed explanation of all fees and compensation to be 
paid to the provider; financial controls and oversight; methods of contract oversight 
and enforcement by the governing board and/or school staff; investment disclosure; 
and conditions for renewal and termination of the contract; 

b. A draft of the proposed management contract which complies with NRS 386.562 
and SB509 (2015 session) and all other applicable laws and regulations; 

c. As an exhibit to the proposed management contract, a crosswalk of the academic, 
financial, and organizational goals of the charter school set forth in the SPCSA 
Charter School Performance Framework, including the school’s mission-specific 
goals, and a clear identification of each of the performance goals and expectations 
for the education management organization related to each charter school goal. This 
will serve as the board’s primary evaluative tool for the education management 
organization. 

d. Documentation of the service provider’s for-profit or non-profit status and evidence 
that it is authorized to do business in Nevada. 

6) Provide a brief overview of the organization's history. 
7) List any and all charter revocations or surrenders, bankruptcies, school closures, non-

renewals, or shortened or conditional renewals for any of the schools managed by the 
organization and provide explanations. For all such schools, please provide contact 
information, including name, business mailing address, business telephone number—
including extension or direct line, and business email address, for the current leader of the 
school’s authorizing office and a summary of the correspondence or discussions between 
members of the governing body and this individual and other knowledgeable authorizer 
personnel contacted. Include a summary of all performance issues related to each 
revocation, surrender, bankruptcy, closure, non-renewal, or shorted or conditional renewal. 
Discuss the lessons learned by the governing body based on this ongoing due diligence and 
how this research has informed provisions that the governing body has required in the 
proposed management agreement. 

8) Explain any performance deficits or compliance violations that have led to formal 
authorizer intervention with any school managed by the organization. Provide details as to 
how such deficiencies were resolved. For all such schools, please provide contact 
information, including name, business mailing address, business telephone number—



  

including extension or direct line, and business email address, for the current leader of the 
school’s authorizing office and all other authorizer personnel contacted. Include a summary 
of the correspondence or discussions between members of the governing body and this 
individual and other knowledgeable authorizer staff regarding all performance issues 
related to each non-renewal, shortened or conditional renewal, or renegotiation or 
reduction in services. Discuss the lessons learned by the governing body based on this 
ongoing due diligence and how this research has informed provisions that the governing 
body has required in the proposed management agreement. 

9) List any and all management contract non-renewals, shortened or conditional renewals, or 
renegotiations or reductions in services provided for any of the schools managed by the 
organization and provide explanations. For all such schools which are still in operation, 
please provide contact information, including name, legal home or business mailing 
address, home or business telephone number, and personal or business email address, for 
the current board chair office and all other board members and school personnel contacted. 
Include a summary of the correspondence or discussions between members of the 
governing body and this individual and other knowledgeable staff or board members 
regarding all performance issues related to each non-renewal, shorted or conditional 
renewal, or renegotiation or reduction in services. Discuss the lessons learned by the 
governing body based on this ongoing due diligence and how this research has informed 
provisions that the governing body has required in the proposed management agreement. 

4.9 Services 

1) Provide, as Attachment, a description of how the school leadership team will support 
operational execution. Please provide narrative or evidence that illustrates the staffing 
model, performance metrics, and the school’s plan for supporting all operational needs of 
the school, including but not limited to those listed below. In this space and in the finances 
section, demonstrate how you will fund the provision of these services. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS site schools are scalable and each hired staff member serves many 
roles.  For example, if it is determined that there are minimum number of students to 
operate a site, then the site could essentially run with one individual serving “many roles.”  
Although not always ideal, this type of “many roles” staffing model is exactly how the school 
began in 2004 with 40 students and a site administrator that served the role of principal, 
teacher, counselor, test director, etc.  With multiple NSHS sites currently operating, this 
makes this type of staffing model even more realistic where it is proposed that many of the 
central service roles of academics, operations, finance, governances, and compliance are 
handled by the CAO and COO.  NSHS will reward staff for taking on many roles or multiple 
value-added duties by engaging in performance incentives that gage the progress and 
quality of work.  Using this type of staffing model forces the site administrators to take a 
much closer look at student recruitment, retention, school/staff capacity, and develop 
practical ways to hire staff that will benefit the unique needs of the specific school site.  By 
the way of example, the site administrators may decide to hire part-time instructors (as 
indicated previously as not ideal) to teach class and that the site school will place more 
emphasis on human capital outside the classroom to provide support, mentorship, tutoring, 
assistance, home visits, etc.  A “many roles” staffing model allows for this, and NSHS believes 
that this type of model empowers instructional leaders to make local decisions, build 
realistic budget assumptions, and actively develop solutions to solve real problems at their 
site.  This type of model is contrary to a unit allocation staffing model that is built on the 
conditional logic including: if the school enrolls “x” number of students, then it is entitled to 
“y” number of staffing positions.  NSHS believes in a flexible “many roles” staffing model 



  

over a traditional unit allocation model to help finance these local decisions and build 
ownership in the success of students and the school. 

a. Transportation: Describe your plans for providing student transportation. If the 
school will not provide transportation, please identify how the school will ensure 
that this does serve as a barrier to enrollment or ongoing attendance. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS only serves 11th and 12th grade students and many of these 
student have their vehicles and drive to and from school.  For others, NSHS 
reimburses students monthly for using public transportation.  Still there are many 
students that cannot afford to front the $32.50 for a bus pass.  In this case, NSHS will 
individually review a student’s situation on a case-by-case basis to determine if a 
need exists for the school to purchase a bus pass on behalf of the student.  
Information regarding transportation reimbursement and purchases are given 
during the schools initial consultation meeting with the family, on the school’s 
annual assurance page, posted in the student handbook, and reiterated during the 
mandatory parent meeting each fall.       

b. Food Service: Outline your plans for providing food service at the school, including 
whether and how you will be your own school food authority or will contract with 
another provider. If the school will not provide food service, please identify how the 
school will ensure that this does serve as a barrier to enrollment or ongoing 
attendance. 
NSHS Response:  This question is not applicable to NSHS as the school does not 
provide food service. 

c. Facilities maintenance (including janitorial and landscape maintenance) 
NSHS Response:  NSHS may sign a triple net lease that will include Common Area 
Maintenance (CAM) charges excluding property tax.  In this case, many of the 
maintenance expenses associated with the up keep of the facility (landscaping, 
utilities, repairs, etc.) may be included in the lease.  Traditionally, janitorial expenses 
have not been included an in this case the school may look to bid for services from a 
vendor that will be responsible for cleaning.  In the event that the school signs a 
gross lease or a lease where the school assumes responsibility, the school will select 
a vendor similar to that of the janitorial example above to service the school for 
handyman repairs, plumbing, electric, etc.  The DSA will be responsible for gathering 
bids for vendors and completing a purchase order to engage in service as needed. 

d. Safety and security (include any plans for onsite security personnel) 
NSHS Response:  NSHS does not have a plan for any formal onsite safety and/or 
security officers.  However, NSHS views safety and security of students as the 
school’s number one priority.  NSHS has a current crisis management plan and will 
develop a plan for the proposed facility in compliance with NRS 392.600 to NRS 
392.656 inclusive.  NSHS will require annual training on the safety and security of 
students and individuals at the school through the school online portal 
www.safeschools.com.  Finally, the school will practice situations using the strategy 
of “Get'em out Keep'em in Bring'em back” that was provided by Nevada’s Schools 
Prepared and Ready Together Across Nevada (S.P.A.R.T.A.N) program that is a 
Nevada Homeland Security Commission grant-funded program.  The school will 
continue attending the annual S.P.A.R.T.A.N trainings keep current on any changes 
to the law and ways to serve and protect all individuals at the school. 

2) Technology: Outline the technology infrastructure and support mechanisms across your 
school, staff, and teachers. Your outline should include but not be limited to reliable and 
secure wide area networking, local area networking (e.g., wireless and cables), hardware 
(e.g., personal computing devices, servers, telephony, storage, routers, switches), 

http://www.safeschools.com/


  

technology policies and procedures, device management, and end user support, including 
the management of user rights and privileges. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS technology is overseen by the COO and management of 
workstations, printer, servers, firewall, routers, etc. is handled by a separate technology 
company than the school’s service provider.  Technology service requests go directly 
through the office of the COO to ensure quality control of the request and to save on 
unnecessary service calls.  NSHS uses Microsoft Windows 8.1 for individual workstations 
and a similar software to run the schools servers.  Individual staff are setup through 
Microsoft’s active directory and positions are assigned to groups with certain rights and 
privileges.  The school has an acceptable use policy that notifies staff or their responsibility 
to appropriate online behavior.  NSHS protects staff members from inappropriate or 
vulnerable sites through the school’s firewall.  The school will have a direct tunnel for Local 
Area Network (LAN) connection to the same shared drives, files, and folders hosted on the 
main servers located at the Henderson site.  The school will use one service provider for the 
LAN and to provide staff with hardwired connection to the Internet through a Wide Area 
Network (WAN) which will be also provide wireless access through a secured password.  It 
is proposed to use this same service provider to provide digital telephones and an online fax 
portal that run through the internet rather than analog connection.  The school will run a 
basic business connection for around $100 as a form of backup at the school in case the 
main connection is down.  This basic business connection will be mainly for student and 
public wireless access onsite.  

3) Student Information Management: Timely communication of accurate student information 
is critical for payments to schools, compliance, and performance monitoring. Please 
describe how you will manage student information using the statewide Infinite Campus 
system, and how you will build capacity around the use of the software in order to 
independently maintain the system. Detail the staff members who will enter data along with 
the project manager who will commit to trainings and regularly monitor student 
information for accuracy. 
NSHS Response: NSHS has a dedicated Data Coordinator (DC) to run infinite campus and 
validate information.  Currently, NSHS’s Infinite Campus is managed by the SPCSA.  The CAO 
has participated in discussions with other charter schools about site management.  The CAO 
is communicating with current pilot schools on their experience with running and managing 
their own Infinite Campus system. The CAO has nine years of previous experience managing 
the school’s hosted student information system called PowerSchool and over five years of 
managing SASI data.  The CAO is actively involved and overly committed to the integrity of 
the school’s data and manages it through a process of internal audits with site 
administrators, exporting data and running scenarios using pivot tables, and compares 
numbers against other schools, previous years data, and data that are in the schools 
separate data warehouse called TrackVia.  The CAO is engages staff through performance 
incentives around data integrity and uses checkpoints to provide feedback on strategies 
defined above to improve accuracy of student information.    

4) Data Security: SPCSA charter schools record, generate and consume data that falls under 
strict requirements for security, privacy, and retention (including FERPA and recent 
legislation related to the protection of personally identifiable information (PII)). Describe 
the systems and procedures you will implement in order to ensure you are compliant with 
these obligations. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS requires all staff to complete FERPA training and is especially 
sensitive to the protection of data that are defined as personally identifiable information 
(PII).  PII data are elements of data that can be used to distinguish or trace a person’s 
identity and the school determine there are PII public elements and PII protected data 



  

elements.  For the purposes of PII public elements consider those items that can be readily 
found are publically listed in telephone books, websites, or other such directory listings.  
Examples of PII data may include, but are not limited to: first and last name, address, 
telephone number, e-mail, etc.  However, examples of PII protected data may include the 
following: social security number, usernames and passwords, passport numbers, 
educational transcripts, mother’s maiden name, etc.  The school practices ways to safeguard 
protected PII data by: limiting the collection of only necessary protected PII data, limiting 
the use of protected PII data by staff, protecting the storage of protected PII data digitally 
and in locked fireproof file cabinets, shredding unnecessary paperwork containing 
protected PII data, encrypting the exchange of protected PI data files with passwords, and 
protecting information on portals using Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Finally, staff are 
required to disclose any compromise to public or protected PII incidents within 24 hours.    

4.10 Facilities 

1) Describe the school’s capacity and experience in facilities acquisition and development, 
including managing build-out and/or renovations, as applicable. Provide a description and 
analysis of any construction or development delays which have impacted a school or 
campus calendar and schedule in the past and a discussion of any organizational or 
operational adjustments that have been made to prevent recurrence in the future. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will look to occupy a facility that is 3500 – 6000 sq. ft. in area to 
maximize enrollment.  During public meeting on October 15, 2015, the school’s Governing 
Body gave approval for the COO to begin identifying possible locations in the target area.  At 
this point, no final location has been identified and the COO is waiting for approval from the 
State Public Charter School Authority on the expansion amendment to look deeper into 
leads in the target area including one that is advertised by school’s current landlord in 
Summerlin.  This will be the fourth facility that the COO has managed for school opening 
and because of the small footprint in area this minimizes some of the inherent construction 
delays.  The COO has learned that the project seems to move quickly through construction 
by following a few simple rules including: planning carefully, limiting any change in plans, 
requesting items that are easily accessible in town, documenting site visits with the contract 
on meeting the deadlines, and allowing ample time for inspections.  The school will plan a 
soft (May 1, 2016) and a hard open (June 1, 2016) with the contractors and landlord and 
make sure that any improvements agreed upon are in the lease along with penalties for any 
delays to the project.  It is always a good practice to have contractors, subcontractors, 
architects that have worked with schools in the past to bid on the project so they 
understand the motivating factors in meeting deadlines. 

2) Identify the entity responsible for acquiring and maintaining school facilities and describe 
that entity's relationship to both the school and any management organization. If costs 
related to the facility will be borne by the proposed school's education management 
organization or a related party such as a foundation, it should identify the level of capital 
support the organization (or related party) is willing to provide to the school. 
NSHS Response: The school plans to identify a real estate agent to represent the school in 
identifying a facility in the target area.  The rest of the questions in this section are not 
applicable. 

3) If a proposed facility has been identified and requires no construction or renovation prior to 
the commencement of instruction, please provide: 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school has not 
identified a facility. 



  

a. The physical address of the facility and supporting documentation verifying the 
location, including the Assessor’s Parcel Number and a copy of the Assessor’s Parcel 
Map for the proposed facility as Attachment 4 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility. 

b. A copy of the proposed purchase and sale agreement or a copy of the proposed lease 
or rental agreement as Attachment 5 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility. 

c. A copy of the floor plan of the facility, including a notation of the size of the facility 
which is set forth in square feet as Attachment 6 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility 

d. The name, address, and full contact information of the current owner of the facility 
and any proposed landlord and a disclosure of any relationship between the current 
owner or landlord and the school, including but not limited to any relative of a 
board member or employee within the third degree of consanguinity or affinity and 
any connection with an educational management organization, foundation, or other 
entity which does business with or is otherwise affiliated with the school as 
Attachment 7 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility 

e. A copy of the Certificate of Occupancy at Attachment 8 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility 

f. Documentation demonstrating that the proposed facility meets all applicable 
building codes, codes for the prevention of fire, and codes pertaining to safety, 
health and sanitation as Attachment 9 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility 

g. Documentation demonstrating the governing Body has communicated with the 
Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry 
regarding compliance with the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) in 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 10 
NSHS Response: The questions in this section are not applicable because the school 
has not identified a facility 

4) If a proposed facility has not been identified or the proposed facility requires any 
construction or renovation prior to the commencement of instruction, please provide: 
NSHS Response: The school has not identified a facility, but provides a general discussion 
regarding the possible renovations and tenant improvement of a proposed facility. 

a. Either a discussion of the desired community of location and the rationale for 
selecting that community AND an assurance that the school will submit the 
documentation required in 1(a) for review and approval prior to acquisition of any 
facility in compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 4 OR the physical address 
of the proposed facility which requires construction or renovation and supporting 
documentation verifying the location, including the Assessor’s Parcel Number and a 
copy of the Assessor’s Parcel Map for the proposed facility as Attachment 4 
NSHS Response: NSHS is proposing a facility in the target are of East Las Vegas 
bounded by the South of Cheyenne Avenue, North of Flamingo Road, East of Martin 
Luther King Boulevard, and West of Fogg Avenue.  The rationale for identifying this 



  

area was initially based on the schools review of data that show an 
underrepresented student population attending Nevada State High School coming 
from the traditional schools in this area.  Currently, NSHS reports less than 10% of 
its enrolled student are coming from traditional schools in the targeted area.  Two 
years ago, a similar trend existed in the school’s first expansion school in the 
Summerlin area.  Currently, in year two of operation, the enrollment from students 
coming from schools in the targeted area of Summerlin have increased by nearly 
10%.  Using a similar rationale as was described in Summerlin, NSHS believes that 
more students will participate in an East side school expansion because the more 
densely populated attendance boundaries in the area.  Reviewers seeking more 
specific key boundaries may wish to visit a map of the area and traditional school 
attendance boundaries in Attachment 17.  Reviewers may wish to view the school’s 
assurance statement to comply with NAC 386.3265 in Attachment 18. 

b. Either a narrative explaining the rationale for the budgeted cost of acquisition of an 
owned or leased facility AND an assurance that the school will submit such 
documentation for review and approval prior to acquisition of any facility in 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 5 OR, if a facility has been identified 
which requires construction or renovation, a copy of the proposed purchase and 
sale agreement or a copy of the proposed lease or rental agreement as Attachment 5 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will be seeking existing office spaces that will minimize 
expenses for improvements by either occupying space that was previously built for 
a school or perhaps commercial inline space that was used for larger audiences like 
a church.  In the past, finding such spaces have yielded improvements ranging from 
$10 to $15 per square foot.  This will result in $50,000 to $75,000 in tenant 
improvements for a 5000 square foot building.  The school will attempt negotiating 
with the owner to provide for a tenant improvement allowance to reduce the cost.  
The school will use money from the school’s $227,000 ending fund balance from the 
previous year to pay for these expenses.  Reviewers may wish to view the school’s 
assurance statement to comply with NAC 386.3265 in Attachment 18.   

c. Either a discussion of the general specifications to be utilized during the facility 
search, including approximate square footage AND an assurance that the school will 
submit such documentation for review and approval prior to acquisition of any 
facility in compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 6 OR, if a facility location 
has been identified but requires construction or renovation, a copy of the proposed 
floor plan of the facility, including a notation of the size of the facility which is set 
forth in square feet AND an assurance that the school will submit final 
documentation in compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 6 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will look to occupy a facility that is 3500 – 6000 sq. ft. in 
area to maximize enrollment.  This is similar to the schools existing sites which are 
5,500 sq. ft. (Henderson) and 5,800 sq. ft. (Summerlin) respectfully.  Reviewers may 
wish to view the school’s assurance statement to comply with NAC 386.3265 in 
Attachment 18.   

d. Either a description of the process and resources the school will use to identify a 
facility AND an assurance that the school will submit such information for review 
and approval prior to acquisition of any facility in compliance with NAC 386.3265 as 
Attachment 7 OR, If a facility has been identified but requires construction or 
renovation, the name, address, and full contact information of the current owner of 
the facility and any proposed landlord and a disclosure of any relationship between 
the current owner or landlord and the school, including but not limited to any 
relative of a board member or employee within the third degree of consanguinity or 



  

affinity and any connection with an educational management organization, 
foundation, or other entity which does business with or is otherwise affiliated with 
the school as Attachment 7 
NSHS Response: NSHS will be seeking existing office spaces that will minimize 
expenses and can serve three main conditions: two or more toilets in each boys and 
girls bathrooms, open area to accommodate a minimum classroom space of 30 ft X 
30 ft., and 30 – 50 parking spots.  These main conditions will assist in the application 
of any Conditional Use Permits with the City and expedite necessary tenant 
improvements and subsequent inspections.  Reviewers may wish to view the 
school’s assurance statement to comply with NAC 386.3265 in Attachment 18.   

e. A detailed construction project plan and timeline, including a Gantt chart, 
identifying all facility development activities necessary to obtain a full certificate of 
occupancy prior to the first day of school AND documentation of the inspection and 
approval processes and timelines for the state, municipal, or county agencies which 
will issue the Certificate of Occupancy, including a discussion of whether such 
agencies issue temporary or conditional approvals and a copy of the standard form 
documentation that the sponsor can consult in such circumstances to confirm 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 8 
NSHS Response: NSHS is targeting an area that is in the boundaries of the City of 
Las Vegas.  During the recent expansion to Summerlin, NSHS applied for a Special 
Use Permit in the beginning of October 2013 and received City approval mid-
January 2014 almost a 2 ½ month process.  NSHS assumes a similar timeline that 
will being in early to mid-December 2015 and receive approval at or around end of 
February beginning of March 2016.  Reviewers may wish to view the school’s 
assurance statement to comply with NAC 386.3265 in Attachment 18 and the Gantt 
chart providing the tenant improvement project plan in Attachment 16.   

f. A detailed construction project plan and timeline, including a Gantt chart, 
identifying all facility development activities necessary to obtain all such code 
approvals prior to the first day of school AND documentation of the inspection and 
approval processes and timelines for the state, municipal, or county agencies which 
will conduct all code inspections, including a discussion of whether such agencies 
issue temporary or conditional approvals and a copy of the standard form 
documentation that the sponsor can consult in such circumstances to confirm 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 9 
NSHS Response:  As a baseline of understanding, NSHS uses the school’s previous 
expansion in Summerlin to identify the necessary approval processes including: 
applying for a special use permit with the City of Las Vegas (if necessary) – process 
usually takes between two to three months.  After receiving approval, the school will 
begin the construction process.  Prior to construction, the contractor will file for the 
necessary permits with the City of Las Vegas that need inspection that may include, 
but are not limited to: rough electrical, rough framing, rough plumbing, final 
electrical, final framing, final plumbing, final planning, final fire, final building, and 
certificate of occupancy.  The COO will schedule to go through a field building plan 
checklist and facility health inspection with the Southern Nevada Health District.  
Reviewers may wish to view the school’s assurance statement to comply with NAC 
386.3265 in Attachment 18.     

g. Documentation demonstrating the governing Body has communicated with the 
Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry 
regarding compliance with the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) in 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as Attachment 10 



  

NSHS Response: After finding a location and securing a certificate of occupancy, 
NSHS will schedule an on-site consultation survey by appointment with OSHA.  
Reviewers may wish to view the school’s assurance statement to comply with NAC 
386.3265 in Attachment 18.   

5) For schools which are seeking to occupy multiple facilities over several years, please list the 
number of facilities you project operating in each of the next six years and identify all 
potential target jurisdictions at the county and municipal levels, including any 
unincorporated areas. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS plans to open a total of two more facilities in the next six years. The 
areas identified are in the Northwest part of the City of Las Vegas/City of North Las Vegas 
and the unincorporated part of Southwest Las Vegas.  Reviewers seeking more specific key 
boundaries may wish to visit a map of the areas and traditional school attendance 
boundaries in Attachment 17. 

a. (a) Describe the strategy and process for identifying and securing multiple facilities, 
including any brokers or consultants you are employing to navigate the real estate 
market, plans for renovations, timelines, bond or third party financing, etc. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS will continue to target to serve students from schools that 
are underrepresented at Nevada State High School and use a real estate agent to find 
a current facility that satisfies three main conditions: two or more toilets in each 
boys and girls bathrooms, open area to accommodate a minimum classroom space 
of 30 ft X 30 ft., and 30 – 50 parking spots.  The school plans to lease these proposed 
facilities and follow a similar process of using underserved school funds to open a 
facility in each of the proposed future target areas. 

b. (b) Charter school facilities must comply with health and safety requirements and 
all other mandates prescribed in statute and regulation. In addition, charter schools 
must be prepared to follow applicable county and municipal review procedures 
which vary significantly between jurisdictions. Schools are expected demonstrate 
that they have thoroughly researched the different local requirements and adjust 
their permitting, construction, and inspection timelines accordingly. Discuss the 
research and planning that has occurred to date for each of the targeted 
jurisdictions, including both municipalities and unincorporated areas. Provide 
documentation of the current inspection and approval processes and timelines for 
the state, municipal, or county agencies within your proposed jurisdictions which 
will issue each Certificate of Occupancy, including a discussion of whether such 
agencies issue temporary or conditional approvals and a copy of the standard form 
documentation that the sponsor can consult in such circumstances to confirm 
compliance with NAC 386.3265 as part of Attachment 8. Provide documentation of 
building, fire, safety, health and sanitation code compliance inspection and approval 
processes and timelines for the state, municipal, or county agencies which will 
conduct all such code inspections within your proposed jurisdictions, including a 
discussion of whether such agencies issue temporary or conditional approvals and a 
copy of the standard form documentation that the sponsor can consult in such 
circumstances to confirm compliance with NAC 386.3265 as part of Attachment 9. 
NSHS Response: Pending a final determination on the address of a future site of any 
facility chosen in Northwest Las Vegas it will follow the timeline and application 
process described with this current application as it is part of the City of Las Vegas. 
However, part of a future site area resides in the City of North Las Vegas which 



  

requires a neighborhood meeting for a special use permit10.  Otherwise, the process 
for approval of a special use permit will follow similarly as that which was described 
in the expansion application here for the City of Las Vegas.  The targeted future site 
in the Southwest part of the Las Vegas Valley will need to apply through the Clark 
County Government Center and follow the application procedures similar to those 
described earlier with the exception of possibly having to appear before a Town 
Advisory Board od Citizen’s Advisory Council11 none of which appear to add more 
than an additional two or three weeks to the previously described timeline for the 
City of Las Vegas herein.  Essentially, the general requirements for all municipalities 
in the plan for future sites are similar with slight requirements that may add or 
expedite the process by no more than two or three weeks.      

6) Please include the organization’s plans to finance these facilities, including: 
a. Total project cost for each facility 

NSHS Response:  For each of the two sites, NSHS will continue to operate a scalable 
organization that searches for facilities that are 3500 to 6000 sq. ft. need minimal 
tenant improvements.  Ideally, these facilities may have been previously occupied by 
another school or a church located in commercial inline space or a standalone 
building. 

b. Financing and financing assumptions 
NSHS Response: NSHS will operate on the basis that financing for any new facility 
will come from the school’s ending fund balance.  NSHS makes these main budget 
assumptions in areas of the school that include, but are not limited to the following: 
a) student production costs for college tuition, textbooks, and testing stay at or 
around 32%, b) salary costs (health, retirement, salary taxes, other) for the school 
network stay below 40%, and c) other operational costs including facilities, services, 
advertising, and other such costs stay below 25% of total expenditures.  Finally, it is 
assumed that each site will practice ways to be a nimble and lean organization that 
will lead to building an unreserved fund balance.  Reviewers may wish to view an 
executive brief written by the CAO and COO regarding major spending trends by 
visiting Attachment 19.    

c. Total facility costs that the financial model can handle – debt service + lease + 
maintenance + utilities + etc. for each facility and for the network as a whole 
NSHS Response:  NSHS plans to have no debt service and will operate each campus 
on an independent financial model until which time the school has become financial 
solvent to respectively contribute to the central services or close operation due to 
lack of projected growth.  NSHS determines financial solvency based on the schools 
breakeven analysis of 70 students with a respective facility cost of $76,000 annually.  
Reviewers seeking more specific information on revenue and expenditures may 
wish to visit the school’s breakeven analysis chart Attachment 15.  Given the local 
desecration at each campus to assume multiple roles, site administration may 
decide assume janitorial maintenance and partial classroom duties while hiring 
part-time instructors to allow for an increase in the use of facility costs to top out at 
no more than $100,000 per year.  The network uses a similar model to operate its 
other sites showing a total budgeted facility costs (maintenance, operation, and 

                                                             

10 See City of North Las Vegas Community Development and Compliance Table 
https://www.cityofnorthlasvegas.com/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/PDFs/PlanningCommission/PCApplicationPacket.pdf  

11 See Clark County Nevada Land Use Application for Use Permits 
http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/Depts/comprehensive_planning/zoning/Forms/form_LandUseApplication.pdf  

https://www.cityofnorthlasvegas.com/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/PDFs/PlanningCommission/PCApplicationPacket.pdf
http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/Depts/comprehensive_planning/zoning/Forms/form_LandUseApplication.pdf


  

lease) of $200,000 for both Henderson and Summerlin sites combined for the 
current fiscal year 2015 – 2016.     

4.11 Ongoing Operations 

1) SPCSA schools coordinate emergency management with local authorities. Explain your 
process to create and maintain the school’s Emergency Management Plan required by the 
State of Nevada. Include the types of security personnel, technology, equipment, and 
policies that the school will employ. Who will be primarily responsible for this plan? Does 
the school anticipate contracting with the local school district for school police services? 
How will the school communicate with and coordinate with lead law enforcement agencies 
and other public safety agencies? 
NSHS Response:  The COO will be responsible for the school Emergency Management Plan 
(EMP).  Annually, NSHS will submit contact information to the lead law enforcement 
agencies and local school district police updating them on the address, contact person, and 
alternate contacts for the school in case of emergency.  SB 321 of the 2015 Nevada 
Legislature extends the jurisdiction of school police officers to all school property, buildings, 
and facilities within the school district, including without limitation, all property, buildings 
and facilities in which a charter school is located.  The school annually reviews the schools 
EMP with a committee.   Under NRS 392.624, the committee has a responsibility and ability 
to make changes to the EMP while maintaining the integrity and intent of the original plan 
by carrying out the following:  reviewing annually school’s plan (PCRD_04.00312), 
responding to changes in the law, developing actionable practices at school sites, updating 
the plan for any changes at the school or surrounding areas, posting and distribution of the 
plan, and training of school employees in responding to crisis or emergency.  NSHS does not 
plan on contracting with local school police.     

2) Discuss the types of insurance coverage the school will secure as a result of the expanded 
scope of operation and the attendant risks, including a description of the levels of coverage. 
Types of insurance should include workers’ compensation, liability insurance for staff and 
students, indemnity, directors and officers, automobile, and any others required by Nevada 
law or regulation. As the minimum coverage required by Nevada law and regulation is 
intended as a baseline requirement for schools which operate at a significantly smaller 
scale, schools requesting an amendment are expected to research the levels of and types of 
insurance coverage typically required of and obtained by multi-site charter school networks 
in other states, including but not limited to Arizona, California, Colorado, the District of 
Columbia, Massachusetts, and New York, and crosswalk those levels of coverage with those 
the school intends to obtain to ensure that the governing body and network leadership is 
fully cognizant of the complexity of risk management in a multi-site context. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS plans to continue working with its current insurance provider and 
has researched and implemented coverages and attended to the risks for multi-site 
operation.  The school will continue to operate with these same coverages and complete its 
due diligence of informing the company of necessary policy changes as was done in the first 
expansion site in Summerlin.  Reviewers seeking more specific information on the school’s 
similar research on insurance for expansion with multi-site operation in Nevada and types 
of coverages and limits may wish to visit the insurance documents in Attachment 20.      

                                                             

12 See http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf NSHS Complaint Process (page 114 of 145) 

http://earlycollegenv.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/150714-ALL-Regulations-to-Processes.pdf


  

5 FINANCIAL PLAN 

5.1 System and Processes 

1) Describe the systems and processes by which the school will manage accounting, 
purchasing, payroll, and audits. Specify any administrative services expected to be 
contracted for the school, and describe the criteria and procedures for the selection of 
contractors and the mechanism by which the board will monitor and hold the contractor 
responsible for providing such services. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS uses accrual method of accounting and a fund accounting software 
system that as especially designed for schools called AptaFund by Harris Computers.  The 
software has a full suite of modules and is set-up for requisitions and purchase orders.  The 
purchase order process helps with internal controls, tracking, and to create encumbrances 
for the school to better handle annual projections, budgeting, and monitor cash flow.  Three 
years ago, the school began processing payroll internally using AptaFund which gave even 
more control over projections and allowed for more timely responses to the school’s 
accountant, auditor, sponsor, and reports to the Nevada Department of Education, Internal 
Revenue Service, and Nevada Department of Employment and Rehabilitation.   
 
The school expects to use the CAO and COO to contract for specific services in the areas that 
include, but are not limited to the following: accounting, legal, technology, counseling, 
nursing, psychologist, guest presenters, and auditing.  For the selection of contractors, the 
school has relied heavily upon recommendations from other charter schools, the Charter 
School Association of Nevada, Nevada Association of School Administrators, Chamber of 
Commerce, and individuals recommended by the local school district to call for proposals.  
If the school is not able to secure a contractor that has experience and effectiveness working 
with schools through one of the means identified above, then the school will look on the 
internet or in the local telephone book to take bids and quotes.  The CAO and COO works on 
behalf of the board to draft a professional service contract narrative that identifies the 
following minimum parts for discussion including: selection of the contractor, plan of 
action, and expected results and deliverables.  The board will use the CAO and COO to 
monitor and evaluate the level of service and deliverables against the expected results of 
the contract prior to approving any payment for service. 

2) As Attachment 21, present a budget narrative including a detailed description of 
assumptions and revenue estimates, including but not limited to the basis for revenue 
projections, staffing levels, and costs. The narrative should specifically address the degree 
to which the school budget will rely on variable income (e.g., grants, donations, fundraising, 
etc.). There is no page limit for the budget narrative in Attachment 21. Include the 
following: 
NSHS Response:  Reviewers wishing to see information related to this session should visit 
Attachment 21.  

a. Per-Pupil Revenue: Use the figures provided in developing your budget 
assumptions. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS uses $6,500 as a conservative amount for revenue 
projections.  

b. Anticipated Funding Sources: Indicate the amount and sources of funds, property or 
other resources expected to be available through banks, lending institutions, 
corporations, foundations, grants, etc. Note which are secured and which are 
anticipated, and include evidence of commitment for any funds on which the 
school’s core operation depends in a clearly identified component of Attachment 10. 



  

Please ensure that your narrative specifically references what page this evidence 
can be found on in the attachment.   
NSHS Response:  NSHS anticipates receiving e-rate funds based on previous school 
year projections and per-pupil revenue.  NSHS Response:  Reviewers wishing to see 
information related to this session should visit Attachment 21.   

c. Anticipated Expenditures: Detail the personnel and operating costs assumptions 
that support the financial plan, including references to quotes received and the 
source of any data provided by existing charter school operators in Nevada or other 
states. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS details this information using actuals from previous years of 
operation and scaling up a second site.  Reviewers wishing to see information 
related to this session actuals from previous years, estimated numbers for the 
current year, the financial plan moving forward should visit Attachment 22. 

d. Discuss in detail the school’s contingency plan to meet financial needs if anticipated 
revenues are not received or are lower than estimated, including both the scenarios 
identified in subsections e and f. 
NSHS Response: NSHS plans to use the schools current unreserved fund balance to 
cover any shortfall for not receiving early funds in July 2016 based on proof of 
students enrolling into the school at that time. 

e. Year 1 cash flow contingency in the event that state and local revenue projections 
are not met in advance of opening. 
NSHS Response: Reviewers wishing to see information related to this session 
actuals from previous years, estimated numbers for the current year, the financial 
plan moving forward should visit Attachment 23. 

f. Year 1 cash flow contingency in the event that outside philanthropic revenue 
projections are not met in advance of opening. 
NSHS Response:  This question does not apply to Nevada State High School.  The 
school does not plan on receiving any philanthropic revenue. 

3) Submit a completed financial plan for the proposed school as Attachment 21 (the format of 
this is left to the applicant’s discretion but must be clear and sufficiently detailed to permit 
Authority staff, external reviewers, and the general public to review of all elements of the 
school’s business plan and gauge alignment and consistency with the academic program, 
operating plan, and budget narrative). 
NSHS Response:  NSHS uses a financial plan that review three years of previous revenues 
and expenditures along with estimated revenues and expenditures the current year.  These 
items are then analyzed for spending habits and combined with detailed budget of the new 
site.  Reviewers wishing to see information related to this session actuals from previous 
years, estimated numbers for the current year, the financial plan moving forward should 
visit Attachment 22.  

4) Submit, as Attachment 22, a detailed budget for the operator at the network level (the 
format of this is left to the applicant’s discretion but must be clear and sufficiently detailed 
to permit Authority staff, external reviewers, and the general public to review of all 
elements of the school’s business plan and gauge alignment and consistency with the 
academic program, operating plan, and budget narrative). 
NSHS Responses:  NSHS submits the combination of the schools financial plan and the 
details of the new site’s budget which cascades across all three sites as evidence.  Reviewers 
wishing to see information related to this session actuals from previous years, estimated 
numbers for the current year, the financial plan moving forward should visit Attachment 22.    

5) Provide, as Attachment 23, historical financial documents for any affiliated CMO from 
another state or any EMO providing services to the school, including audited financials for 



  

each school operated by the affiliate as well as any other campus by campus financial 
evaluations conducted by charter school authorizers. At least three years of school financial 
audits are required for any school operating for three years or longer. Such financials must 
be provided as converted PDF documents to ensure accessibility. 
NSHS Response:  Reviewers seeking information regarding the school’s previous three 
years of school financials may wish to visit Attachment 22. 

6) Complete the audit data worksheet in Attachment 24. In the info tab, please identify any 
schools or campuses listed under the student achievement tab for which, pursuant that 
relevant state’s charter law, financial data is consolidated for reporting and auditing 
purposes in the independent audits provided in Attachment 23. 
NSHS Response:  NSHS is not aware of and cannot locate within the expansion application13 
in a search under for “audit data worksheet” at the State Public Charter School Authority 
website14 either of the Attachments (24 or 23) referenced in the question above.  As a point 
of reference, NSHS does consolidate its financials for reporting and auditing purposes. 

7) Provide a six-year development plan that addresses the annual and cumulative fundraising 
need at the network and school levels including a description of the staff devoted to 
development. The plan should include a history of the school’s fundraising outcomes and 
identify funds that have already been committed toward fundraising goals. The plan should 
also identify the role of the members of the board, particularly as relates to give/get 
requirements, and should demonstrate alignment with the expectations for board members 
discussed elsewhere in the amendment request. If funds are raised at a partner organization 
level, describe the methodology to be used in allocating funds to the school and the 
proposed campuses. If the school has not raised any funds to support its programming to 
date and the budget does not include any fundraising activity, please explain that this 
question is not applicable to your school. 
NSHS Response: Questions in this section 5.1 7 are not applicable to Nevada State High 
School’s expansion request and budget do not include any fundraising activities.  

8) Describe the campus’, schools, and any management organization’s distinct responsibilities 
in the financial management and oversight of the proposed campuses, including, but not 
limited to, their respective roles in overseeing or implementing internal controls and in 
making financial management decisions including budget development. Detail the process 
and frequency by which key financial information is communicated to and reviewed by the 
various organizations and different levels of leadership and governance. 
NSHS Response: The office of the COO will be the primary custodian for safekeeping, 
managing, budgeting, and overseeing the finances of the proposed campus.  The proposed 
campus through the DSA or designee will be responsible to the COO for carrying out the role 
of a traditional school banker and office manager by processing requisitions (as needed to 
OpA), reconciling student reimbursements for textbooks, transportation, and testing 
(monthly to OpA), validating staff time worked and days off (monthly to COO), distributing 
student reimbursement checks (monthly from OpA), reconciling student sales (monthly to 
OpA), depositing student sales (monthly to OpA), ordering supplies (monthly to COO for 
orders over $750), scanning invoices sent to the campus (daily to OpA), confirming receipt 
of orders (daily to OpA), evaluating performance incentives for payment (as needed to 
COO).   

                                                             

13 See 2015 Charter School Expansion Amendment Request: Schools Requesting to Operate Additional Campuses, 
http://charterschools.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/CharterSchoolsnvgov/content/Grocers/2015%20Fall%20Cycle%20Request%20to%20Amend%20Charter%20Cont
ract%20to%20Occupy%20Additional%20Sites.pdf  

14 See searched performed on the homepage of the State Public Charter School Authority website yielded the following: 
http://nvsearch.nv.gov/search?affiliate=stateofnevada&query=audit%20data%20worksheet  

http://charterschools.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/CharterSchoolsnvgov/content/Grocers/2015%20Fall%20Cycle%20Request%20to%20Amend%20Charter%20Contract%20to%20Occupy%20Additional%20Sites.pdf
http://charterschools.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/CharterSchoolsnvgov/content/Grocers/2015%20Fall%20Cycle%20Request%20to%20Amend%20Charter%20Contract%20to%20Occupy%20Additional%20Sites.pdf
http://nvsearch.nv.gov/search?affiliate=stateofnevada&query=audit%20data%20worksheet


  

 
The office of the Chief Operations Officer (COO) along with staff from this office including 
the Operations Assistant (OpA) will service the school in different roles and duties to 
accomplish those things that include, but are not limited to areas including: accounting, 
budgeting, bank reconciliations, reporting, human resources, accounts payable, vendor 
management, payroll, purchase orders, inventory, and benefits.  This office is held 
accountable for producing to reports to the Governing Body, Nevada Department of 
Education, State Public Charter School Authority, Internal Revenue Service, and Department 
of Employment and Rehabilitation. 
 

Key Financial Information Reported 

Agency Receiving Report (Frequency) 

Governing 
Body 

State Public 
Charter 
Authority 

Nevada 
Dept. Of 
Education 

Federal or 
State 

Agencies 

Financial Statements Quarterly Quarterly NA NA 
Bank Reconciliations Monthly NA NA NA 
Licensed Employee NA Annually Annually NA 
Employee Qualification NA Annually Annually NA 
Budget to Financials Annually Annually Annually NA 
Independent Audit Annually Annually Annually Annually 
Employer’s Federal Tax Return (941) NA NA NA Quarterly 
ER’s Wage and Contribution NA NA NA Quarterly 
Federal 1099 and 1096 NA NA NA Annually 
Public Retirement Contributions NA NA NA Monthly 
School Inventory NA Annually NA NA 
School Budget  Annually Annually Annually Annually 
Performance Incentives Quarterly NA NA NA 

 
The office of the COO works collaboratively with the schools accountant to produce and 
verify many of these reports.  Using an outside entity provides an extra layer of internal 
controls especially in dealing with a small staff.  
 

 



Nevada State High School
Start-up Gantt Chart

Start-up Plan: Nevada State High School Expansion Milestone Lead Support 1-Nov 1-Dec 1-Jan 1-Feb 1-Mar 1-Apr 1-May 1-Jun 1-Jul 1-Aug 1-Sep 1-Oct

Student Enrollment & Registration

Set enrollment deadlines and objectives RA DSAs x
Refine, print, and mail collateral materials COO x x
Recruit students |------------------------------------------->

Present at churches, child care centers, etc. DSAs CAO, COO |--------------------->
Hand out flyers at supermarket DSAs CAO, COO x x x
Canvass neighborhood DSAs CAO, COO x x x
Conduct info sessions DSAs CAO, COO x   x x   x x   x

Identify other advertising vehicles if needed DSAs CAO, COO |------------>
Register students and track registration phases x RA |----------------------------------------------------------------->
Input all student info into Infinite Campus DC RA       |--------------->

Human Resources

Hire Assistant, Coordinator, and Director
Advertise openings COO CAO         |------------------------------->
Screen and interview candidates COO CAO, DSA |----------------------------->
Check for technical ability if needed COO CAO       |-------------------------->
Conduct reference checks COO CAO, DSA           |--------------------------->

Set compensation, offer, onboard COO DSA x   x   x

Program

Conduct summer training DSA CAO        |------>
Two-week course and study skills preparation EAC DSA            |--->
Start of two-week course x EAC DSA x

Finance

Develop 2016-2017 site budget assumptions DSAs EACs, OpA       |------------>
Develop 2016-2017 budget COO CAO, DSA, OpA x       |---------------->
Check registration trends at sites COO RA x   x x x x x

Procurement

Order furniture and supplies COO DSA       |-------------->
Establish contracts with vendors (IT/cleaning) COO         |-------------------------------->

Facilities

Finalize negotiations with landlord x COO x
Approval for any City permits x Developer COO x
Receive certificate of occupancy x Developer COO x

Governance

Charter expansion amendment to SPCSA x CAO, COO DSA x x

Adopted directly from Aspire Sample School Start-up Workplan here:  http://www.charterschooltools.org/toolCategoryList.cfm?vendorCategoryID=4
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Large Group  General 

Education 

Classroom Setting 

Whole Group 

Seminar 

Classroom 

Accommodations; 

Registration with 

college disability 

resource center 

Students who are 

advocating for use of 

accommodations, 

progressing in general 

ed. courses and/or may 

be exiting Special 

Education. 

Guidance and 

monitoring is provided 

by the special education 

teacher on the students’ 

self‐advocacy for college 

support. 

Small Group 

Contact 

General Education 

Classroom Setting 

Classroom 

Accommodations; 

Registration with 

college disability 

resource center 

Students who may need 

extra support advocating 

for accommodations, may 

need extra time to 

complete assignments 

and tests and may need 

less distractions than a 

large group setting. 

Guidance and 

monitoring is provided 

by the special education 

teacher on the students’ 

self‐advocacy for college 

support. 

Individual 

Contact 

General Ed. 

setting and/or 

individual 

meeting times 

outside of Gen Ed. 

Setting 

Classroom 

Accommodations; 

Registration with 

college disability 

resource center 

Students who may direct 

support from special 

education teacher on an 

as needed basis to 

monitor progress, 

provide support and 

allow for extra time to 

complete assignments 

and tests. Student may 

need support and 

instruction individually. 

Regularly scheduled 

contacts are made by the 

special education teacher 

with student to provide 

guidance, support and 

monitoring is provided 

on the students’ self‐ 

advocacy for college 

support. 

Face to Face 

(Direct, individual 

services) 

Resource 

classroom or 

regularly 

scheduled 

meetings with 

Special Education 

Teacher 

Classroom 

Accommodations; 

limited and 

specific 

modifications, 

registration with 

college disability 

resource center. 

Students who may 

require direct, regularly 

scheduled support 

meetings with Special 

Education teacher or 

scheduled resource class 

to provide more specific 

support and 

individualized 

instruction. 

Direct instruction is 

provided directly by 

special education teacher 

on a scheduled basis or in 

a resource room to 

support progress in 

college and high school 

courses. 
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Governance and Staffing 
Conflict of Interest 

 

This school policy is intended to give clarification from the school’s Governing Body on those 

things that include, but are not limited to the school governance and staffing.  The Governing 

Body uses school policy to clarify regulatory items or provide position the intended functions of 

the school.  More detailed descriptions of items regarding governance and staffing may be found 

in Nevada State High School procedures, process, or school practices and plans.   

 

Article I. Purposed and background 
Section 1.01 General information 

(a) The purpose of the conflict of interest policy is to protect this public 

Organization’s (Nevada State High School) interest when contemplating 

entering into a transaction or arrangement that might result in a possible 

excess benefit transaction.  This policy is intended to supplement but not 

replace any applicable state and federal laws governing conflict of interest 

applicable to governmental, public, nonprofit or charitable organizations. 

 

(b) This policy was written with guidance from the Nevada Commission on 

Ethics Manual for public officers and public employees and other such 

related documents from the Commission for more operational definition of 

terms and relevance to Nevada Law including, but not limited to the 

following: consanguinity/affinity chart and conflict of interest guidance for 

voting.  The Commission indicates that conflicts of interest can interfere 

with basic principles of fairness - everyone having the same burdens and 

benefits in our society. A public official may have many opportunities to 

take unfair advantage of his or her position or to gain a benefit at the 

expense of others. When public officers and employees ignore their conflicts 

of interest, the public trust becomes undermined. The public can lose faith in 

the integrity of government and the decision-making processes. 
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Article II. Definitions 
Section 2.01 Interested persons 

(a) Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with governing 

board delegated powers, which has a direct or indirect financial interest, as 

defined below, is an interested person. 
 

Section 2.02 Financial interest 

(a) A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly, 

through business, investment, or family. 

(i) Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as gifts or 

favors that are not insubstantial. 
 

Article III. Procedures 
Section 3.01 Duty to Disclose 

(a) In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an interested 

person must disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the 

opportunity to disclose all material facts to the directors and members of 

committees with governing board delegated powers considering the 

proposed transactions or arrangement.  Members may elect to reference the 

Nevada Commission on Ethics guidance document for voting when there is 

an appearance of a conflict of interest. 
 

Section 3.02 Addressing Conflict of Interests 

(a) An interested person shall disclose a potential conflict of interest at 

governing board or committee meeting, but after the presentation, it is the 

ultimate decision of the interested person to abstain, stay, or leave from any 

and all discussion and vote on the transaction or arrangement involving the 

possible conflict of interest. 
 

Section 3.03 Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy 

(a) If the governing board or committee has reasonable cause to believe a 

member has failed to disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall 
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inform the member of the basis for such belief and afford the member an 

opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose. 
 

(b) If, after hearing the member’s response and after making further 

investigation as warranted by the circumstances, the governing board or 

committee determines the member has failed to disclose an actual or 

possible conflict of interest, it shall take appropriate disciplinary and 

corrective action using one or all of the following: consulting with the 

Organization’s legal counsel, informing the Organizations authorizing 

sponsor, or the Nevada Commission on Ethics. 
 

Article IV. Evaluations 
An inherent conflict of interest and/or appearance of impropriety arises when a supervisor or 

other school employee evaluates another employee with whom he or she is involved in an 

intimate or romantic relationship.  Such a relationship between evaluator and the person to be 

evaluated taints the evaluation process, adversely affects employee morale and productivity, and 

compromises the school’s interest in promoting qualified employees on a fair and objective 

basis.  Although all school employees have the right to engage in a consensual intimate or 

romantic relationship with another employee, the evaluation process should not be compromised 

as a result of such private activity. 

 

For purposes of this policy, an “intimate or romantic relationship” includes dating, sexual contact 

of any type, or any other similar private activity that may compromise an employee’s ability to 

evaluate his or her partner effectively and impartially.  A marital relationship is presumed to be 

an “intimate or romantic relationship.” 

Section 4.01 Employee duty 

(a) It is the duty of both employees involved in an intimate or romantic 

relationship to avoid the evaluation by one such employee of the other.  The 

employee who is chosen to evaluate his or her partner shall consult with the 

governing body to select a suitable and qualified replacement.  The person to 

be evaluated shall notify the school to select a suitable and qualified 

replacement in the absence of action taken by his or her partner.  When a 

replacement evaluator is selected pursuant to this policy, the school shall 

respect the privacy of the employees involved in the intimate or romantic 
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relationship and shall not create any record of, or place in either employee’s 

personnel file, the reason for the need of a replacement evaluator. 
 

Section 4.02 Actions after violating employee evaluation conflict  

(a) If, after an independent investigation, the school learns that an evaluation 

has been conducted in violation of this policy, the school may take any or all 

of the following actions, depending upon the circumstances: 

(i) Reevaluate the person who was evaluated for the evaluation period in 

question, this reevaluation will be conducted by a suitable and 

qualified replacement of his or her partner or former partner. 

(ii) Create a record in both employees’ respective personnel files 

indicating that an evaluation was conducted in violation of this policy.   

(iii) Take such other disciplinary action as is deemed appropriate 
 

 

Article V. Annual Certification Statements 
Section 5.01 Each interested person shall annually sign an affirmation that such person 

(a) Has received a copy of the conflicts of interest policy, 

(b) Has read and understands the policy, 

(c) Has agreed to comply with the policy, and 

(d) Understands the Organization is public charter school entity authorized 

through a written charter through NRS 386 and in order to maintain its 

charter must engage primarily in activities, which accomplish its strategic 

framework, mission, and overall purpose of the school. 
 

I hereby certify that I am an interested party of the organization and affirming with my signature 

below that I have received a copy of the conflict of interest policy.   

 

    DATED this ____ day of ____________________, 20__. 

 

 

 

Signature_________________________________ Title      

 

Print Name_________________________________, Title      
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Chief Operations Officer // Job Description 
 

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE POSITION 
Under the direction of the Nevada State High School Governing Body, and in collaboration with the Chief Academic Officer for Nevada State 
High School, the Chief Operations Officer shall execute, direct, plan, develop, or supervise business/financial management for the high school in 

accordance with policies prescribed by law and the Governing Body.  This position will involve the responsibility for the school’s financial 

evaluation.  

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the operational services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Facilities, maintenance, operations, transportation, health, and safety 
2. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the financial services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Information technology, general accounting, financial analysis, budgeting, payroll, accounts payable, procurement, grants, 

management, and third party billing 
3. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the communications/external initiatives for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Communications, public relations, development, partnerships, and public affairs 

4. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the human resources for the school including, but not limited to: 
a. Labor relations, staffing/certification, compensation, and benefits 

5. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the operational/financial recommendations made to the Governing Body for the school 

including, but not limited to: 
a. Regulations, policies, procedures, or practice 

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Ensures accurate financial record accurate financial records are maintained for all areas of the school; and  

2. Prepares the school budget to meet the needs and goals of the School; and  

3. Directs budget amendments as needed throughout the year; and 
4. Insures compliance with the Nevada Department of Education requirements, state, and school policies in all areas of finance 

5. Maintains an effective system of expenditure control by means of regulations, internal audits, and periodic financial reports; and 

6. Analyzes state reports and computes anticipated reimbursement from all state and funding sources; and 
7. Conducts data analysis and make budget comparisons as needed to make recommendation for efficient operations of the School; and 

8. Maintains compliance with insurance programs including for healthcare, liability, and Worker’s Compensation; and 

9. Compiles the school’s information for review and evaluation by the an independent financial auditor to be reviewed by the Governing 
Body; and 

10. Processes payroll and appropriate deductions to be submitted to appropriate Local, State, and Federal agencies; and 

11. Disseminates information and lobbies for the School on State statue, regulations, and code; and 
12. Ensures the School’s purchasing abides by local and state policy as well as ensure the best financial options for the School; and 

13. Provides for the review of educational licenses and personnel files in staying current; and  

14. Serves as a resource to the Governing Body on instructional and fiscal decisions to support the all programs; and  
15. Serves as a liaison with appropriate Nevada State Department of Education and represents the school system through participation in 

professional organizations and at national, state, and regional conferences; and 

16. Serves in developing systems to ensure successful and efficient financial operations; and 
17. Participates in professional development; and  

18. Participates in designing and writing parent/student newsletters; and 

19. Participates in advising student activities monitoring/documenting the overall progress of students in college; and 
20. Participates in the development of student understanding of the specific requirements of curricula in college; and 

21. Recruits students to participate in the school; and 

22. Offers a minimum of five 5 hours per week as office hours for students/parents; and 
23. Conducts student conferences on achieving individual students academic plan; and 

24. Compiles information for annual State audits; and 

25. Leads school in financial database management systems; and 
26. Provides for planning, organizing, and recommending changes for efficiency at the school; and 

27. Provides for gathering data from a variety of sources for inclusion in technical reports; 

28. Performs independent research and prepares information for special projects, as assigned; and 
29. Provides for the compilation/information of agenda items for public meetings with knowledge of Nevada Open Meeting Law; and 

30. Maintains regular, on-time attendance.  

31. Reacts to change positively and productively.  
32. Performs other duties as assigned.  

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE POSITION  

1. Has obtained or is eligible for a Nevada High School Teacher License with administrative endorsement; and  
2. Has demonstrated leadership ability with a preferred Doctoral Degree; and 

3. Can demonstrate knowledge of generally accepted fund accounting standards; and 

4. Has good interpersonal communication skills and proficiency in desktop computer applications; and 
5. Has a willingness and capability to work beyond the normal workday 
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Chief Academic Officer // Job Description 
 

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE POSITION 
Under the direction of the Nevada State High School Governing Body, and in collaboration with the Chief Operating Officer for Nevada State 
High School, the Chief Academic Officer shall execute, direct, plan, develop, or supervise curriculum for the high school in accordance with 

policies prescribed by law and the Governing Body.  This position will involve the responsibility for the school’s academic evaluation and 

coordination to address measurable school/student outcomes.  

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the student support services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Library services, parental communication, extended learning, academic support services, school improvement, and student 
support services 

2. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the academic achievement services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Literacy, mathematics, career paths, academic support, academic enrichment, counseling, academic standards, and 
professional development 

3. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the special education/504 services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Related services, remedy services, program support, IEP teams 
4. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the research/evaluations services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Assessment, accountability, program evaluation, and institutional research 

5. Executes, directs, plans, develops or supervises the academic recommendations made to the Governing Body for the school including, 
but not limited to: 

a. Regulations, policies, procedures, or practice 

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Plans with stakeholders high quality instructional lessons and strategies to assist in the development of student understanding of 

college level coursework; and 
2. Provides leadership in staying current on local, state, and federal educational initiatives; and  

3. Provides assistance and support to students in order to achieve optimum teaching/learning conditions at the college level; and 

4. Serves as a resource to the Governing Body on instructional and fiscal decisions to support all programs; and  
5. Provides leadership in curriculum development and in the articulation of curriculum between high school and college; and  

6. Coordinates special academic activities specific to assigned areas including transitioning students to college and career paths; and  

7. Works with school improvement team to analyze data, develop and implement school improvement plans; and  
8. Collaborates in the development, implementation, and evaluation of a comprehensive high school/college programs; and 

9. Provides direction and support for instructional strategies connected with Nevada’s high school assessments; and  

10. Serves as a liaison with appropriate Nevada State Department of Education representatives; and 
11. Represents the school through participation in professional organizations at national, state, and regional conferences; and 

12. Serves in developing systems to ensure successful and efficient academic operations; and 

13. Participates in professional development; and  
14. Participates in designing and writing parent/student newsletters; and 

15. Participates in advising student activities monitoring/documenting the overall progress of students in college; and 

16. Participates in the development of student understanding of the specific requirements of curricula in college; and 
17. Recruits students to participate in the school; and 

18. Offers a minimum of five 5 hours per week as office hours for students/parents; and 

19. Conducts student conferences on achieving individual students academic plan; and 
20. Responds to parental concern with discipline, registration, and academic achievement; and 

21. Produces official transcripts for college admissions; and 

22. Organizes collaborative meeting meetings with high school teachers and college professors; and 
23. Compiles information for annual State audits; and 

24. Leads school in student database management systems; and 

25. Provides for planning, organizing, and recommending changes for efficiency at the school; and 
26. Provides for gathering data from a variety of sources for inclusion in technical reports; and 

27. Performs independent research and prepares information for special projects; and 

28. Provides for the compilation/information of agenda items for public meetings with knowledge of Nevada Open Meeting Law; and 
29. Maintains regular, on-time attendance; and  

30. Reacts to change positively and productively; and 

31. Teaches high school introduction to college and study skills courses; and 
32. Performs other duties as assigned 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE POSITION  

1. Has obtained or is eligible for a Nevada High School Teacher License with administrative endorsement; and  
2. Has demonstrated leadership ability with a preferred Doctoral Degree; and 

3. Can demonstrate knowledge of child development, learning theories, and effective teaching techniques; and 

4. Has good interpersonal communication skills and proficiency in desktop computer applications; and 
5. Has a willingness and capability to work beyond the normal workday 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

October 30, 2015 

Nevada Department of Education 
700 East Fifth Street 
Carson City, NV  89701 

Dear College and Career Readiness Grant Reviewers: 

My name is Erica Mosca and I am the Founder and Executive Director of Leaders in Training.  In the 
fall of 2012, Leaders in Training officially became a 501(c)(3) organization and launched with 20 
students. We currently serve 60 students in East Las Vegas. We are mission critical on three areas 
of focus including: empowerment, equity, and education which are wrapped tightly into our 
organization’s vision:   
 
 Imagine a world where all students were given equitable opportunity to find 

their passions, be given the tools to pursue those passions and the 
motivation to change the world. We empower East Las Vegas students to 
become first-generation college graduates and future Nevada leaders. 

 
In the past, we have invited Nevada State High School to come and participate in parent monthly 
meetings and college access events.  Since 2012, a few students from Leaders in Training have 
decided to participate in Nevada State High School’s current program in Henderson and Summerlin.  
The idea of Nevada State High School opening a campus to serve the community of East Las Vegas 
would provide better access to their transition to college supports, reduce travel for potential students, 
increase opportunities for students to be college graduates, and save time and money by paying for 
college classes and textbooks for students that otherwise could not afford such expenses.   
 
Nevada State High School is an amazing opportunity for the youth living near East Las Vegas.  
Allowing Nevada State High School to expand their dual-credit program and extended services of 
summer school and winter courses will have a direct positive impact on the current and future 
students and families of all East Las Vegas and especially those involved in Leaders in Training.  I 
am strongly encouraging you to support Nevada State High School’s proposal for the College and 
Career Readiness Grant. Thank you. 

Regards,  
 
 
 

 
Erica V. Mosca, Harvard Ed.M. 
Founder & Executive Director 
702.250.2320 
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Director of Site Administration 
Duty to serve many traditional school roles including: Principal, Advisor, Academic Counselor, Disciplinarian, etc.  

Annual salary range is based on experience/qualifications/negotiations 

$80-$90K/yr  |  Mid: $100-$110K/yr  |  High: $120-$130K/yr 

NO STATE/LOCAL INCOME TAX 

To obtain more information on this position go to:  www.earlycollegeNV.com 

POSITIONS OPEN AT BOTH SUMMERLIN AND HENDERSON CAMPUSES 
 

CLOSING DATE: Open Until Filled 
GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE POSITION 
Under the direction of the Chief Academic Officer, the Director of Site Administration at each campus shall direct, execute, plan, develop, and 

supervise curriculum for the high school in accordance with policies, practices, and procedures prescribed by law and Nevada State High School.  

This is a demanding site leadership position with freedom and flexibility to make progress with employees and increase student achievement.  
The position requires a high level of responsibility with evaluating and coordinating measurable school and student outcomes in alignment with 

the schools strategic framework.  This is a salaried full-time 12-month position that requires nearly 100% autonomy and a traditional work week 

that may range from 50 – 60 hours.  This position requires leadership for preparing every student to be college ready, building independent 
resourceful learners, and developing creative ways to maintain strong relationships with students that are on-site less than five hours per week. 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Directs, executes, plans, develops or supervises the student support services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Parental communication, extended learning, academic support services, school improvement, and student support services 

2. Directs, executes, plans, develops or supervises the academic achievement services for the school including, but not limited to: 
a. Literacy, mathematics, career paths, academic planning, academic enrichment, counseling, academic standards 

3. Directs, executes, plans, develops or supervises the special education/504 services for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Related services, remedy services, program support, IEP teams 
4. Directs, executes, plans, develops or supervises the services related to special events for the school including, but not limited to: 

a. Student activities, awards night, graduation, mandatory parent meeting 

 

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

1. Assist in the development of student understanding of college level coursework; and 

2. Collaborates in the development, implementation, and evaluation of a comprehensive high school/college programs; and 
3. Compiles information for annual State audits; and 

4. Conducts student conferences on achieving individual student academic plans; and 

5. Coordinates special academic activities specific to assigned areas including transitioning students to college and career paths; and  
6. Leads school in student database management systems; and 

7. Leads the school improvement team to analyze data, develop and implement school improvement plans; and  

8. Maintains regular, on-time attendance; and  
9. Offers tutoring to students on an as needed basis in specialized area of the Director of Site Administration; and 

10. Organizes collaborative meeting meetings with site staff; and 

11. Participates in advising student activities monitoring/documenting the overall progress of students in college; and 
12. Participates in designing and writing parent/student newsletters; and 

13. Participates in the development of student understanding of the specific requirements of curricula in college; and 

14. Plans with stakeholders high quality instructional lessons and strategies; and 
15. Prepares information for special projects; and 

16. Provides and participates in relevant professional development and performance incentives; and  

17. Provides assistance and support to students in order to achieve optimum teaching/learning conditions at the college level; and 
18. Provides direction and support for instructional strategies connected with Nevada’s high school assessments; and  

19. Provides for gathering data from a variety of sources for inclusion in technical reports; and 

20. Provides for planning, organizing, and recommending changes for efficiency at the school; and 

21. Provides leadership in curriculum development and in the articulation of curriculum between high school and college; and  

22. Provides leadership in staying current on local, state, and federal educational initiatives; and  
23. Reacts to change positively and productively; and 

24. Recruits students to participate in the school; and 

25. Represents the school through participation in professional organizations at national, state, and regional conferences; and 
26. Responds to parental concern with discipline, registration, and academic achievement; and 

27. Serves as a liaison with appropriate Nevada State Department of Education and sponsor representatives; and 

28. Serves as a resource to the Chief Academic Officer on instructional and fiscal decisions to support all programs; and  
29. Serves in developing systems to ensure successful and efficient academic operations; and 

30. Teaches or secures instructors for high school introduction to college and study skills courses; and 

31. Validates and produces official transcripts using the school’s student information system for college admissions; and 
32. Performs independent research; and  

33. Performs other duties as assigned 

http://www.earlycollegenv.com/
http://www.earlycollegenv.com/employment


SPECIFIC DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION  

Nevada State High School operates on a shared leadership model.  This position is in the leadership team and has many tasks directly associated 
with the position (SITE) and other tasks shared with the same position at the other campus (SHARE) and/or shared with the executive 

administration (EXEC).  Below is a partial list of tasks throughout the year that this position is actively involved in including: 

 
001: SITE | Accounting for site inventory 

002: SITE | Approving payroll time logs 

003: SITE | Approving requisitions 

004: SITE | Approving supply purchases 

005: SITE | Approving time off 

006: SITE | Attending sped meetings 

007: SITE | Collecting academic plans 

008: SITE | Collecting frl forms 

009: SITE | Collecting school forms 

010: SITE | Collecting semester grades 
011: SITE | Collecting state reporting 

012: SITE | Complying emerg. & crisis 

013: SITE | Complying with e-rate 

014: SITE | Conducting emergency drills 

015: SITE | Conducting indiv. parent mtgs.  

016: SITE | Counseling students 

017: SITE | Developing student interventions 

018: SITE | Distributing monthly scorecards 

019: SITE | Entering semester grades 

020: SITE | Identifying 504 students 

021: SITE | Intervening on scorecards 
022: SITE | Maintaining facilities 

023: SITE | Maintaining storage room 

024: SITE | Maintaining student files 

025: SITE | Managing asbestos compliance 

026: SITE | Monitoring 504 students 

027: SITE | Monitoring facilities 

028: SITE | Monitoring grad. progress 

029: SITE | Monitoring new students 

030: SITE | Overseeing daily attendance 

031: SITE | Overseeing school sales 

032: SITE | Overseeing student portfolios 

033: SITE | Overseeing volunteer forms 

034: SITE | Planning school improvement 

035: SITE | Processing transcripts 

036: SITE | Proctoring online test 

037: SITE | Remediating for state tests 

038: SITE | Reporting on academic audit 

039: SITE | Reporting on school improve. 

040: SITE | Scorecard reporting 

041: SITE | Servicing ell students 

042: SITE | Serving as homeless liaison 

043: SITE | Scheduling indiv. mnly. staff mtgs. 
044: SITE | Supervising front office 

045: SITE | Supervising instruction 

046: SITE | Supervising textbook process 

047: SITE | Supporting perform. incentives 

048: SITE | Tracking credits 

049: SITE | Validating college classes 

050: SITE | Validating count day forms 

051: SITE | Validating historical transcripts 

052: SITE | Verifying class payment 

053: SITE | Withdrawing students 

054: SHARE | Accounting for MOODLE crs. 
055: SHARE | Administering state tests 

056: SHARE | Advising student government 

057: SHARE | Advising student prom 

058: SHARE | Advising student yearbook 

059: SHARE | Announcing school events 

060: SHARE | Calendaring and date card 

061: SHARE | Conducting awards ceremony 

062: SHARE | Conducting social events 

063: SHARE | Coordinating online test prep. 

064: SHARE | Developing and training staff 

065: SHARE | Directing graduation ceremony 

066: SHARE | Entering historical transcripts 

067: SHARE | Entering scorecard data 

068: SHARE | Facilitating car wash fundraiser 

069: SHARE | Hosting annual parent meeting 

070: SHARE | Hosting parents in partnership 

071: SHARE | Maintaining student data 

072: SHARE | Planning study skills  

073: SHARE | Planning transitions course 

074: SHARE | Planning two-week course 

075: SHARE | Recruiting new students 

076: SHARE | Running monthly staff mtgs. 
077: SHARE | Scheduling state tests 

078: SHARE | Supervising event outreach 

079: SHARE | Supervising mock interviews 

080: SHARE | Training for sch. improvement 

081: SHARE | Training new students 

082: SHARE | Training study island 

083: SHARE | Training study skills 

084: SHARE | Training transition course 

085: SHARE | Training two-week course 

086: SHARE | Updating MOODLE users 

087: SHARE | Updating student handbook 
088: EXEC | Accessing comp. accounts 

089: EXEC | Archiving and tech. backup 

090: EXEC | Budgeting for school 

091: EXEC | Compiling with facilities 

092: EXEC | Connecting printers 

093: EXEC | Deploying network security 

094: EXEC | Developing master register 

095: EXEC | Drafting newsletter 

096: EXEC | Engaging business to business 

097: EXEC | Facilitating sped 

098: EXEC | Hiring staff 

099: EXEC | Hosting online databases 

100: EXEC | Maintaining personnel files 

101: EXEC | Maintaining telecomm. 

102: EXEC | Ordering state testing 

103: EXEC | Participating in accreditation 

104: EXEC | Participating in gov. mtgs. 

105: EXEC | Participating in recruit. mtgs. 

106: EXEC | Planning emerg. & crisis 

107: EXEC | Planning for new students 

108: EXEC | Preparing for financial audits 

109: EXEC | Processing college payments 
110: EXEC | Reaching out to community 

111: EXEC | Recruiting new students 

112: EXEC | Reporting arc 

113: EXEC | Reporting financials 

114: EXEC | Reporting inventory 

115: EXEC | Reporting on monthly attend. 

116: EXEC | Reviewing immunizations 

117: EXEC | Scanning invoices 

118: EXEC | Setting up class structure 

119: EXEC | Testing ell contractor 

120: EXEC | Training for osha 
121: EXEC | Training staff  

122: EXEC | Updating computers 

123: EXEC | Updating facebook/twitter 

124: EXEC | Updating school website 

125: EXEC | Updating staff handbook 

126: EXEC | Validating bighorn ayp 

127: EXEC | Validating e-rate 

 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE POSITION  

1. Has obtained or is eligible for a Nevada High School Teacher License with administrative endorsement; and  
2. Has demonstrated leadership ability with a preferred administrative experience in education; and 

3. Has knowledge of high school and college curricula; and 

4. Has knowledge of child development, learning theories, and effective teaching techniques; and 
5. Has good interpersonal communication skills; and  

6. Has proficiency in desktop computer applications with MS Office; and 

7. Has a willingness and capability to work beyond the normal workday; and 
8. Is available to begin employment on or before Monday, August 3, 2015 

 

SALARY 

The salary range for this l2-month position is commensurate with training, qualifications, experience, and negotiations. Attractive benefits 

include: performance pay, health care, eye/dental, retirement plan, longevity, and accrual of time. 

 

PERQUISITES OF THE POSITION 

1. Performance pay linked to progress and quality of projects; and 

2. 4 personal days per month; and 
3. Time off for nationally recognized holidays; and 

4. Choice 100% contribution or shared contribution from employer into State Retirement system (PERS) 

 

APPLICATION PROCESS 

New and experienced persons meeting the minimum qualifications are invited to complete the process including: 

1. Emailing an 1) NSHS application, 2) letter of interest, 3) resume, 4) updated contact information for two references (mandatory one 
professional), and 5) copy of college transcripts and/or any license/endorsement information to the following: 

a. Dr. John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer  

Nevada State High School -- 233 North Stephanie Street //Henderson, NV 89074 

USE THIS EMAIL – No Hard Copies: jhawk@earlycollegenv.com  

2. Submitting information for a technical skills review.  NOTE: After a committee from the school reviews the information above, it will 

select a group of potential candidates to continue along in the process to complete a technical skills review.  The school will be 

notifying all candidates of their status via email.  
3. Interviewing with a selection committee at the school.  NOTE:  The committee will only be interviewing a select group of candidates to 

continue along in the process based on the review of information above. 

THIS IS A POSITION THAT IS OPENED UNTIL FILLED.  THE COMMITTEE PLANS ON SENDING OUT TECHNICAL SKILL REVIEWS ON OR AROUND THE 

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE 1, 2015 AND STARTING INTERVIEWS ON OR AROUND THE WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE 8, 2015.  THIS 

PROCESS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER UNTIL THE POSITIONS ARE FILLED.  FOLLOW THE POSTING ON THE WEBSITE TO SEE IF THE 

POSITION IS STILL OPEN OR CLOSED. 
 

REFERENCES TO EARLY COLLEGES 

Learn more about the early college model by reading on Kindle the three part series Accelerated Success! by Tracey K. Hurst and Patricia Uribe.  
 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Nevada State High School is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate in admissions, access, treatment or employment in its 
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, sex, age, national origin, religion or disability. 

 

START DATE 

Nevada State High School employment may begin immediately, but not later than Monday, August 3, 2015 

For details on applying, visit http://earlycollegeNV.com 

mailto:jhawk@earlycollegenv.com
http://earlycollegenv.com/


Funded Earned Funded Earned Funded Earned Funded Earned Funded Earned Funded Earned Funded Earned

1.76 $750 $0 $840 $0 $900 $0 $929 $0 $963 $0 $978 $0 $1,000 $0

3.25 $750 $609 $840 $683 $900 $731 $929 $754 $963 $782 $978 $794 $1,000 $813

3 3 3.10 $750 $581 $840 $651 $900 $698 $929 $720 $963 $746 $978 $758 $1,000 $775

4 4 3.70 $750 $694 $840 $777 $900 $833 $929 $859 $963 $890 $978 $904 $1,000 $925

5 5 $840 $0 $900 $0 $929 $0 $963 $0 $978 $0 $1,000 $0

$900 $0 $929 $0 $963 $0 $978 $0 $1,000 $0

$929 $0 $963 $0 $978 $0 $1,000 $0

$963 $0 $978 $0 $1,000 $0

$978 $0 $1,000 $0

$1,000 $0

Percent Range of Quality Add

Min. Annual Incentive Req.

$10,000
$3,000Incentive Amount

Quality Steps 4 5 6

7

B

42%

C

54%

D

65%

E

77%

F

Range

GA

30% 100%88%

Quality Add MAX

8

9

10

Annual Salary

Salary Tier --based on down and over incentive--

START

$50,000

$7,000

$77,000

1

2

Job 

Duties

Value 

Add

6

Step

Factor

$8,000

$5,000

$10,000$8,800$7,700$6,500$4,200 $5,400

$64,000

$6,000

$70,000

341
Number of

Students ==>

7 8 9 10

Min. Incentive Req. beyond range G $8000 

$2,000

$52,000

$3,000

$55,000

$4,000

$59,000

Incentive Earned $1,884 Based on this example, the employee did NOT earn a min. annual 

incentive based on the final step factor averages (4pt. scale).



DR. JOHNATHAN DAVID HAWK 
21 Blue Valley Drive • HENDERSON, NEVADA 89002 

PHONE (702) 567-2551  CELL 702-332-2593 

OBJECTIVE 
 Continuing a career in educational administration. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

  

2003 - Present       Nevada State High School                                       Henderson, Nevada  

Executive Director/Chief Operations Officer 
 Governance, External Operations 

 Business and Financing Directing 

 Facility and Technology Strategists 

2002 – 2007 Regional Professional Development Program             Las Vegas, Nevada 
Regional Trainer 
 Developed teacher training seminars using a “backward design” approach to curriculum 

 Targeted school improvement plans using data sources 

 Communicated strategies for teachers to align state standards and local curriculum to individual lessons 

2000 - 2002 Silverado High School             Las Vegas, Nevada 
Department Chairman, and Honors Mathematics Teacher 
 Mentored new teachers with school district rules and procedures 

 Taught lessons with computer generated software Derive, Geometry Sketchpad, and Microsoft Office 2000 

 Assisted with administrative duties of hall monitoring, discipline of students, and the organization of lunch detention 

 Liaison between the Satellite Campus and the Main Campus 
 
1996 - 2000 Green Valley High School                     Henderson, Nevada 
Discipline Committee Chairman, AP and Honors Mathematics Teacher 
 Composed detained lesson plans for students with a variety of different abilities ranging from remedial special education students, students using 

English as a second language, to students in advanced placement courses 

 Implemented technology use in the classroom that was focused on objectives from a federal grant program (School-to-work) 

 Administered memos, scheduling, and statistics for monthly discipline meetings with the school’s administration 

 Assisted new teachers with their development of classroom discipline, organizational skills, and procedures for following district guidelines 

 Guided the Deans’ office and other departments in the development of a school wide database to keep track statistics on truancy, failure 
notification, and budgeting 

 

1999-2002                    University of Nevada, Las Vegas        Las Vegas, Nevada  

Part Time Instructor 
 Developed course syllabi and taught several college courses. 

 Collaborated with professors on departmental final exams. 

 

1996-2001                    Partnership Program              Las Vegas, Nevada  

Television Math Tutor 
 Delivered math instruction by live interactive television and answered telephone question before and after the program. 

 

1997-1999                        Green Valley High School                  Henderson, Nevada  

Summer School Instructor 
 Outlined and taught several four-hour lesson plans with a wide assortment of activities for high school and middle school backgrounds. 

 

ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES|MEMBERSHIPS|AFFILIATIONS|RECOGNITIONS 



  Former Member National Alliance for Public Charter Schools State Leaders Council (2009 – 2012) 

 Developer of an online dashboard applications for tracking student progress powered by TrackVia 

 Performance Incentive Committee Chair for meeting Legislative Mandate at Nevada State High School 

 Director of Nevada State High School’s Strategic Planning Committee using Jim Collins “Good to Great” methods 

 Graduate of Henderson Chamber of Commerce Leadership Henderson Class of 2010 

 Former Member of the Henderson Chamber of Commerce Strategic Planning 

 Former Member of the State Public Charter School Authority New Application Review team 2011 to 2013 

 Former President of the Charter School Association of Nevada 2008 to 2010 and 2012 – 2013 

 Former Member of Clark County School District Task Force for writing standards and selecting textbooks 

 Former Mentor for Clark County School District mentor for the “WE CARE” program  

 Former Coordinator for Clark County School District Math/Science Institute 

 Former Volunteer Dean at the Clark County School District Summer School 

 Former Operator of a private learning center for students 

 Former Member of the Nevada State Board of Education 

 Former Member of the National Rural Education Association  

 Former Member of the American Association of School Administrators 

 Member of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development 

 Member of the Southern Nevada Math Council 

 Member of the Henderson Chamber of Commerce 

 Member of the Association Schools Curriculum Development  

 Member of the Charter School Association of Nevada 

 

EDUCATION 

 
1998 – Currently                   University of Nevada, Las Vegas                  Las Vegas, Nevada                                             

Ed.D. in Educational Leadership 

1997-1998                    University of Nevada, Las Vegas                 Las Vegas, Nevada                                             

M.Ed. in Educational Leadership 

1992 - 1996                    State University College at Fredonia              Fredonia, New York                                        
B.S. in Math Secondary Education  

 



DR. WENDI HAWK 
21 Blue Valley Dr. • HENDERSON, NEVADA 89002 

PHONE (702) 332-5063 
 

OBJECTIVE 
 To become involved with making sure students are ready to transition to college and beyond. 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

2004 – Present      Nevada State High School                          Henderson, Nevada  

Chief Academic Officer 

 Developed school curriculum focused on pillars of transition from high school to college 

 Administered school wide pre and post assessments to measure growth and college readiness 

 Created a peer advocacy program with scorecards to determine the success of students on a college campus 

 Tracked the success of students through a dual-credit college program and college completion 

2005 – 2006      Nevada State College                                     Henderson, Nevada  

Part-time Instructor 

 Developed and implemented lessons for Curriculum and Instruction 487 and Political Science 210 

 Helped Alternative Route to Licensure students develop lessons and classroom management techniques  

 Facilitated instruction to college students in 200 level and 400 level college courses 

2002 – 2004      Keller Middle School                                      Las Vegas, Nevada  

Assistant Principal of Students 

 Supervised 20 teachers while developing professional development day agendas and activities 

 Scheduled 1800 students using a district-wide software program called SASI 

 Communicated with the community by producing the school’s newsletter 

 Managed curriculum and assessments for the school  

 Hired staff and teachers that met state licensing requirements and school needs 

2000 – 2002      Woodbury Middle School                              Las Vegas, Nevada  

Dean of Students 

 Maintained school-wide discipline procedures, campus security, transportation,  

 Supervised teachers and support staff and after school activities 

 Chaired the Multicultural, Discipline, Renaissance, BEST committees and Individualized Educational Programs meetings 

1996 – 2000      Green Valley High School                             Henderson, Nevada 

Department Chair, Special Education/ Social Studies Teacher 

 Created lesson plans and facilitated instruction that used a variety of learning methods for general and special education students  

Subjects: U.S. government, U.S. history, personality development, study skills, humanities, and cooperative classes in math, English, government  

 Monitored the progress of a caseload of students through the IEP process 

 Directed department in scheduling, programming, meetings, development, budgeting, testing arrangements 

 

 

 



ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
  Aligned Common Core to higher education courses 

 Guest speaker at middle schools for Gear-up Program 2009 – Present 

 Project with the state of New Mexico on the effects of KeyTrain for WorkKeys assessments 

 Nevada Liaison with National Alliance for Public Charter School 2011 to 2013 

 Presenter at the inaugural National Early College Conference 2013, North Carolina 

 Graduate of the Henderson Chamber of Chamber of Commerce Leadership Henderson Class of 2011 

 Member of the State Public Charter School Authority Performance Framework Committee 2013 

 Presenter at National Workforce Conference 2012, Chicago IL. 

 Speaker at Utah Charterology Spring 2012 Conference for Charter Schools 

 Produced a public guide for charter schools called Inspire hosted with the Charter School Association of Nevada  

 Provided teacher professional development on cooperative teaching methods 

 Inserviced teachers on special education legal compliance and strategies for the classroom  

 Clark County Learning Disabilities Task Force 

 Advanced placement government television instructor, UNLV and CCSD 

 Participation on school committees; Discipline, TOPICS, Gator Brigade, and 504 

 Coached track for eight years at Hug High School and Green Valley High School 

 Teacher of the Month, November 1999 Green Valley High School 

 Home School Instructor for special education students 

EDUCATION 
 

1998 – 2002 University of Nevada, Las Vegas Las Vegas, Nevada 

Ed.D.   Educational Leadership 

2000 – Clark County Leadership Training Certification              Las Vegas, Nevada 

Clark County School District 

 Fulfilled the requirements of the County School District for administrative certification and placement  

1997-1998 University of Nevada, Las Vegas Las Vegas, Nevada 

M.Ed. Educational Leadership 

1992 - 1996 University of Nevada, Reno                            Reno, Nevada 

B.A. Secondary Education, History, and Special Education  

1990 - 1992 Sierra College Rocklin, California 

A.S. Education 

 



Replicating Quality Schools Program 

Overview: 

In 2013, the Tennessee Charter School Center was chosen as the next site of the Replicating Quality Program- a program 

created in partnership between the Michael and Susan Dell Foundation and the New York Charter Center.  The program 

works with replicating schools to ensure that they are effectively building organizational capacity and infrastructure to 

sustain successful growth and expansion. The program took place over an 8 month period and was led by experienced 

CMO, foundation, and authorizer leaders.  Past participants include some of Tennessee’s highest performing charter 

schools including: East End Prep (Martha O'Bryan Center), Liberty Collegiate Academy, Nashville Prep, STEM Prep, 

Cornerstone Prep, Freedom Prep, and Promise Academy. 

 

Purpose: 

The purpose of the RQS program is to ensure a school is both ready and capable of replicating the success previously 

achieved at one site across multiple sites.  This readiness and capacity is demonstrated through the development of a 

thoughful and viable growth and business plan that addresses the following:  

● Designing organizational and legal structures; 

● Building network-wide organizational culture; 

● Keys to replicating academic programs and core instructional delivery elements with authenticity; 

● Developing performance management systems and data-driven capacity; 

● Building back office capacity and leadership and human capacity pipelines; and, 

● Financial planning and modeling for growth.  

 

Key Components: 

RQS supports the systematic development of the growth and business plan in four key ways: 

Component Objectives 

Executive One-on-
One Coaching for 
Senior Leadership 

Leadership works closely with an experienced coach to complete the following: 

 Crystalize the impact operators would like to have as a bigger network of schools 

 Assess the organization’s current state and formulate a shared understanding of the 
landscape in which they will operate as a basis from which to build a business plan 

 Conduct a gap analysis between the organization’s current state and where they want to 
be at the end of the projected replication phase 

 Assess organizational capacity and replication readiness 

 Clarify and name the “what” being replicated 

Reflections from 
Replicators Series 

3 online panel presentations of lessons learned by operators and charter ‘friends’ who have gone 
through the growth/replication business planning process in the local and national context.  
Topics include  

 Preparing to make an impact;  

 Business planning for active operators; and  

 Scaling up human capital/talent development. 

Expert Consulting 
Clinics 

Three day-long clinics, facilitated by expert faculty and designed to provide hands-on support in 
the development of  

 Academic and operations performance management systems;  

 Governance for growth; and 

 Financial planning and modeling for growth. 
Targeted 
School/CMO visits 

In consultation with their coach, leaders will have the opportunity to visit relevant schools/CMOs 
in order to research elements for the development of their own business plan. 



 

In addition, schools that successfully submit a business plan with the intention to apply for additional charters receive a 

stipend of $10,000. 

 

Eligibility and Application 

Eligibility Criteria: 

● 2 or more years of academic growth data (elementary schools – achievement) 

● Fiscally-sound as indicated by the availability of clean audits and record of fundraising 

● Evidence of organizational capacity 

For consideration, schools that meet the aforementioned criteria should contact Rebecca Lieberman and be prepared to 

submit the following documentation. 

● A letter of interest from the CEO 

● A letter of support from board 

● Two years of clean audits including development plans 

● Evidence of performance management including leader evaluations, data systems, strategic plans, staff 

retention data, and board development processes/plan. 



BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
Nevada State High School
AMOUNTS SHOWN IN U.S. DOLLARS
STUDENTS
AMOUNT PER UNIT (STUDENT) $6,500
REVENUE VOLUME PER PERIOD (UNITS) 1
TOTAL RECRUITMENT $6,500

VARIABLE COSTS
TUITION/TEXTBOOKS/TESTING $2,500
GUIDENCE/PSYC/HEALTH $100
TECHNOLOGY/CLEANING $175
SUPPLIES PER UNIT $100
OTHER COSTS PER UNIT $50
VARIABLE COSTS PER UNIT $2,925
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS $2,925

UNIT CONTRIBUTION MARGIN $3,575
GROSS MARGIN $3,575

FIXED COSTS PER PERIOD
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS (DSA) $95,000
INSURANCE $10,000
INTERNET/PHONE/POWER $22,000
RENT ($0.85/SQ) + CAM ($0.30/SQ) $75,900
OTHER FIXED COSTS (Ed. Advising Coord.) $45,000
TOTAL FIXED COSTS PER PERIOD $247,900

NET EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) ($244,325)

RESULTS
BREAKEVEN POINT (UNITS): 69.34

STUDENT VOLUME ANALYSIS:
STUDENT VOLUME PER PERIOD (UNITS) 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
STUDENT PRICE PER UNIT $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500
FIXED COSTS PER PERIOD $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900 $247,900
VARIABLE COSTS $0 $58,500 $117,000 $175,500 $234,000 $292,500 $351,000 $409,500 $468,000 $526,500 $585,000
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $247,900 $306,400 $364,900 $423,400 $481,900 $540,400 $598,900 $657,400 $715,900 $774,400 $832,900
TOTAL REVENUE $0 $130,000 $260,000 $390,000 $520,000 $650,000 $780,000 $910,000 $1,040,000 $1,170,000 $1,300,000
NET EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) ($247,900) ($176,400) ($104,900) ($33,400) $38,100 $109,600 $181,100 $252,600 $324,100 $395,600 $467,100
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Nevada State High School
Tenant Improvement Gantt Chart

Tenant Improvement Plan: Nv. St. HS Expansion Lead Support 1-Nov 1-Dec 1-Jan 1-Feb 1-Mar 1-Apr 1-May 1-Jun

Lease and Related Activities

Identify Property COO Agent x
Negoitate Lease Agent COO x
Sign Lease COO SPCSA x

Design Development

Preliminary Design Contractor COO x
Changes to Design Contractor COO x
Approve Design COO SPCSA x
Submit Permit Drawings Contractor COO x

Permits

Apply for Special Use Permit (if necessary) Contractor COO        |------------------------------------->
Hearing by Planning Commission or City Contractor COO x
Approval by City Commission Contractor COO x

Construction

Rough Framing/Carpentry
Intall Studs Contractor   |--->
Intall Door Opennings Contractor   |--->
Install Drywall Contractor   |--->
Rough Structural Inspection Contractor City          x

Electrical/Plumbing/CAT6
Install Ceiling Power and CAT6 Contractor                |--->
Install Ceiling Lighting Contractor                |--->
Rough Electrical Inspection Contractor City   x

Install Ceiling Plumbing (if necessary) Contractor   |--->
Install Wall Plumbing (if necessary) Contractor   |--->
Install Fire System Plumbing (if necessary) Contractor   |--->
Rough Plumbing Inspection Contractor City      x

Drywal/Finishes Ceiling
Finish Drywall and Paint Contractor          |-->
Install Ceiling Grid/Tiles Contractor x
Install Floor Coverings Contractor x
Install Electrical Devices Contractor x
Install Plumbing Fixtures Contractor x

Final Inspections and Punch List

Fire Inspection Contractor COO    x

Health Inspection COO    x

OSHA Notification for Inspection COO    x

Final Inspection Contractor COO    x

Certificate of Occupancy Contractor    x

Punch List
Owner and Tenant Walk through Contractor COO    x

Receive SPCSA Approval  NAC 386.3265

Sponsorship Approval to Occupy COO SPCSA        |------>
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233 North Stephanie Street // Henderson, NV 89074  |  850 South Durango Drive // Las Vegas, NV 89145 

p. 702-953-2600  f. 702-953-2608  // jhawk@earlycollegeNV.com 

 

October 31, 2015 

Mr. Patrick Gavin, Executive Director 
State Public Charter School Authority  
1749 N Stewart Street; Ste 40 
Carson City, NV 89706-2575 

Dear Mr. Gavin: 

Nevada State High School offers a statement of assurances related to its commitment to follow NAC 386.3265 
as outline below and found here: https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NAC/NAC-386.html#NAC386Sec3265  
 

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE 
The school shall follow NAC 386.3265 and other pertinent components to occupy an additional facility. 

    NAC 386.3265  Amendment of written charter: Request to occupy new or additional facility. (NRS 386.527, 386.540) 
     1.  If the governing body of a charter school wishes to amend its written charter pursuant to NRS 386.527 to occupy a new or 
additional facility, the governing body of the charter school must submit to the sponsor of the charter school a written request for 
such an amendment to the written charter not later than 15 days before the date on which the charter school proposes to occupy the 
facility. 
     2.  The written request must include, without limitation: 
     (a) The address of the facility. 
     (b) The type of facility. 
     (c) A floor plan of the facility, including a notation of the size of the facility which is set forth in square feet. 
     (d) The name and address of the owner of the facility. 
     (e) If the facility will be leased or rented, a copy of the proposed lease or rental agreement. 
     (f) A copy of the certificate of occupancy for the facility. 
     (g) Documents which indicate that the facility has been inspected and meets the requirements of any applicable building codes, 
codes for the prevention of fire, and codes pertaining to safety, health and sanitation. 
     (h) Evidence which demonstrates that the governing body of the charter school has communicated with the Division of 
Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry regarding compliance with the federal Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970, as amended. 
     (i) Documentation which demonstrates that the governing body of the charter school has obtained the insurance required 
by NAC 386.215 for the proposed facility. 
     3.  The sponsor of the charter school shall: 
     (a) Perform a physical inspection of the proposed facility or assign a designee to perform the inspection. 
     (b) Review the written request submitted pursuant to subsection 1 to determine if the written request: 
          (1) Complies with NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and the regulations applicable to charter schools; and 
          (2) Is complete in accordance with the regulations of the Department. 
     4.  Within 10 days after receipt of the written request submitted pursuant to subsection 1, the sponsor of the charter school 
shall provide written notice to the governing body of the charter school of its findings pursuant to subsection 3, including any items 
that are incomplete or noncompliant. Written notice informing the governing body of a charter school that the written request is 
incomplete or noncompliant shall be deemed denial of the written request. 
     5.  If the sponsor of the charter school finds pursuant to subsection 3 that the written request is compliant and complete, the 
sponsor may approve the request. 
     6.  The governing body of a charter school shall not occupy the proposed facility until the governing body has received written 
notice of approval of the written request from the sponsor of the charter school. 
     (Added to NAC by Dep’t of Education by R071-10, eff. 10-15-2010) 

Regards,  

 
 
 
Dr. John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer 

mailto:jhawk@earlycollegeNV.com
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NAC/NAC-386.html#NAC386Sec3265
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-386.html#NRS386Sec527
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-386.html#NRS386Sec540
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-386.html#NRS386Sec527
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NAC/NAC-386.html#NAC386Sec215
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-386.html#NRS386Sec500
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-386.html#NRS386Sec610


NEVADA STATE HIGH SCHOOL  
EXECUTIVE BRIEF  

“To support our students 

in a college environment 

with personal, academic 

an social skills.”               

                NSHS Mission 

Nevada State High School (NSHS) is an early college high school where 11th & 12th graders attend real 
college classes as real college students while obtaining the support they need to succeed.  The Executive 

Brief series are data summaries that have been prompted by stakeholder questions.   

Question & Methodology:  

What are NSHS’s major spending categories and how have the spending trends 

changed over the past three years?    

The objective was to analyze past spending habits over five years to identify major 
spending categories and changes in spending habits. By using school fiscal data and 
data from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the school hypothesized 
that salary costs would be one of the categories and that spending  has been stable.   

Nationally, NCES reports cur-
rent expenditures for educa-
tion going towards salaries 
and benefits in the school 
year 2010-11 was 80%.  After 
calculating the full-time salary 
costs (see Table 2) and com-
puting a five year weighted 
average, NSHS reports costs 
related to salaries being 41% 
lower than the national aver-
age or 39% at NSHS.  For 
clarity, NSHS decided to 
group all other expenditures 
into a category of other costs 
which would include, but are 
not limited to the following: 
facilities, purchased services, 
supplies, etc..  This category 
accounts for a weighted aver-
age of 30% over five years.  

SOURCES:  Nevada State High School actual 
revenue and expenses reports, http://
nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cmb.asp 

Summary & Best 
Practices:   

In 2011 - 2012, the school 
moved to a more permanent 
location and increased space 
at the school which increased 
the facility costs.  The school 
has remained nimble and 
lean to adjust for rising costs 
in certain areas of spending 
including facilities and student 
costs by adjusting with a de-
crease in spending in other 
areas.  Below are some of the 
ways the school practices being nimble and lean to cover such costs: 
     - building an unreserved fund balance for use when there is shortfall in revenues; 
     - utilizing talented staff with value added duties in many roles at the school; and 
     - avoiding the temptation to develop non-mission critical programs and activities. 

NSHS School Administration Data Analysis of School and Student Progress  January 2015 

Nevada State High School  

233 N. Stephanie Street 

Henderson, Nevada 89074 

702-953-2600 

www.earlycollegenv.com 

 

Dr. John Hawk, Chief Operations Officer 

Dr. Wendi Hawk, Chief Academic Officer 

Table 2: Salary costs per student enrolled 

Five-year weighted aver-
age of major spending 
categories and total rev-

enue and expenses:  

 $2016/stu. Student — 31% 

 $2543/stu. Salary — 39% 

 $1954/stu. Other — 30% 

 $6584/stu. total revenue 

 $6514/stu. total expense 

Nevada State High School 

utilizes unreserved fund bal-

ance to offset low revenues. 

Chart 1: Student, salaries, and other costs versus state revenue 

Table 1: Student information and production costs per student 

Table 3: Revenue and expense totals and other costs per student 



Exposures
2013-2014
Exposures

2014-2015
Exposures 14-15 % DIFF Comments

Payroll 572,062$           651,307$         14%

Student Count 245 400 63%

Total Insured Values - Building, Contents, EE/BI 300,000$           550,000$         83%

Employees 16                      19                    19%

Annual Revenue 5,737,000         1,391,174       ‐76%

Experience Modification Factor N/A N/A N/A

Coverage
2013-2014
Premium

2014-2015
Premium 14-15 % DIFF 

Package ‐ General Liability, Abuse, Employee Benefit Liability

Educators Legal Liability, Crime, Business Auto 12,185$               17,877$            47%

Directors & Officers, Employment Practices, Fiduciary 4,194$               3,101$             ‐26%

Excess Liability 2,859$               4,386$             53%

Cyber Liability ‐$                    1,109$             N/A

Workers Compensation 4,500$               5,472$             22%

TOTAL PROGRAM PREMIUM 23,738$            31,945$          35%

Program Highlights

A+ XIV or better AM Best Rated Carriers ‐ all lines

Following form excess 10 million GL, Abuse, Educators Legal Liability, Employers Liability, DO, EPLI, Auto, EBL

Program Designed for Charter Schools ‐ endorsements and enhancements

Dedicated Limits per location ‐ no sharing of each coverage limit

Dedicated Claims Contacts for CharterSafe program at Philadelphia, Hartford, and Lexington

Access to online training through Safeschools.com

Defense outside the limit on all lines

Blanket Property Limits

Installment plans available with no interest

Nevada State High School



Premium Summary 

The estimated program cost for the recommended program/options are outlined in the following table: 

Line of Coverage 
Expiring Program Proposed Program 

Carrier Actual Cost Carrier Estimated Cost 

Package Policy Philadelphia Insurance $11,885.00 
Philadelphia Insurance 
Quote Expires:  7/1/14 

Premium
Fees
Total

$17,877.00
$0

$17,877.00

Executive Package Scottsdale Indemnity $4,194.00 
Scottsdale Indemnity 

Quote Expires:  7/1/14 

Premium
Fees
Total

$3.101.00
$0

$3,101.00

Cyber Liability N/A N/A
Lloyd’s of London 

Quote Expires:  7/1/14 

Premium
Fees
Total

$1,067.00
$41.61

$1,108.61

Workers 
Compensation 

Twin City Fire 
Insurance Company $4,500 

Twin City Fire Insurance 
Company 

Quote Expires:  07/01/2014 

Premium $5,472

Excess Liability Lexington Insurance $2,502.00 
Lexington Insurance 

Quote Expires:  7/1/14 

Premium
Fees
Total

$3,981.00
$405.26

$4,386.26
Total  $23,081  $31,944.87

Gallagher is responsible for the following lines of business: Package, Executive Package, Cyber and Excess. It is understood that any other type of 
exposure/coverage is either self-insured or placed by another brokerage firm other than Gallagher. If you need help in placing other lines of coverage or 
covering other types of exposures, please contact your Gallagher representative.  



                                      POLICY CHANGE DOCUMENT 

POLICY NO.:   

  

 
  

  
  

  

CHANGE EFFECTIVE  CHANGE #   
 

 

DESCRIPTION

PHPK1017324

201/15/2014

Added:
Loc 2 Bldg 1, 850 S Durango Dr, Las Vegas, NV 89145

GL Class 61227 BLDG/PREMS-OFFICE-NOC-NFP
Premium Basis 5,800 Square Feet

Per attached schedule(s) and form(s)

Page 1 of 1

Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company

NAMED INSURED

4041 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO

Nevada State High School

MAILING ADDRESS 233 N Stephanie St
Henderson, NV 89074-8060

POLICY PERIOD: FROM TO at

12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing address shown above.

Path ID 7627677

         861.00
ADDITIONALADDITIONAL

COUNTERSIGNED BY

(Date) (Authorized Representative)

07/01/2013 07/01/2014

In consideration of the premium reflected, the policy is amended as indicated below:

Total Annual

       1,881.00Additional/Return Premium $ Additional/Return Premium $
Total Prorate

Insurance Policy



 

                                                        Page             of 

 
Locations Schedule 

 
Policy Number:   

 
 

Prems. Bldg.      
No. No. Address     

      
 

Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company

PHPK1017324

0002     0001    850 S Durango Dr

                       Henderson, NV 89074-8060
0001     0001    233 N Stephanie St

                       Las Vegas, NV 89145-2459

1 1



COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE

Policy Number:           

Agent #           

Premium Rates Advance Premiums

Classifications Code No.
Basis Prem./

Ops.
Prod./

Comp. Ops.
Prem./
Ops.

Prod./
Comp. Ops.

Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company

PHPK1017324

4041

PROD/COMP OP SUBJ TO

PROD/COMP OP SUBJ TO

PROD/COMP OP SUBJ TO

GEN AGG LIMIT

GEN AGG LIMIT

GEN AGG LIMIT

  27.355

  19.473

 233.739

    INCL

    INCL

    INCL

47478

47469

61227

44444

       INCL

       INCL

       INCL

NV

NV

NV

NV

STUDENT

FACULTY MEM

AREA

           245

             2

         5,800

SCHOOL-PRIVATE-HIGH-NFP

SCHOOL-FACULTY LIAB-CORP PUNSH

BLDG/PREMS-OFFICE-NOC-NFP

LIABILITY DELUXE

PREM NO. 001

PREM NO. 001

PREM NO. 002

      6,729

         40

      1,368

        810



The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

© 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

ACORD 25 (2014/01)

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

CANCELLATION

DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

LOCJECT
PRO-

POLICY

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

OCCURCLAIMS-MADE

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

PREMISES (Ea occurrence) $
DAMAGE TO RENTED

EACH OCCURRENCE $

MED EXP (Any one person) $

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $

GENERAL AGGREGATE $

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $

$RETENTIONDED

CLAIMS-MADE

OCCUR

$

AGGREGATE $

EACH OCCURRENCE $UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
(MM/DD/YYYY)

POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) LIMITS

PER
STATUTE

OTH-
ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$

$

$

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

(Mandatory in NH)
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY Y / N

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

ANY AUTO

ALL OWNED SCHEDULED

HIRED AUTOS
NON-OWNED

AUTOS AUTOS

AUTOS

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

PROPERTY DAMAGE $

$

$

$

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSD
ADDL

WVD
SUBR

N / A

$

$

(Ea accident)

(Per accident)

OTHER:

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES

BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED

REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed.  If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to

the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the

certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

INSURED

PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext):

PRODUCER

ADDRESS:
E-MAIL

FAX
(A/C, No):

CONTACT
NAME:

NAIC #

INSURER A :

INSURER B :

INSURER C :

INSURER D :

INSURER E :

INSURER F :

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE

THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

6/15/2015

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Insurance Brokers of CA, Inc. LIC #0726293
18201 Von Karman, Suite 200
Irvine CA 92612

Nevada State High School
233 N Stephanie St / 850 South Durango Drive
Henderson NV 89074

Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Co

Lexington Insurance Company

Hartford Casualty Insurance Company

Scottsdale Indemnity Company

18058

19437

29424

15580

Maria Castellon

818-539-8622 818-539-8722

369647488

A PHPK1351266 7/1/2015 7/1/2016

Educators Legal Liab

1,000,000

100,000

15,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

1,000,000

X

X

X

Abuse/Molestaton

X

A

X X

PHPK1351266 7/1/2015 7/1/2016 1,000,000

B

X

48883291-71 7/1/2015 7/1/2016 10,000,000

10,000,000

C 72 WE DS8259 7/1/2015 7/1/2016 X

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

D D&O
Fiduciary
EPL

EKI3159650 7/1/2015 7/1/2016 Per Claim/Agg
Per Claim/Agg
Per Claim/Agg

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

The Certificate Holder is included as Additional Insured on the General Liability policy, per attached endorsement PI-GLD-VS-CS, as
respects: Charter Authorizer.

Nevada State Public Charter School Authority
1749 Stewart Street, Suite 40
Carson City NV 89706



Nevada State High School Projected Targeted School Budget

Cycle: FY1617;  Fund Class: <General>; 
11/2/2015 1:20 PM

Projected

Description FY1617

Total Enrollment 150

   Amount per student 6,500.00$                                       

   State Funding (DSA) Support Per Student 975,000.00$                                   

   E-Rate Funds 7,500.00$                                       

Total Revenue 982,500.00$                                   

   Instruction 85,000.00$                                     

       College Tuition 262,500.00$                                   

       College Textbooks and Fees 67,500.00$                                     

   Specialized Services 10,500.00$                                     

   Academic Student Assessments 10,875.00$                                     

   Board of Education 4,500.00$                                       

   Executive Administration 74,260.00$                                     

   Office of the Principal 173,725.00$                                   

   Central Services 25,140.00$                                     

   Fiscal Services 19,680.00$                                     

   Public Information Services 8,200.00$                                       

   Personnel Services 800.00$                                          

   Administrative Technology Services 9,500.00$                                       

   Operation and Maintenance of Plant 155,550.70$                                   

   Operation of Buildings 8,000.00$                                       

   Maintenance of Buildings 7,000.00$                                       

   Transportation 2,000.00$                                       

   Other Support Services 6,500.00$                                       

Total Expenditure 931,230.70$                                   

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) -$                                                

Excess (deficiency) of revenues and other financing

   sources over expenditures and other financing uses 51,269.30$                                     

Fund Balance, Beginning of year -$                                                

Fund Balance, End of year 51,269.30$                                     

Page 1 of 1



Nevada State High School Projected Targeted School Budget Budget Narrative with Assumptions

Cycle: FY1617;  Fund Class: <General>; 
11/2/2015 1:21 PM

Projected Budget Narrative with Assumptions

Description FY1617 FY1617

Total Enrollment 150

20 students already attending NSHS will move over to new campus and will become 

ambassadors for new student recruitment.  A grassroots campaign along with 

informational meetings and postcard penetration in 2nd language.  It is anticipated 

that all of these students would not need to be recruited at the beginning of the school 

year because of new average daily enrollment revenue calculations.

   Amount per student 6,500.00$           Conservative revenue amount based on previous years of operating

   State Funding (DSA) Support Per Student 975,000.00$       

   E-Rate Funds 7,500.00$           

Based on previous years revenue from the e-rate program.  This number only 

assumes that the demographic is funded at the minimum level of 50% based on 

previous year's numbers of 35%

Total Revenue 982,500.00$       

   Instruction 85,000.00$         

6111 - Salaries of Regular Employees Paid to Teachers for $50,000.00; 6151 - 

Additional Compensation Paid to Teachers for $3,000.00; 6211 - Group Insurance for 

Teacher for $275.00; 6231 - Retirement Contributions for Teachers for $6,600.00; 

6241 - Medicare Payments for Teachers for $750.00; 6261 - Unemployment 

Compensation Paid for Teachers for $600.00; 6271 - Worker's Compensation Paid for 

Teachers for $250.00; 6281 - Health Benefits Paid for Teachers for $15,250.00; 6522 - 

Liability Insurance ''Errors and Omissions'' for $8,000.00; 6523 - Fidelity / Other 

Insurance ''Umbrella'' for $275.00 

       College Tuition 262,500.00$       

6569 - Tuition is based on previous year's data and factorinig in a 10% increase with 

shows $1750 per student

       College Textbooks and Fees 67,500.00$         

6641 - Textbooks is based on previous year's data and factorinig in a 10% increase 

with shows $450 per student

   Specialized Services 10,500.00$         

2120 - Guidance Services for $8,000; 2130 - Health Services for $800; 2140 - 

Psychological Services for $1700

   Academic Student Assessments 10,875.00$         

2240 - ACT, SAT, Engage, WorkKeys based on previous year's data and factorinig in 

a 10% increase with shows $72.50 per student

   Board of Education 4,500.00$           

6117 - Attendance at board meeting $80 per member for $500; 6330 - Professional 

Employee Training and Development Services for $1,500; 6523 - Fidelity / Other 

Insurance ''Umbrella'' for $800; 6580 - Travel for Conferences for $1,500; 6610 - 

General Supplies for $300

Page 1 of 4



Nevada State High School Projected Targeted School Budget Budget Narrative with Assumptions

Cycle: FY1617;  Fund Class: <General>; 
11/2/2015 1:21 PM

Description FY1617 FY1617

   Executive Administration 74,260.00$         

(CENTRAL SERVICE SHARED AT 20% of AMOUNTS LISTED IN THIS 

NARRATIVE)  6114 - CAO/COO Salaries of Regular Employees Paid to Licensed 

Admin for $240000; 6154 - CAO/COO Additional Compensation Paid to Licensed 

Admin. for $7000; 6214 - CAO/COO Group Insurance for Licensed Admin. for $2500; 

6234 - CAO/COO Retirement Contributions for Licensed Admin. for $72000; 6244 - 

CAO/COO Medicare Payments for Licensed Admin. for $5000; 6264 - CAO/COO 

Unemployment Compensation Paid for Licensed Admin. for $1000; 6274 - CAO/COO 

Worker's Compensation for Licensed Admin. for $1500; 6284 - CAO/COO Health 

Benefits Paid for Licensed Admin. for $17000; 6300 - CAO/COO Purchased 

Professional and Technical Services for $5000; 6333 - CAO/COO Prof-

Dev/Administrative Lic. Personnel for $8000; 6300 - CAO/COO Purchased 

Professional and Technical Services for $3300; 6580 - CAO/COO Travel for $4000; 

6610 - CAO/COO General Supplies for $4000; 6810 - CAO/COO Dues and Fees for 

   Office of the Principal 173,725.00$       

(OFFICE ASSISTANT AND STUDENT WORKERS SHOWN AT 100%, HOWEVER, 

THESE POSITIONS ARE ONLY STAFFED AT 50% FOR THE FIRST YEAR AND 

ARE REFLECTED IN THE BUDGET TO THE LEFT) 6114 - Principal Salary Paid to 

Licensed Admin for $95000; 6117 - Office Assistant Salaries of Regular Employees 

Paid to Other Classified/Support Staff for $40000; 6127 - Student Workers Salaries of 

Temporary Employees Paid to Other Classified/Support Staff for $17500; 6154 - 

Principal Additional Compensation Paid to Licensed Admin. for $8000; 6157 - Office 

Assistant Salaries Additional Compensation Paid to Other Classified/Support Staff for 

$1500; 6214 - Principal Group Insurance for Licensed Admin. for $550; 6217 - Office 

Assistant Salaries Group Insurance for Other Classified/Support Staff for $250; 6227 - 

Student Workers Social Security Contributions for Other Classified/Support Staff for 

$2500; 6234 - Principal Retirement Contributions for Licensed Admin. for $10750; 

6237 - Office Assistant Salaries Retirement Contributions for Other Classified/Support 

Staff for $3500; 6244 - Principal Medicare Payments for Licensed Admin. for $1500; 

6247 - Office Assistant Salaries and Student Workers Medicare Payments for Other 

Classified/Support Staff for $1250; 6264 - Principal Unemployment Compensation 

Paid for Licensed Admin. for $750; 6267 - Office Assistant Salaries, etc 

Unemployment Compensation Paid for Other Classified/Support Staff for $1000; 6274 

- Principal Worker's Compensation for Licensed Admin. for $500; 6277 - Office 

Assistant Salaries Worker's Compensation for Other Classified/Support Staff for $850; 

6284 - Principal Health Benefits Paid for Licensed Admin. for $5500; 6287 - Office 

Assistant Salaries Health Benefits Paid for Other Classified/Support Staff for $0; 6300 - 

Purchased Professional and Technical Services for $7500; 6333 - Principal Prof-

Dev/Administrative Lic. Personnel for $1500; 6337 - Office Assistant Salaries Prof-

Dev/Technology Training for $1000; 6530 - Communications for $1000; 6580 - Travel 

for $1500; 6610 - General Supplies for $2500

Page 2 of 4



Nevada State High School Projected Targeted School Budget Budget Narrative with Assumptions

Cycle: FY1617;  Fund Class: <General>; 
11/2/2015 1:21 PM

Description FY1617 FY1617

   Central Services 25,140.00$         

(CENTRAL SERVICE SHARED AT 20% of AMOUNTS LISTED IN THIS 

NARRATIVE) 6117 - DC/RC Salaries of Regular Employees Paid to Other 

Classified/Support Staff for $80000; 6157 - DC/RC Additional Compensation Paid to 

Other Classified/Support Staff for $4000; 6217 - DC/RC Group Insurance for Other 

Classified/Support Staff for $500; 6227 - DC/RC Social Security Contributions for 

Other Classified/Support Staff for $1500; 6237 - DC/RC Retirement Contributions for 

Other Classified/Support Staff for $6500; 6247 - DC/RC Medicare Payments for Other 

Classified/Support Staff for $1400; 6267 - DC/RC Unemployment Compensation Paid 

for Other Classified/Support Staff for $950; 6277 - DC/RC Worker's Compensation for 

Other Classified/Support Staff for $300; 6287 - DC/RC Health Benefits Paid for Other 

Classified/Support Staff for $6550; 6300 - DC/RC Purchased Professional and 

Technical Services for $2000; 6336 - DC/RC Prof-Dev/Other Classfied-Support 

Personnel for $1500; 6300 - DC/RC Purchased Professional and Technical Services 

for $3000; 6535 - DC/RC Data Communications, Internet, Video, T-lines, etc. for 

$15000; 6610 - DC/RC General Supplies for $2500

   Fiscal Services 19,680.00$         

(CENTRAL SERVICE SHARED AT 20% of AMOUNTS LISTED IN THIS 

NARRATIVE) 6117 - Salaries of Regular Employees Paid to Other Classified/Support 

Staff for $30000; 6157 - Additional Compensation Paid to Other Classified/Support 

Staff for $4000; 6217 - Group Insurance for Other Classified/Support Staff for $500; 

6237 - Retirement Contributions for Other Classified/Support Staff for $3000; 6247 - 

Medicare Payments for Other Classified/Support Staff for $1000; 6267 - 

Unemployment Compensation Paid for Other Classified/Support Staff for $600; 6277 - 

Worker's Compensation for Other Classified/Support Staff for $300; 6287 - Health 

Benefits Paid for Other Classified/Support Staff for $6000; 6337 - Prof-

Dev/Technology Training for $10000; 6340 - Other Professional Services "Auditor," 

"Accountant," "Software" for $34000; 6580 - Travel for $1000; 6610 - General Supplies 

for $500; 6810 - Dues and Fees for $7500

   Public Information Services 8,200.00$           

(CENTRAL SERVICE SHARED AT 20% of AMOUNTS LISTED IN THIS 

NARRATIVE) 6345 - Marketing "Design," "Coordination," "Message" for $5000; 6540 - 

Advertising "Mailers," "Info. Meetings," "Grassroots Collateral" for $36000

   Personnel Services 800.00$              

(CENTRAL SERVICE SHARED AT 20% of AMOUNTS LISTED IN THIS 

NARRATIVE) 6540 - Advertising for open positions for $4000

   Administrative Technology Services 9,500.00$           

6350 - Technical Services for $2500 at a rate $100/hr; 6651 - Supplies -Tech -

Software for $4000; 6734 - Technology-Related Hardware for $3000

   Operation and Maintenance of Plant 155,550.70$       

   Operation of Buildings 8,000.00$           6521 - Property Insurance ''Business Owners'' for $500; 6622 - Electricity for $7500;

   Maintenance of Buildings 7,000.00$           

6420 - Cleaning Services for $5750; 6430 - Repairs and Maintenance Services 

"Handyman" for $1250

   Transportation 2,000.00$           

6519 - Student Transportation Purchased From Other Sources based on amounts 

from previous schools expenditures on an annual basis of $1500 with an additional 

33% for increases given the need in the targeted area

   Other Support Services 6,500.00$           

6300 - Purchased Professional and Technical Services for $3000; 6733 - Furniture 

and Fixtures for $1500; 6810 - Dues and Fees for $2000;
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Nevada State High School Projected Targeted School Budget Budget Narrative with Assumptions

Cycle: FY1617;  Fund Class: <General>; 
11/2/2015 1:21 PM

Description FY1617 FY1617

Total Expenditure 931,230.70$       

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) -$                   

Excess (deficiency) of revenues and other financing

   sources over expenditures and other financing uses 51,269.30$         

Fund Balance, Beginning of year -$                   

Fund Balance, End of year 51,269.30$         
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Nevada State High School Network Budget: FY1213 to FY1617;  Fund Class: <Generall>; 11/2/2015 1:23 PM

Henderson Henderson Hend/Summ Hend/Summ New Site Total Hend/Summ New Site

Description FY1213 FY1314 FY1415 FY1516 FY1516 FY1516 FY1516 FY1516

Total Enrollment 226 279 312 350 0 0 350 150

   Amount per student 6,843.25$        6,533.82$        6,557.38$        6,500.00$        6,500.00$        6,500.00$        6,500.00$        6,500.00$        

   State Funding (DSA) 1,546,574.30$ 1,822,934.96$ 2,045,903.64$ 2,275,000.00$ -$                 2,275,000.00$ 2,275,000.00$ 975,000.00$    

   E-Rate Funds 53,390.00$      13,830.00$      38,837.71$      40,000.00$      -$                 40,000.00$      40,000.00$      7,500.00$        

Total Revenue 1,599,964.30$ 1,836,764.96$ 2,084,741.35$ 2,315,000.00$ -$                 2,315,000.00$ 2,315,000.00$ 982,500.00$    

   Instruction 234,199.33$    304,479.11$    285,169.38$    350,000.00$    -$                 350,000.00$    350,000.00$    85,000.00$      

       College Tuition 373,593.69$    468,926.62$    552,346.17$    615,000.00$    -$                 615,000.00$    550,000.00$    262,500.00$    

       College Textbooks and Fees 35,367.32$      46,454.73$      140,865.01$    150,000.00$    -$                 150,000.00$    30,000.00$      67,500.00$      

   Specialized Services 21,150.00$      23,655.00$      26,200.00$      28,500.00$      -$                 28,500.00$      28,500.00$      10,500.00$      

   Academic Student Assessments 18,864.83$      16,046.37$      20,559.90$      15,000.00$      500.00$           15,500.00$      15,000.00$      10,875.00$      

   Board of Education 8,648.67$        6,659.82$        6,264.77$        8,000.00$        -$                 8,000.00$        8,000.00$        4,500.00$        

   Executive Administration 183,200.03$    216,607.58$    243,601.30$    375,000.00$    -$                 375,000.00$    375,000.00$    74,260.00$      

   Office of the Principal 318,989.39$    376,844.81$    398,940.20$    350,000.00$    21,000.00$      371,000.00$    350,000.00$    173,725.00$    

   Central Services 65,511.67$      34,727.97$      111,773.17$    166,700.00$    -$                 166,700.00$    166,700.00$    25,140.00$      

   Fiscal Services 68,486.53$      94,998.14$      62,872.37$      90,000.00$      -$                 90,000.00$      90,000.00$      19,680.00$      

   Public Information Services 66,020.03$      58,232.17$      75,936.38$      25,000.00$      15,000.00$      40,000.00$      25,000.00$      8,200.00$        

   Personnel Services 2,679.99$        5,940.87$        5,386.25$        2,000.00$        1,000.00$        3,000.00$        2,000.00$        800.00$           

   Administrative Technology Services 53,711.45$      32,511.56$      15,733.56$      19,500.00$      3,000.00$        22,500.00$      19,500.00$      9,500.00$        

   Operation and Maintenance of Plant 92,845.96$      112,510.06$    155,550.70$    157,500.00$    30,000.00$      187,500.00$    157,500.00$    155,550.70$    

   Operation of Buildings 13,661.46$      16,689.98$      16,681.17$      22,500.00$      2,500.00$        25,000.00$      22,500.00$      8,000.00$        

   Maintenance of Buildings 7,687.19$        24,157.11$      20,855.76$      20,000.00$      27,000.00$      47,000.00$      20,000.00$      7,000.00$        

   Transportation 1,483.00$        1,642.20$        1,376.50$        4,000.00$        -$                 4,000.00$        4,000.00$        2,000.00$        

   Other Support Services 22,394.88$      25,203.05$      11,193.55$      11,000.00$      11,000.00$      11,000.00$      6,500.00$        

Total Expenditure 1,588,495.42$ 1,866,287.15$ 2,151,306.14$ 2,409,700.00$ 100,000.00$    2,509,700.00$ 2,224,700.00$ 931,230.70$    

Total Other Financing -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 

Excess (deficiency) 

11,468.88$      (29,522.19)$     (66,564.79)$     (94,700.00)$     (100,000.00)$   (194,700.00)$   90,300.00$      51,269.30$      

Fund Balance, Beginning of year 344,123.03$    323,559.91$    294,037.72$    227,472.93$    -$                 227,472.93$    32,772.93$      -$                 

Fund Balance, End of year 355,591.91$    294,037.72$    227,472.93$    132,772.93$    (100,000.00)$   32,772.93$      123,072.93$    51,269.30$      

Actuals Estimated for Current Campuses and New Site Projected for Current Campuses and New Site
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Nevada State High School Network Budget: FY1213 to FY1617;  Fund Class: <Generall>; 11/2/2015 1:23 PM

Description

Total Enrollment

   Amount per student

   State Funding (DSA)

   E-Rate Funds

Total Revenue

   Instruction

       College Tuition

       College Textbooks and Fees

   Specialized Services

   Academic Student Assessments

   Board of Education

   Executive Administration

   Office of the Principal

   Central Services

   Fiscal Services

   Public Information Services

   Personnel Services

   Administrative Technology Services

   Operation and Maintenance of Plant

   Operation of Buildings

   Maintenance of Buildings

   Transportation

   Other Support Services

Total Expenditure

Total Other Financing

Excess (deficiency) 

Fund Balance, Beginning of year

Fund Balance, End of year

Total

FY1516

500

6,500.00$         

3,250,000.00$  

47,500.00$       

3,297,500.00$  

435,000.00$     

812,500.00$     

97,500.00$       

39,000.00$       

25,875.00$       

12,500.00$       

449,260.00$     

523,725.00$     

191,840.00$     

109,680.00$     

33,200.00$       

2,800.00$         

29,000.00$       

313,050.70$     

30,500.00$       

27,000.00$       

6,000.00$         

17,500.00$       

3,155,930.70$  

-$                 

141,569.30$     

32,772.93$       

174,342.23$     

Projected for Current Campuses and New Site
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Nevada State High School Cash Flow Statement FY1617

July August September October November December January February March April May June

DSA based on previous year 165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     165,000.00$     1,980,000.00$  

DSA based on ADE new year 158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     158,750.00$     1,270,000.00$  

E-rate 20,000.00$       27,500.00$       47,500.00$       

Total Revenues 165,000.00$     165,000.00$     185,000.00$     165,000.00$     323,750.00$     323,750.00$     323,750.00$     323,750.00$     323,750.00$     351,250.00$     323,750.00$     323,750.00$     3,297,500.00$  

Total Revenues Y-T-D 165,000.00$     330,000.00$     515,000.00$     680,000.00$     1,003,750.00$  1,327,500.00$  1,651,250.00$  1,975,000.00$  2,298,750.00$  2,650,000.00$  2,973,750.00$  3,297,500.00$  3,297,500.00$  

   Instruction 36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       36,250.00$       435,000.00$     

       College Tuition 406,250.00$     406,250.00$     812,500.00$     

       College Textbooks and Fees 48,750.00$       48,750.00$       97,500.00$       

   Specialized Services 19,500.00$       19,500.00$       39,000.00$       

   Academic Student Assessments 2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         2,587.50$         25,875.00$       

   Board of Education 1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         1,250.00$         12,500.00$       

   Executive Administration 37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       37,438.33$       449,260.00$     

   Office of the Principal 43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       43,643.75$       523,725.00$     

   Central Services 15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       15,986.67$       191,840.00$     

   Fiscal Services 9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         9,140.00$         109,680.00$     

   Public Information Services 11,066.67$       11,066.67$       11,066.67$       33,200.00$       

   Personnel Services 233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            233.33$            2,800.00$         

   Administrative Technology Services 2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         2,416.67$         29,000.00$       

   Operation and Maintenance of Plant 26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       26,087.56$       313,050.70$     

   Operation of Buildings 2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         2,541.67$         30,500.00$       

   Maintenance of Buildings 2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         2,250.00$         27,000.00$       

   Transportation 500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            500.00$            6,000.00$         

   Other Support Services 1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         1,458.33$         17,500.00$       

Total Expenses 177,946.31$     177,946.31$     181,783.81$     181,783.81$     656,283.81$     192,850.48$     192,850.48$     192,850.48$     181,783.81$     656,283.81$     181,783.81$     181,783.81$     3,155,930.70$  

Total Expenses Y-T-D 177,946.31$     355,892.62$     537,676.43$     719,460.23$     1,375,744.04$  1,568,594.52$  1,761,444.99$  1,954,295.47$  2,136,079.28$  2,792,363.08$  2,974,146.89$  3,155,930.70$  3,155,930.70$  

Net change in Cash (F/B) (12,946.31)$      (12,946.31)$      3,216.19$         (16,783.81)$      (332,533.81)$    130,899.53$     130,899.53$     130,899.53$     141,966.19$     (305,033.81)$    141,966.19$     141,966.19$     141,569.30$     

Begin Cash Balance(F/B) 32,772.00$       19,825.69$       6,879.38$         10,095.57$       (6,688.23)$        (339,222.04)$    (208,322.52)$    (77,422.99)$      53,476.53$       195,442.73$     (109,591.08)$    32,375.11$       32,772.00$       

End Cash Balance (F/B) 19,825.69$       6,879.38$         10,095.57$       (6,688.23)$        (339,222.04)$    (208,322.52)$    (77,422.99)$      53,476.53$       195,442.73$     (109,591.08)$    32,375.11$       174,341.30$     174,341.30$     

Total

PROJECTED

Projected Cash Balance Statement
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